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EXPLORATORY GEOSPATIAL DATA ANALYSIS USING 

SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS 

Case Study of Portuguese Mainland Regions 

ABSTRACT 

The rapidly increasing volume of digital geographic data is overwhelming for conventional 

analysis techniques and methods. Therefore new approaches are needed to transform 

data into information, and ultimately, into knowledge. Exploratory data analysis is a 

foundation stone in this process. It is concerned with the formation of a simplified 

overview of data sets. Clustering and projection are among the examples of useful 

methods to achieve this task. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm performs both, in 

a non-linear mapping from a high-dimensional data space to a low-dimensional space 

aiming to preserve the topological relations in the data. 

The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the effectiveness of SOM application in visual 

exploration of physical geography data to support the delineation of Portuguese mainland 

regions. The main justifications for the application of SOM in this issue are its features of 

stressing local factors and topological ordering. For experimental assessment, the public 

domain thematic maps from Instituto do Ambiente are used. Several authors’ maps of 

Portuguese regions are used for evaluation of empirical results. 

Categorical attributes found in the data set are problematic in the SOM algorithm. One 

way to tackle them is to convert them into binary attributes. For the task at hand, 

Euclidean distance and unconstrained real-valued codebook patterns are shown 

empirically as suitable approaches to deal with these binary attributes. 

The distinctive character of geospatial data and the discrete nature of the SOM are 

important issues that should be taken into consideration. In this respect, adequate 

geospatial unfolding of SOM is presumed to assist a better representation of geographic 

phenomena. Some approaches to assist this objective are put forward and experimented 

such as weighting attributes and samples, and a SOM variant named Geo-SOM. Some 

visualization methods to address the information extraction issue are also suggested. 

Notwithstanding the vagueness of geographic phenomena, experimental results reveal 

major patterns that are consistent with reference maps of Portuguese mainland regions. 
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ANÁLISE EXPLORATÓRIA DE DADOS GEO-ESPACIAIS 

USANDO MAPAS AUTO-ORGANIZÁVEIS 

Aplicação ao Estudo das Regiões de Portugal Continental 

RESUMO 

A crescente quantidade de dados geográficos em formato digital é avassaladora para os 

métodos e técnicas de análise tradicionais. Daí a necessidade de novas abordagens para 

transformar os dados em informação e, em última análise, em conhecimento. A análise 

exploratória de dados é uma peça fundamental neste processo onde se procura obter 

uma representação simplificada dos dados. Exemplos de métodos úteis para atingir este 

objectivo são o agrupamento e projecção. O algoritmo Mapa Auto-Organizável (SOM) 

realiza ambos num mapeamento não linear dum espaço de elevada dimensão para um 

espaço de reduzida dimensão tentando preservar as relações topológicas nos dados. 

Pretende-se nesta tese demonstrar a eficácia da aplicação do algoritmo SOM na análise 

exploratória de dados de geografia física para apoio à delimitação das regiões de 

Portugal continental. As principais justificações para a aplicação do SOM neste caso são 

a sua ênfase nos factores locais e a sua ordenação topológica. Na demonstração 

experimental recorrer-se-á a dados do Instituto do Ambiente. Os resultados empíricos 

serão confrontados com mapas de regiões portuguesas de diversos autores. 

Os atributos categóricos nos dados usados levantam alguns problemas no algoritmo 

SOM. Para lidar com estes pode-se convertê-los em atributos binários. No caso actual, 

mostra-se empiricamente que o uso da distância euclidiana e de modelos reais são 

abordagens apropriadas para os atributos binários. 

O carácter distinto dos dados geo-espaciais e a natureza discreta do SOM são tópicos 

que devem ser considerados. Neste aspecto, presume-se que um adequado desdobrar 

geo-espacial do SOM contribui para uma melhor representação dos fenómenos 

geográficos. Diversas abordagens neste sentido são apresentadas e experimentadas 

como a ponderação de atributos e de amostras, e variantes do SOM. São também 

sugeridos métodos de visualização para lidar com a questão da extracção da informação. 

Apesar do carácter difuso dos fenómenos geográficos, os resultados experimentais 

revelam padrões consistentes com os mapas de referência das regiões de Portugal 

continental. 
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NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 

x variable, attribute or feature (scalar or categorical) 

x vector, pattern, data object 

ix  component i of vector x (variable or attribute) 

im  model, reference, or codebook vector of neuron or unit i 

cih  kernel neighborhood function 

location geographic position defined by coordinates x and y 
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1. Introduction 
Exploratory data analysis can 

never be the whole story, but 

nothing else can serve as the 

foundation stone - as the first step 

(Tukey, 1977). 

1.1 Background 
In the 1850s, the English physician John Snow performed a pioneering geographic data 

analysis to support his hypothesis that cholera was spread in the drinking water (e.g. 

Goodchild and Kemp, 1990; Frerichs, 2000). To illustrate his findings he plotted cholera 

fatalities and pumps on a map (detail shown in Figure 1.1) where he was able to show 

that cholera deaths had clustered around a particular pump (Frerichs, 2000). 

 

Figure 1.1 - Snow’s cholera map detail showing contaminated well and fatalities as short lines (Frerichs, 
2000). 
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His arguments led to the decision to remove the well pump, putting an end to that source 

of epidemic. Though associations between phenomena are usually harder to detect, this 

case is a very simple one. 

However, the rapidly increasing volume, dimensionality and the complexity of digital 

geographic data overwhelm conventional analysis techniques and methods (Openshaw, 

1993; Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth, 1996; Gahegan, 1996; Miller and Han, 

2001). Here most traditional statistical methods are not adequate because of their high 

computational burden or very restrictive assumptions on data (Openshaw, 1993; 

Chambers et al., 1998; Fayyad, Grinstein and Wierse, 2002). Thus they are generally 

unsuitable for geographic data analysis largely due to spatial dependency and complexity 

of geographic phenomena (e.g. Longley et al., 2001; Miller and Han, 2001). 

Therefore new approaches are needed to transform data into information, and ultimately, 

into knowledge (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth, 1996; Openshaw and Openshaw, 

1997; Miller and Han, 2001). New ideas may by inspired in new computing tools that are 

essentially data driven rather than theory driven, and applied rather than theoretical in 

their motivation (Openshaw, 1993). 

Data Mining (DM), Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) and Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) bring important contributions to this issue (Miller and Han, 2001). Neural networks 

have been revealed in recent years as an interesting and promising field (e.g. Openshaw 

and Openshaw, 1997). However, a shortcoming of neural networks is the difficulty to 

extract information embedded therein (e.g. Openshaw and Openshaw, 1997). 

As one of the first steps in the knowledge discovery process, Exploratory Data Analysis 

(EDA) addresses data not yet understood, classified, summarized or unstructured and 

most of its techniques are graphical in nature (Tukey, 1977; Tufte, 1998a; Tufte, 1998b). 

They greatly rely on the one of the most sophisticated information processing system: the 

human eye-brain visual system (Chambers et al., 1998). Visualization of geographic data 

(geographic visualization or geo-visualization in computer systems) thus can leverage 

human experts’ capabilities on pattern recognition, in a rich environment for formulating 

hypothesis, theory, and explanations (e.g. Gahegan, 2001; Worboys and Duckham, 

2004). In fact, maps are effective tools for presenting geospatial data because they 

provide abstract graphical model of the world (e.g. Worboys and Duckham, 2004). 

To enable the discovery or identification of features or patterns of most relevance there is 

a need for data reduction and projection. Clustering and projection are amongst the 

examples of useful methods to achieve this task. Classical clustering algorithms produce 
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a grouping of data according to a chosen criterion (Hair et al., 1998). Projection methods, 

on the other hand, represent the data points in a lower dimensional space in such a way 

that the clusters and the metric relations of the data items are preserved as faithfully as 

possible (Hair et al., 1998). 

In this thesis a type of neural network, the Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), is used to 

perform data clustering and projection. It has been applied in a large variety of tasks, such 

as pattern recognition, image analysis, data analysis, voice recognition, process control 

and optimization (Kohonen, 2001). The SOM algorithm resembles vector quantization 

algorithms. The major distinction between the SOM and other vector quantization 

techniques is that in the former the units are organized on a regular grid and along with 

the selected unit its neighbors are also updated, yielding an ordering of the units 

(Kohonen, 2001). The algorithm performs a non-linear mapping from a high-dimensional 

data space to a low-dimensional space, typically two-dimensional, rectangular grid 

(Kohonen, 2001). This allows the presentation of multidimensional data in two 

dimensions, assisting the visual exploration of data. As the SOM compresses data while 

preserving the most important topological relationships it may be thought as producing 

some kind of abstractions (Kohonen, 2001). 

Several proposals and studies for the delineation of geographic regions on mainland 

Portugal have been undertaken (Girão, 1933; Albuquerque, 1945; Caldas and Loureiro, 

1966; Ribeiro, 1987; Gaspar, 1993). Their objective is achieved, basically, in a clustering 

scheme trying to find regions characterized by internal homogeneity while maximizing 

heterogeneity between regions (e.g. Longley et al., 2001). Nowadays, wide-ranging and 

public domain data are available that can be used for this purpose. This puts a challenge 

and an opportunity to take advantage of that asset in order to enhance the understanding 

of our country. The type of data and its dimensionality also suggests the application of 

new approaches in GIS. 

1.2 Aim of this Study 
The aim of this study is to demonstrate the effectiveness of SOM algorithm in the task of 

exploring geospatial data, in the search for interesting patterns in physical geography of 

Portuguese mainland. Ultimately, to seek empirical evidence or relations with regions as 

presented by several authors. 
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The following SOM properties, which will be discussed later, make it most useful to this 

purpose: 

• Data Reduction 

o Projection of data in a 2-D grid (map metaphor) 

o Clustering 

• Local factors analysis; 

• Topology preservation. 

1.3 Scope and Issues Dealt in this Study 
This study is focused on exploratory geospatial data analysis with SOM. It emphasizes 

what is special about geospatial data that needs consideration for SOM application, and 

methods to extract and present information from SOM output. 

In fact, categorical attributes and the character of geospatial data give rise to some issues 

on its application in SOM. A shortcoming of SOM is also the difficulty of extracting 

information from it. Several approaches to tackle these issues are studied, proposed and 

evaluated, notably: 

• Choices of similarity measure in BMU selection and subsequent effects in SOM 

clustering. 

• Enforce SOM geospatial unfolding 

• Visualization aids to picture SOM unfolding. 

• Convert 2-D source data (polygons) into 0-D (points) as required for input by SOM 

algorithm. 

• Present the SOM output on geographic maps of U-mat as groundwork for exploratory 

analysis. 

 

For the first topic, a binary data set of animal features (Ritter and Kohonen, 1989) is used 

to present experimentally the issue of categorical attributes in SOM. Moreover, a 
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geospatial data set based on thematic maps from mainland Portugal (Instituto do 

Ambiente, 2003) and maps of regions proposed by several authors make up the basis for 

experimental assessment of the core of this study. 

Ideally, the target SOM clustering should yield connected regions, i.e. there should be no 

enclaves (or islands). Actually, it is a challenge to embed this objective in SOM mapping, 

yet this matter is not tackled in the current study. 

The exploratory data analysis pursued within the current study is neither meant to be 

exhaustive nor self-contained. Indeed, there are so many degrees of freedom and 

expanding possibilities in this process that it is not possible to cover them all here. 

Moreover, this also makes it impractical to benchmark all methods and identify the most 

suitable, which is also not proposed here. 

1.4 How this Thesis is organized 
Chapter 1 draws the background and motivation for this study, and outlines its scope. The 

thesis statement is established here. 

Chapter 2 begins with an introduction to the framework of this thesis and experiments, 

with an outline of the Knowledge Discovery in Databases process. Then it proceeds with 

literature review about Physical Geography and Portuguese mainland regions for domain 

knowledge. The topics of data selection and data processing are brought in along with 

discussion pertinent to the data set used in this study. Exploratory data analysis and SOM 

algorithm are described briefly. Thereafter, an overview is made about what makes 

geospatial phenomena and data distinctive when compared with most non-georeferenced 

data. Along these sections, details and discussions relevant to this study are introduced. 

The major contributions of the current study are presented at the end of this chapter. 

In Chapter 3 is presented a classification of data types and an overview of similarity 

measures for patterns. It focuses on categorical variables; implications and approaches to 

deal with them in SOM are presented. 

In Chapters 4 and 5, the empirical results are presented for exploratory geospatial data 

analysis using standard SOM and a variant (Geo-SOM). In the former chapter, a small 

data set is used and in the later the whole, final data set, is introduced. An outline of a 

framework for geospatial data analysis using SOM is also suggested. Ultimately, an effort 

is made for the delineation of the regions based on experiments. 
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In Chapter 6, an overall discussion about experiments is brought forward. 

In Chapter 7 is presented an overall evaluation of the experiments. Here the conclusions 

with respect to the validity of the statement are drawn. Recommendations for future work 

are also suggested. 
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2. Searching for Natural Regions in 
Physical Geography 

The main goal of this study is to explore geospatial data using SOM in order to search for 

interesting patterns in geospatial data from mainland Portugal. This task can be suitably 

incorporated into the broader perspective of knowledge discovery process. 

A comprehensive definition for knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) as stated by 

Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth (1996) is “the non-trivial process of identifying valid, 

novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data”. We can outline 

the process of KDD in the following phases (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth, 1996): 

• Domain knowledge and Goal Definition 

• Data Set Selection 

• Data Cleaning and preprocessing 

- Empty values analysis 

- Conversion of data types (numerical and categorical) 

- Invalid data analysis 

- Data normalization 

• Data Set Reduction and Projection 

• Matching the goals of the KDD process 

• Exploratory Analysis 

• Data Mining 

• Interpreting the mined patterns 

• Action! 

Although the focus of this thesis is on exploratory data analysis, this outline provides a 

thorough framework for the study. It is noteworthy that, generally, this process is not as 

straight as depicted but rather interactive and iterative. 
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These topics and the herewith case study also illustrate the interdisciplinary nature of 

Geographical Information Systems and Geographical Information Science (GIS). A 

comprehensive view of GIS is that of a field dealing with geospatial data and phenomena. 

It is built on the knowledge of geography, cartography, mathematics, computer science, 

engineering and many other areas of science (Peuquet and Marble, 1991; Wright, 

Goodchild and Proctor, 1997; Heywood, Cornelius and Carver, 1998; Painho and Peixoto, 

2002; Worboys and Duckham, 2004). The term geospatial is used along this study to 

mean geographically referenced (e.g. Worboys and Duckham, 2004). Therefore, 

geospatial data is a special type of data that relates to the surface of the Earth. 

Next, we introduce some literature review useful for domain knowledge, an introduction to 

SOM algorithm and some discussion about what makes geospatial data distinctive. 

Approaches to enable a geospatial unfolding of SOM and methods to extract information 

from SOM are also presented. 

2.1 Physical Geography 
A good knowledge of the phenomena involved will be of great value in the selection, and 

preparation of the input data (e.g. Bação, 2002). Hence, we present an overview of 

concepts and literature about these subjects. 

Physical Geography can be described as the branch of Geography (e.g. Small and 

Witherick, 1992) that, amongst other features, studies: 

• the surface shape of the Earth (Geomorphology); 

• rivers, lakes, and underground water (Hydrology); 

• seas, and oceans (Oceanography); 

• atmospheric processes and phenomena (Climatology and Meteorology); 

• soil types and their formation (Pedology); 

• distribution of plants and animals (Biogeography) 

Unlike those features studied in Human Geography, these are related to energy 

transformations in which man does not have a major role (e.g. Jones, 1985). However, 

human impact in the environment has been considerable. This is the main reason for the 
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exclusion of some themes, like vegetation, from the geospatial data set to be used in the 

current study because they have been deeply influenced by human activities 

(Albuquerque, 1945). 

2.1.1 Portuguese Mainland Regions 

A region is a territory whose distinctive features or a set of criteria, grants it unity and 

differentiates it from neighborhood land (e.g. Jones, 1985; Small and Witherick, 1992). 

These are the main topics of regional geography which is fundamentally concerned with 

the delineation of zones characterized by internal homogeneity (uniform regions) while 

maximizing heterogeneity between zones (e.g. Longley et al., 2001). 

As stated before, human interaction often has great influence on environment. Some 

authors also account for the human factor. For instance, for Ribeiro (1987) a natural 

region is a harmonious space with character, emanating from a long adjustment of 

generations to the environment that they, in great part, shaped. In this thesis, however, a 

natural region will have a more restrictive interpretation because only physical factors are 

considered thus excluding human factors. Consequently, the resulting regions should 

essentially reflect physical geographic phenomena. 

 

One of the most ancient types of region, or spatial organization, in Portugal is the 

Concelho whose origin is prior to the birth of the nation (Saraiva, 1978). The Província is 

a larger region that represents a traditional space, with a more historic than functional 

substance (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966) – a reminiscence of former administrative regions. 

Inspired by the French revolution, the províncias were abolished and, instead, another 

region was created: Distrito. This is done joining several concelhos with a diversity of 

conditions (e.g. Girão, 1933). There are many other regions that we could refer but with 

much less importance, like ecclesiastic, judicial, agricultural, or forest regions. 

In a survey about Portuguese geography (Girão, 1933; Albuquerque, 1945; Birot, 1950; 

Caldas and Loureiro, 1966; Ribeiro, Lautensach and Daveau, 1987; Selecções do 

Reader's Digest, 1988; Medeiros, 1991), we may get a picture of the most important 

geographic phenomena and features that characterize this country. These are 

summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Land relief and 
structure 

The more notorious and greatest geologic regions are Hesperic 
Massif, Mesozoic borders, Tertiary basin of Tagus and Sado 
rivers. In this subject, we must refer tectonic and volcanic 
processes (stable areas, faults and seismic accidents) - 
endogenic forces that create the relief, and exogenic forces (such 
as erosion) that shape it. These have a contribution on the 
geologic evolution of rock and soil types. Mainland plate has a 
general slope to west on the northern territory and to southwest 
on the southern territory, reflected on the course of the major 
rivers, as Douro, Tagus and Guadiana (Ribeiro, Lautensach and 
Daveau, 1987). 

Geographic 
position 

The most important factors are latitude, location in mainland, and 
elevation 

Atmospheric 
dynamics 

Solar radiation is a major factor, but air circulation, temperature, 
summer and winter precipitation distribution, cloudiness, frost, 
impacts in watercourses, soil and vegetation, altogether 
characterize climate (Medeiros, 1991). The Atlantic Ocean exerts 
deep influence on climate (fading from seaside to interior) and 
also does the Mediterranean Sea (greater on south) (Ribeiro, 
Lautensach and Daveau, 1987). 

Table 2.1 - Summary of geographic phenomena and features on mainland Portugal 

Several authors have elaborated geographic divisions based on some or most of these 

factors. The following lines give an overview of the main topics presented by those 

authors. 

• Barros Gomes for his 1878 map relies essentially on latitude, exposition and 

relief (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966). 

• Girão (1933) pays attention to the human factor. 

• Hermann Lautensach for his map of 1932 (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966), being 

geomorphologist, bases his division essentially on relief and soil structure. 

• Ribeiro, Lautensach and Daveau (1987) consider climate, position, soil, relief, 

vegetation, and also human influence. 

• Albuquerque (1945) considers essentially ecological factors: soil, climate, and 

vegetation. In this last factor, he just considers forests of native species, 

because they would be less subject to human activities. He remarks the 

relevance of Geology and Orography. 

• Caldas and Loureiro (1966) are responsible for one of the first methodic 

investigations on delimitation of homogeneous regions, taking into account 

ecological and human factors (social and economical). By means of factorial 

analysis, their elementary regions (concelhos) are clustered in a way that 

maximizes a homogeneity index. 
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• Gaspar (1993) builds the regions based on the distritos, and thus is essentially 

inspired on administrative limits without great other methodic substance. 

• Birot (1950) has one of the simplest delineation’s, encompassing all northern 

regions in just one region, and then considers Estremadura, Ribatejo, Alentejo, 

and Algarve. 

From Figure 2.1 through Figure 2.3 the maps of selected authors are shown (Caldas and 

Loureiro, 1966). The delineation of Caldas and Loureiro (1966) and Gaspar (1993) will not 

be considered. The former because it emphasis human factors and the later because it is 

based only on previous administrative limits. 

 
 

Gomes Girão 

Figure 2.1 - Regions Maps of Gomes and Girão (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966) 
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Lautensach Ribeiro 

Figure 2.2 - Regions Maps of Lautensach and Ribeiro (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966) 

 

Albuquerque 

Figure 2.3 - Regions Map of Albuquerque (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966) 
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These maps will be used as references in order to evaluate the experimental results. 

They will also be overlaid to most of the maps presented in this study. 

2.2 Selected Data Set 
The source for the geospatial data set is the public domain “Atlas do Ambiente” (Instituto 

do Ambiente, 2003), dated April 21, 2001. The maps are released in shape format with 

military coordinate system and Lisbon Datum. Although interesting, a thorough analysis of 

the data set is beyond the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, in order to show our points in 

exploratory data analysis, we are interested in maintaining data complexity and volume to 

a reasonable amount (e.g. Mitchell, 1997). 

In the previous section, the groundwork was established for a preliminary theme selection 

whereupon we elect six themes that we consider the most relevant to this study: 

elevation, hydrographic basins, lithology, precipitation, solar radiation, and temperature 

(Table 2.2). There we indicate which themes (bold) and fields are used in our 

experiments. Some will be used only as reference or background (tagged Ref). Maps 

showing a qualitative or quantitative property (theme) are usually described as thematic 

maps (e.g. Burrough, 1990; Tufte, 1998b). In Appendix A.1, the thematic maps of the 

geospatial data set used in this study are shown. Further details about these maps are 

also included in Appendix A.2. 

Taking into account the two geographic coordinates (location), the selected data set has a 

dimensionality of eight instead of 47 (the dimensionality of the whole data set from “Atlas 

do Ambiente”). The proposed reduced dimension of data is advantageous by reducing 

complexity and processing time (e.g. Mitchell, 1997). 
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Theme shp name used Use field type Comments 

Elevation cniv2 Yes GRIDCODE scalar polyline theme converted 
to polygon 

Hydrographic 
basins 

baci Yes CODBACI categorical major river basins  

Lithology 
litosin Yes CODLIT categorical sedimentary, sedimentary 

and metamorphic, plutonic 
eruptive 

Precipitation pret Yes CODPRET ratio annual mean 
Solar radiation radi Yes CODRADI ratio annual mean 
Temperature temp Yes TEMPERATUR scalar annual mean 
Concelhos con Ref   boundaries 
Mainland limit lim_simp Ref   country boundary 
Concelho name topo_c Ref   label 
Natural regions regi Ref REGIAO  as in Albuquerque (1945) 

Table 2.2 - Themes used in the geospatial data set. 

2.3 Data Cleaning and Preparation 
A common problem when dealing with data from several sources is their variable 

accuracy or lack of spatial consistency (Burrough, 1990). This is mostly noted at map 

borders where maps do not overlap completely. An example, extracted from the 

geospatial data set used in this study, can be seen in Figure 2.4. It introduces the issue of 

dealing with missing values at map borders. In these cases, the approach in the current 

study is a pragmatic one, discarding regions with missing values. 

 

Figure 2.4 - Example of map mismatch 

In order to produce the data set in the required tabular format for the SOM, the thematic 

maps were overlaid and then intersected spatially. Because of this later operation we will 
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obtain many areas also named polygon features in GIS software. We assume that all 

locations inside an area will have identical values for all attributes. 

Spatial intersection requires that the input themes must have polygon topology (area). 

Unfortunately, source elevation theme has an additional shortcoming: it is a polyline 

(linear) theme. It has many contour lines that are open or intersect somehow each other. 

This makes impossible automatic use of procedures to create valid topological polygons. 

The huge amount of data in this theme also would make a formidable task doing that 

correction manually. Hence, we had to envisage a practical approach to overcome this 

issue. Our option was to recreate a 3-D surface model using the contour elevation data. 

This operation will eventually introduce some error that, is hoped, will not affect 

significantly the experiments. 

The 3-D surface was built using ArcMap 3-D Analyst, creating a TIN from contour lines. 

Then we recreated closed contour lines from the TIN. In general, this procedure smoothes 

the original contour lines, many of which are, indeed, very convoluted. Though introducing 

error, this may be useful in reducing data amount, notably the number of small regions we 

have to process. 

Two geospatial data sets are thus set up, a simpler one, called hereafter small data set, 

having temperature, solar radiation and precipitation, and another, called hereafter final 

data set, joining elevation, hydrographic basins and lithology to the former data set. The 

geospatial distribution of data samples (polygon centroids) for both data sets is shown in 

Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 - Geospatial distribution of centroids for small data set (left) and final data set (right). 

The SOM algorithm is founded on discrete, 0-D geometry (Silva and Rodrigues, 1983) 

points (input and codebook patterns). Here is worth a note in geometry to say that a n-

dimensional object is, essentially, one that requires n parameters to describe a location 

within it. The data at our disposal are mostly polygon (2-D geometry) themes that are a 

result of several interpolation methods. Therefore, to be used in the SOM we have to 

convert them again to discrete points. Our option is to use the polygon centroid. In a way, 

it would be an advantage if we could use the original survey and discrete data samples for 

input eventually avoiding some interpolation issues introduced in the released data set. 

2.4 Data Preprocessing 
Data preprocessing and normalization is generally an unsettled issue. Here we 

emphasize the discussion on the geospatial character of the data set used in this study 

though it may be extend to the other dimensions. 
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2.4.1 Data Normalization 

When dealing with geospatial data we should take into account its distinctive nature in the 

data-preprocessing step. Nevertheless, in most normalization tasks each variable is 

treated independently, including location components (x and y). In the current study we 

refer to location as the 2-D variable representing geographic position defined by attributes 

(coordinates) x and y. Therefore, being a 2-D variable, its components should not be 

treated separately. In Figure 2.6 we illustrate this issue with a very simple example of a 

originally circular cluster in a rectangular data distribution (left, dashed circle), a linear 

range normalization (center, ellipse) and processing algorithm (center, circle), and the 

output after de-normalization (right, ellipse). As can be seen, when applying the de-

normalization the resulting clusters are squeezed along the variable formerly with the 

lower range. 

 

Figure 2.6 - Effect of independent normalization 

In this study we will apply a linear scaling to all variables (min-max transformation) so they 

are mapped into the [0,1] interval (e.g. Bação, 2002). Furthermore, we propose that 

location variables (x and y) should be jointly normalized in order to preserve geospatial 

aspect. In the experiments ahead, this is done scaling down the variable x by the ratio 

max(x)/max(y). In doing so, it is also presumed that both variables have similar relevance. 

2.4.2 Data Set Reduction 

Some preliminary correlation analysis or other method could give some help in discarding 

less significant variables thus ensuing data set reduction. However, this is out of the 

scope of this study. Instead, the choice of variables is based mainly on the literature 

review presented beforehand. 
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2.5 Exploratory Data Analysis 
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) addresses data not yet understood, classified, 

summarized or unstructured (Tukey, 1977). Much like KDD, it aims to uncover interesting 

structures or patterns in large data sets and provide some means of explaining it (Fayyad, 

Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth, 1996). In one of the first works to explicitly use the term 

Exploratory Data Analysis (Tukey, 1977) this process is, in fact, envisaged as a detective 

work. Because it is free for many constraints it may lack some objectivity, but this may 

also be an advantage in data exploration and hypothesis generation (e.g. Gahegan, 

2001). 

Most Exploratory Data Analysis techniques are graphical in nature, using pictures to 

describe data (Chambers et al., 1998; Tufte, 1998a; Tufte, 1998b). They greatly rely on 

the one of the most sophisticated information processing system: the human eye-brain 

visual system (e.g. Chambers et al., 1998). An example of an advantage of using the 

visual domain is that of a picture: it can make large data sets much more accessible than 

an extensive list of numbers (Tufte, 1998a; Tufte, 1998b; Gahegan, 2001). In fact, the 

primary goal of data visualization is finding a view or projection of the data that reduces 

complexity while capturing important information, i.e., reducing complexity while losing the 

least amount of information (Fayyad, Grinstein and Wierse, 2002). Here we clearly want 

to emphasis the fundamental components in this process. One is the visual presentation 

and the other is the human expert, a key player, by his ability to identify patterns (e.g. 

Gahegan, 1996). 

Traditional measures or tools like minimum, maximum, mean, median, standard deviation, 

correlation, plots, histograms, scatter plots, etc. may give us some insight about a data 

set (Murteira, 1993; Chambers et al., 1998). But for high dimensional data they may be 

ineffective and therefore we need additional tools such as clustering and projection 

algorithms (Hair et al., 1998). 

2.5.1 Clustering and Projection Algorithms 

Classical clustering algorithms produce a grouping of the data according to a chosen 

criterion. For instance, minimizing within cluster variance while maximizing between 

cluster variance (Hair et al., 1998). As examples, we can refer the following algorithms 

which work reasonably well for large geographical databases: partitioning methods (k-

means, k-medoid), hierarchical methods (forming dendograms: CURE, BIRCH), density 
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based methods (DBSCAN, OPTICS), and grid methods (STING, CLIQUE) (Gahegan, 

2001). 

Projection methods, on the other hand, represent the data points in a lower dimensional 

space in such a way that the clusters and the metric relations of the data items are 

preserved as faithfully as possible (Hair et al., 1998). The data sets can thus be visualized 

if a small dimensionality (one to three) is chosen for the output display. Linear projection, 

multidimensional scaling (MDS) (Hair et al., 1998), and principal curves are examples of 

projection methods (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989). A brief description of these methods 

should be useful in introducing the SOM algorithm and therefore will be given ahead. 

Principal components describe the global distribution of the data in terms of linear 

combinations of the original variables or, equivalently, linear projections to straight lines in 

the data space. The first principal component is defined as the projection of the data to 

the line for which as much of the variance of the data is preserved as possible. The 

second principal component is the projection to the line that is orthogonal to the first one 

and preserves the remaining variance maximally, and so on (Hair et al., 1998). 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a class of methods (e.g. Sammon’s mapping) applying 

non-linear projections to data that are high dimensional and highly asymmetric to make 

possible visualization on a low dimension display (Hair et al., 1998). 

Principal curves are generalizations of the principal components, defined to be smooth 

curves that go through the center of the data (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989). Each point of 

the curve is the average of all data points projecting to it. The principal curves and 

surfaces are closely related to the SOM. A discretized principal surface, together with a 

certain kind of smoothing, would be essentially a SOM (Kaski, Nikkila and Kohonen, 

2000). 

2.5.2 K-means and Davies-Bouldin Index 

The SOM alone is not amenable to extensive data mining or feature extraction. For this 

reason, further processing of the SOM is needed. Several methods can be applied, such 

as k-means clustering or U-mat, described further ahead. 

In some experiments of this study, k-means clustering is applied to the SOM. This 

procedure is included in SOM Toolbox for Matlab (Vesanto et al., 2000; Helsinki 

University of Technology, 2003). It is here described only in general terms. For each k, 
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the k-means is run multiple times and the best partition is selected based on the sum of 

squared errors. Afterwards, the Davies-Bouldin index is calculated for each clustering. 

This index is rather a guideline for the best partition than an absolute truth (e.g. Siponen 

et al., 2001). This method favors spherical compact clusters that are widely separated. 

Performing this clustering over the SOM instead of the data directly is, for the task at 

hand, a computationally effective approach (Vesanto and Alhoniemi, 2000). 

The Davies-Bouldin index chooses the best partition the one that minimizes the 

expression: 
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Where C is the number of clusters, iS  is the dispersion of cluster i (e.g. mean squared 

distance from center), and ijM  is the distance between centers of clusters i and j 

(Siponen et al., 2001). 

2.6 SOM Algorithm 

2.6.1 Introduction to SOM 

The Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) algorithm, also called the Kohonen network, the self-

organizing feature map (SOFM) or the topological map, is an unsupervised neural 

network algorithm developed by the Finish physicist Teuvo Kohonen (2001). It has 

biological background on nervous systems (Kohonen, 2001). 

It provides two useful operations in exploratory data analysis: clustering, reducing the 

amount of data into representative categories, and non-linear projection, aiding in the 

exploration of proximity relations in the data (Kaski and Kohonen, 1996). The SOM 

algorithm has some resemblance with vector quantization algorithms, like k-means, and is 

closely related to principal curves (Kohonen, 2001). The great distinction from other 

vector quantization techniques is that the units are organized on a regular grid and along 

with the selected unit also its neighbors are updated. As a result, the SOM performs an 

ordering of the units (Kohonen, 2001). The topology preservation is accomplished 

through an ordered mapping in such a way that nearby patterns in the input space are 
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mapped also to nearby units in output space. In this respect, the SOM is a 

multidimensional scaling method, which projects data from input space to a lower 

dimensional output space. 

A comprehensive introduction and description of the SOM algorithm can be found in 

Kohonen (2001). Here we will just make a brief presentation. The SOM consists of an 

array or lattice of elements called neurons or units, usually arranged in a low 

dimensionality grid (1-D or 2-D), the map, for ease of visualization. The lattice type may 

have several forms like rectangular, hexagonal or even irregular. Associated with each 

unit there is a pattern called model, codebook or reference, having the same 

dimensionality of the input patterns. The image of an input pattern x on the SOM array is 

the unit cm that best matches with x. We also call this winning unit the best matching unit 

(BMU) or winner unit. Using a dissimilarity measure d(x, im ), this unit has the index: 

c=arg imin {d(x, im )} 

On the original incremental SOM algorithm, the codebook patterns are updated iteratively 

in the learning phase following the rule: 

im (t+1)= im (t)+α(t) cih (t) [x(t)- im (t)] 

In this process cih (t) represents a kernel neighborhood function over the lattice (radius), 

generally wide in the beginning and decreasing in time, defining which units and how 

much will they be affected by each input pattern and α(t) is the learning rate that also 

should decrease with time. 

A variant of the SOM, besides other differences from the original, works in batch mode 

where the whole training set (all input patterns) is gone through at once, and only after 

this, the map is updated with the net effect of all the patterns. The updating is done 

replacing the codebook pattern with a weighted average over the input patterns: 

im (t+1)= 
∑
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Where c(j) is the BMU of input pattern xj, hi,c(j) the neighborhood function, and n is the 

number of input patterns (Vesanto et al., 2000). The weighting factors are the 

neighborhood function values. 

The codebook patterns are thus updated to follow the input patterns in an ordered way 

(an example is shown in Figure 2.7). As a result of this algorithm, the codebook patterns 

of close by units should be similar thus preserving most of the topology relations of the 

input patterns on the map. We may picture this like an elastic network becoming smoothly 

fitted to the input pattern distribution. 

 

Figure 2.7 - Example of SOM grid folding for a input pattern, marked X (Vesanto, 1997). 

 

With due care, we observe some resemblance between the projection properties of SOM 

algorithm and of the principal component analysis (PCA). The main difference is the 

nonlinear projection of the SOM that can be a great advantage in many cases (e.g. 

Verleysen, 1997), like revealing local or fine details. In contrast to PCA, in SOM local 

factors impact locally and there they will have greater importance in the projection 

(Kohonen, 2001). 
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In summary, among the several features making the SOM a useful method in Exploratory 

Data Analysis we can refer: 

• Ordered dimensionality reduction 

• Follows data distribution 

• Easily explainable and simple 

• Easy visualization. 

The visualization of complex multidimensional data is one of the main application areas of 

the SOM (e.g. Vesanto, 1999). In fact, the SOM has not been made for statistical pattern 

analysis; it is a clustering, visualization, and abstraction method (Kohonen, 2001). The 

SOM algorithm has been used in a whole wide range of applications such as pattern 

recognition, data compression, process optimization (for instance, traveling-salesman 

problem), process control (Kohonen, 2001) 

2.6.2 Interpretation of the SOM 

Information extraction is usually a bottleneck in neural networks (Ultsch et al., 1993; 

Openshaw and Openshaw, 1997), and this is no exception in SOM. 

As explained earlier, local factors have great impact on SOM algorithm. Therefore, the 

interpretation of the SOM output must be analyzed with a focus on local relations. 

Extending the analysis to relations that are more global must be done with caution. 

Calibrating the SOM map, i.e. locating the images of input patterns on the map and 

assigning the labels to some winner units, may be helpful to find relations and patterns in 

data (Kohonen, 2001). 

The unified distance matrix methods, U-matrix (U-mat) (Ultsch et al., 1993), are a 

graphical representation of the SOM map structure and provide us very useful assistance. 

In the simplest of these methods for each codebook pattern the mean of the dissimilarity 

measures to its neighbors is computed. Plotting this data on a 2-D map, using a gray or 

color scheme, we can visualize a landscape with walls (mountains) and valleys (plains). 

The walls separate different classes, and patterns in the same valleys are similar (Ultsch 

et al., 1993). They provide assistance in identifying cluster structure and borders. Using a 
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color scheme we can envisage the regions because areas close to each other on the U-

mat will have similar colors (e.g. Vesanto, 1999). 

The U-mat and component planes (where the contribution of each variable is shown) are 

very useful for visual analysis (Kaski, Nikkila and Kohonen, 2000) mainly when they can 

be easily related, for example by sharing a common coordinate system (Kaski and 

Kohonen, 1998). 

Some approaches to automate the interpretation of SOM apply additional clustering to the 

SOM, using classical partitioning methods, for example with k-means and Davies-Bouldin 

index for evaluation, as explained earlier (Siponen et al., 2001), or hierarchical (Vesanto 

and Alhoniemi, 2000). Other approaches try to evaluate some common features of 

several nearby codebook units and using them for automatic labeling (Rauber, 1999). 

Displaying the number of hits in each SOM unit may also be used where units with low 

number of hits suggest cluster borders (Kaski, Nikkila and Kohonen, 2000). 

In some experimental results of this study, a further clustering by the k-means algorithm is 

applied to the SOM. However because k-means generally does not unveil fine details, 

here is further proposed a geographic map of U-mat, with richer detail, and a colored 

SOM grid, both based on U-mat methods. 

2.6.3 SOM Algorithm Complexity 

The complexity of the SOM incremental algorithm (and k-means algorithm) is O(n·d·k·m), 

where m is the number of epochs, n the number of data samples, d is the data dimension, 

k is number of map units (or clusters in k-means). It is mostly determined by the number 

of epochs m and data samples n (Strehl, Ghosh and Mooney, 2000). If n>>m the 

complexity of “batch training” is half of sequential training (Vesanto et al., 2000), thus 

making it a more practical choice for experimental purposes. 

2.7 Application of SOM to Geospatial Data 
When modeling geospatial data in SOM several issues and techniques (such as biasing 

the training phase of the SOM) might introduce detrimental effects on the final output. 

Here the usual measures for SOM quality assessment like quantization or topographic 

errors (Kaski and Lagus, 1996; Vesanto et al., 2000; Kohonen, 2001) may be not we 

adequate to judge the goodness of  map. Therefore some degree of uncertainty about the 
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effective quality of the SOM obtained will persist. Though deserving real care, this 

discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

2.7.1 Geospatial Data Idiosyncrasies 

Geospatial data are characterized by information about position or location, connections 

with other entities and details of non-spatial characteristics (Burrough, 1990). Besides 

these, geospatial data have some other unique features when compared with most non-

geographic data. One of them is their spatial dependency, the tendency of attributes at 

some locations in space to be related (e.g. Wong, 1996; Miller and Han, 2001). It is 

similar to dependency in other domains but is, generally, more complex. On the other 

hand, contributing for the amazing richness and diversity of geography is spatial 

heterogeneity. This refers to the non-stationarity of most geographic phenomena (e.g. 

Miller and Han, 2001). Each place has its own uniqueness. This is why estimated global 

parameters may not describe adequately geographic phenomena at any particular 

location (e.g. Miller and Han, 2001). 

Another distinctive aspect is the complexity of geographic phenomena (e.g. Goodchild 

and Kemp, 1990). Most non-geographic data can be easily represented with discrete 

points without losing important properties. However, this is not the case for most 

geographic phenomena where, for example, size, shape, boundaries, direction, and 

connectivity cannot be properly represented by simple points or lines (e.g. Miller and Han, 

2001). Furthermore, observations of geographic phenomena are intrinsically imperfect 

due to error, imprecision and vagueness (Duckham et al., 2001; Longley et al., 2001; 

Worboys and Duckham, 2004). There is a geospatial variation due to the fundamental 

aspect of nature that occurs at all scales, also perceived by its gradual, fuzzy or vague 

changes (Burrough, 1990). These explain the inexistence of crisp boundaries for most 

geographic phenomena. 

The geospatial data set used in this study additionally suffers from errors introduced with 

discretization, interpolation and classification methods (Burrough, 1990). The former has 

to do with the limited resolution of observations and representation of real world 

phenomena (e.g. Worboys and Duckham, 2004). The later introduces issues of several 

spatial scales and different surface partitioning that are related to the commonly known 

modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) (Openshaw, 1984). For instance, choosing other 

number of classes, or class intervals, for temperature would produce different polygons. 
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2.7.2 Discrete Nature of SOM 

On a fine enough scale of resolution all geographic phenomena are discontinuous (e.g. 

Griffith and Layne, 1999). However, on coarser scales of resolution, as those dealt in this 

study, those phenomena can appear to be continuous. However, SOM as a quantization 

algorithm, tries to adjust a discrete manifold to a discrete data distribution. In fact, the 

SOM algorithm is basically conceived to deal with 0-D geometry objects - points. These 

are characterized by a position in space, but no length (e.g. Goodchild and Kemp, 1990). 

However, the objects represented by the source data set have a 2-D geometry. To 

somehow overcome this issue we have to sample the input space in order to obtain the 

required discrete input data for SOM. Consequently, each 2-D polygon will be 

represented by its centroid (a 0-D point). An example is shown in Figure 2.8 (left). This 

artificial 0-D point reference provides a summary of the location of the object (e.g. Longley 

et al., 2001). A shortcoming of this procedure is that we drop valuable topological 

relations in the data such as size, shape, and neighborhood (Miller and Han, 2001). To 

compensate this loss, at least somewhat, we propose to weight the data points with their 

corresponding area values (source polygons). Another choice could be to devise a more 

even geospatial sample density, for instance, generating random extra data samples, 

mostly in larger areas. An example is shown in Figure 2.8 (right). These areas would, 

consequently, get a more balanced representation in SOM. Though more accurate, a 

major drawback of this procedure would be of greatly enlarging the data set and, 

consequently, introducing a heavy computational burden. 

  

Figure 2.8 - Data samples: polygon centroids (left) or extra random points (right). 
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2.7.3 SOM Training: Initialization and Parameter Selection 

Common approaches to the initialization of the codebook pattern may use an initial state 

that is ordered or arbitrary; for example, use linear spanning along the main eigenvectors 

of the data auto-correlation matrix (PCA) or use random values (Kohonen, 2001). The 

former, generally, provides better and faster results (Kohonen, 2001). However, in this 

study, we are more interested in a geographic point of view, and thus we will use the geo-

initialization of SOM. This is achieved spanning the SOM grid (codebook patterns) 

regularly along the geospatial rectangle defined by data location attributes (coordinates x 

and y), and other components are drawn from the geographically nearest neighbor. 

The SOM training phase also must enable a geospatial unfolding of SOM grid. This may 

be done in the process of BMU evaluation by means of suitable location weighting. This 

entails essentially an empirical (trial) approach. For example, if we introduce a location 

weight too high the SOM grid is compelled to follow essentially the geographic data 

(density) distribution. On the other hand, if the location weighting is too low, other non-

geographic measures may prevail and the pursued geospatial unfolding is not 

accomplished. In-between there are many possibilities and therefore location weighting 

must be sensibly adjusted in order avoid these problems and achieve a geo-enforcing of 

the SOM. These may be evaluated inspecting the SOM grid on the location plane. 

Another important issue is how to obtain a small number of regions (about 10) as 

presented in the literature review or how much detail should be revealed. One approach 

would be choosing an adequate map size, noting that a map with fewer units will also 

allow fewer clusters and, thus, will be simpler to inspect. Another possibility is to use the 

empirical rule of thumb that suggests 5 n  units for the map, where n is the number of 

data samples (Vesanto et al., 2000). In our first experiments, using the smaller data set, 

we defined our map size with that rule and, where possible, we will keep it unchanged. 

2.8 Contributions for the Application of SOM 
to Geospatial Data 

Several approaches for the application of SOM algorithm to geospatial data were 

presented and suggested beforehand such as data preprocessing (normalization, 

attribute and sample weighting) and geo-initialization (Bação, Lobo and Painho, in press). 

These concern mainly the training phase of the SOM. The quest for a geospatial 
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perspective also led to the deployment of methods that are suggested here. These are 

useful to visualize the unfolding of SOM and extract information from it, both from a 

geospatial viewpoint. In fact, it would be interesting if we could envisage the SOM 

somehow as a conventional geographical map, thus making full use of the map metaphor 

(Old, 2002; Skupin, 2003; Worboys and Duckham, 2004). With this ideas in mind, a 

suggestion is made to project the SOM grid onto the location plane (input subspace). This 

will show how the SOM unfolds geospatially. Furthermore, to harness the potential of the 

map metaphor, the geographic map of U-mat is introduced here. This map may assist, at 

the first glance, the exploratory geospatial analysis. 

In the colored SOM grids, the size of nodes (units) and the color of the connections 

depend on their U-mat values. The width of SOM grid connections is also made 

proportional to their U-mat values. Finally, to give the geospatial perspective, we project 

the SOM grid into location coordinates (input subspace), thus immediately revealing the 

SOM geospatial unfolding. This makes up another important tool to evaluate the SOM 

initialization and training. 

To explore the results in a geographic map, we have to convert the discrete output of 

SOM to a space analogous to the original input space. In this matter, instead of 

generating Thiessen polygons (Bação, Lobo and Painho, 2004), in this study a simple 

classification of data samples (areas) is proposed based on their BMU. This association, 

between data samples and their BMU, suggests interesting and simple ways of visualizing 

patterns in SOM. For instance, creating a thematic map based on some meaningful and 

distinctive attribute of the BMU. At this point, the U-mat value computed at the node (the 

BMU) was considered and that showed up to be the most revealing. Therefore, we 

present several maps where each area is colored according to the U-mat value of its 

corresponding BMU. 

The rationale behind the maps of U-mat is the assumption that the SOM grid must have a 

smooth and comprehensive geospatial unfolding. The U-mat values shown are those 

computed at the lattice node and give information about similarity between codebook 

vectors (output space). It is assumed that SOM unfolding preserves most topologic 

relations in the input data. Therefore, it can be expected that those U-mat values will give 

a suitable representation of geospatial relations in input data due to the geo-enforcing of 

the SOM. 
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In interpreting these maps, the following rules are very important: 

• Exploratory analysis on the map must be done locally. 

• Nearby areas with similar colors are likely to be similar and thus belong to the same 

region 

• Color itself reveals how much a region is similar to surrounding areas. 

Relations with specific surrounding areas (units) must be investigated through the SOM 

grid or U-mat. It must be stressed that the proposed coloring scheme with U-mat must be 

interpreted for local patterns rather than global ones. A global interpretation can be 

achieved projecting the SOM into a color space (Kaski, Venna and Kohonen, 2000) or k-

means clustering of SOM (Vesanto and Alhoniemi, 2000). In these cases, a more 

extensive analysis may be done though at the expense of missing local and fine detailed 

patterns. 

Throughout this study the U-mat, component planes, k-means clustering and maps of U-

mat will be used to present the experimental results. These visualization aids provide 

useful insight into geography. Moreover, joining input data, codebook vectors and U-mat 

on the GIS software, a whole range of interactive exploratory analysis is feasible, like 

investigating clusters or relations between patterns. 
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3. Dealing with Categorical Data in 
SOM 

In the data set used in this study, some attributes are categorical. However, for this type 

of attributes, the application of the familiar Euclidean distance may not be suitable to 

establish similarity between data samples. In this section, we will review common binary-

based similarity measures that can be applied to this type of data. These measures are 

evaluated empirically in SOM context using a well known data set of Animals (Ritter and 

Kohonen, 1989). 

Working with binary data in SOM algorithm also rises some problems in the update 

method for the units and the internal data modeling (Lobo, 2002), which we experiment 

and discuss. We test two different approaches to compute the best matching unit (BMU). 

Some similarity measures produced maps that were very similar to each other. Exploring 

these maps, we may find that the different clustering obtained using SOM provide 

different perspectives over the data. 

3.1 Binary-based Similarity Measures for 
Categorical Data and Application in SOM 

In this section, we present a brief review about data categorization and similarity 

measures. 

3.1.1 Data Types and their Measures 

Consider that x and y are data objects, each one of them with the form: 

),...,,( 21 kxxx=x , and ),...,,( 21 kyyy=y , where k is the dimensionality, while each 

ix , and iy , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is a feature of the corresponding object. The data objects may 

also be referred as vectors or patterns and the features may also stand for attributes or 

components. For the purpose of the study in this chapter, a pattern is conceived as an 
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ordered set of features, and we will be dealing only with fixed cardinality ordered sets 

(patterns). 

A comprehensive categorization of the different types of features found in most data sets 

provides a helpful means for identifying the differences among data elements. We thus 

present a classification based on two schemes: the Domain Size and the Measurement 

Scale (Anderberg, 1973). 

3.1.2 Classification Based on the Domain Size and 
Measurement Scale 

The classification based on the domain size distinguishes data features based on the size 

of their domain, that is, the number of distinct values the features may assume 

(Anderberg, 1973). We have the following classes: 

• A feature is continuous if between any two values of the feature exists an infinite 

number of values. Examples of such features could be the temperature and the color 

or sound intensity. 

• A feature is discrete if its values can be put into a one-to one correspondence with a 

subset (or all) of the positive integers. Examples could be the number of children in a 

family or the serial numbers of books. The class of binary features consists of 

features whose domain includes exactly two discrete values; examples are the 

Yes/No responses to a poll or the Male/Female gender. 

On the other hand, the classification based on the measurement scale considers the 

following classes: nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio. Suppose we have a feature i and 

two tuples x and y, with values ix  and iy for this feature, respectively. 

• A nominal scale simply distinguishes between categories. This means that we can 

only say if ii yx =  or ii yx ≠ . Nominal-scaled feature values cannot be totally 

ordered. They are just a generalization of binary features, with a domain of more than 

two discrete values (e.g. the place of birth and the set of movies). 

• An ordinal scale involves nominal-scaled features with the additionally their values 

can be totally ordered, but differences among the scale points cannot be quantified. 
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Hence, on top of ix = iy or ii yx ≠ , we can assert if ii yx <  or ii yx >  (e.g. the 

medals won by athletes). 

• An interval scale measures values in a scale. With interval scaling we can tell not only 

if one value comes before or after another, but also how far before or after. If ii yx > , 

since values are put on a linear scale, we may also say that x is ii yx −  units 

different from y with respect to attribute i (e.g. TV channel numbers, temperature in 

degrees Celsius). 

• A ratio scale is an interval scale where ratios of values and zero point are meaningful 

(e.g. temperature in degrees Kelvin, weight, height, number of children in a family). 

Nominal and ordinal-scaled attributes are called qualitative or categorical attributes, while 

interval- and ratio-scaled are called quantitative. 

In this chapter, we will only discuss the data type that has discrete valued features, with 

finite domain and which are nominal. Hereafter we will refer to this data type as 

categorical. As a matter of convenience, we may use the term data type to refer to feature 

data type. 

3.1.3 Measures of Distance and Similarity 

When talking about patterns, the distance and similarity concepts are in a way reciprocal. 

In fact, we often use the term distance to convey the idea of dissimilarity. Through the use 

of a association or similarity measure we try to quantify the likeness between patterns 

(Van Rijsbergen, 1979). So when comparing patterns, it is very useful if they are 

represented in a space that has a metric. This is a property of any set of elements 

characterized by the distance function between all pairs of elements, denoted d(x,y) for 

elements x and y (e.g. Kohonen, 2001; Worboys and Duckham, 2004). For the choice of 

the distance, the following conditions must hold: 

d(x,y) ≥ 0, where equality holds if and only if x=y, 

d(x,y) = d(y,x), symmetry; 

d(x,y) ≤ d(x,z) + d(z,y), triangle inequality. 
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An example of distance which we will use as reference, is the Euclidean distance dE(x,y) 

in a rectangular coordinate system: 

( ) ( ) ( )22
22

2
11 ...),( nnE yxyxyxd −++−+−=yx  

Naturally, this distance should only be applicable to real-valued patterns. 

3.1.4 Categorical Data 

In this section, we consider objects whose features are categorical. These pose additional 

problems concerning similarity measures mainly because generally it is not possible to 

define here a metric space with an implicit distance function. 

A categorical measurement can be characterized as a rule for arranging observations into 

equivalence classes, so that observations falling into the same set are thought of as 

qualitatively the same (Hays, 1981). Each observation is placed in one and only one 

class, making the classes mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Amongst all other 

measurement scales, such as ordinal or interval measurement, categorical measurement 

is the most basic. 

Categorical values cannot be ordered in a single way and, therefore, clustering of such 

data is a challenge. We summarize the characteristics of such data in the following list 

(Anderberg, 1973): 

• Categorical data have no single ordering: there are several ways in which they can be 

ordered, but there is no single one that is more semantically sensible than others; 

• Categorical data can be visualized depending on a specific ordering; 

• Categorical data define no a priori structure to work with; 

• Categorical data can be mapped onto unique numbers and, therefore, Euclidean 

distance could be used to prescribe their proximities. 

The later has a questionable consequences though and entails several dangers (e.g. 

Guha, Rastogi and Shim, 2000). Traditional clustering algorithms that use Euclidean 

distance between points for clustering are not appropriate for binary or categorical 

features (e.g. Leisch, Weingessel and Dimitriadou, 1998; Mustapha, Fouad and Sylvie, 
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2000). For these, it is often much more interesting to use an appropriate similarity index, 

e.g. Hamming and Tanimoto. 

3.1.5 Similarity Measures  

We now proceed with a brief overview of some common similarity measures. 

3.1.5.1 Simple Matching 

The simple matching is the simplest of all similarity measures (e.g. Van Rijsbergen, 

1979): 

SM(A,B)= )( BAn ∩  

Where n(X) is the number of elements in set X. In this basic form, it does not take into 

account the sizes of each set. 

3.1.5.2 Tanimioto 

The Tanimoto similarity measure has its origin in the comparison of sets (e.g. Kohonen, 

2001). If A and B are two unordered sets then the similarity can be measured as the ratio 

of their common elements to the number of all different elements: 
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3.1.5.3 Hamming 

The Hamming distance was originally defined for binary codes (Hamming, 1950) but can 

be applicable to any ordered sets of equal length. The dissimilarity measure may be 

based on the number of different symbols between two sets, e.g.: 

x=(p,a,t,t,e,r,n) 

y=(w,e,s,t,e,r,n), so dH(x,y)=3. 

This measure can be defined by the total mismatches of the corresponding feature 

categories of two objects. Formally, 
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If the features are binary the Hamming distance, the City block distance, a scaled simple 

matching measure and the squared Euclidean distance, all become equivalent. 

3.1.5.4 Other Similarity Measures 

Most of the similarity measures are defined for binary valued features. In order make use 

of them in the proposed data set, we have to convert our categorical features into binary 

features. A straightforward method is to spread out the categorical features creating one 

binary feature for each domain value (e.g. Bação, 2002). This is better understood with a 

simple example. Taking the case of a categorical object x= ( )21 , xx , with two features, 

e.g. 1x ∈ {a, b} and 2x  ∈ {c, d}, we will get a binary object )',',','(' 4321 xxxx=x  where 

1'x =1 if 1x =a and 1'x =0 if 1x ≠a, 2'x =1 if 2x =b and 2'x =0 if 2x ≠b, and so forth with the 

other features. 

With this arrangement of the data, we can now fill the contingency table shown in Table 

3.1. 

  Object x  
  1 0 sum 

1 a b a+b Object y 
0 c d c+d 

 sum a+c b+d a+b+c+d 

Table 3.1 - Contingency table values. 

Table entries are obtained comparing the feature values for each pair of objects x, and y, 

where: a = number of times ix =1 and iy =1, b = number of times ix =0 and iy =1, c= 

number of times ix =1 and iy =0, and d = number of times ix =0 and iy =0. Thus, our 

initial categorical patterns may be handled using methods for binary patterns. 
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It is worth to note the effort to normalize the measures, e.g. taking into account the size of 

the sets and the weighting of the matches, thus being generally expressed in a form of 

coefficients (Van Rijsbergen, 1979). We remember also the effect of the coding scheme 

on the measures. In this subject, we call a binary feature symmetric if both values it can 

assume have equal relevance. The measure of similarity based on this type of features is 

called invariant if does not change with how we code the events such as simple matching 

(e.g. Bação, 2002). We also have the asymmetric binary features, where one value is 

more relevant then the other, like in a disease survey, and in this case, the measure is 

non-invariant e.g. Jaccard coefficient. In this case, it is recommended that we code these 

events as “1”. 

The similarity coefficients may be grouped into two classes regarding how they deal with 

the negative co-occurrence (value d in Table 3.1). One that considers the negative co-

occurrence (Table 3.2) and the other that does not consider this co-occurrence (Table 

3.3) (Meyer, 2002). The ranges shown are taken for a particular data set; for other 

specific combinations, it can be seen that the denominator can become zero, which raises 

difficulties in the application of some measures. 

 

Coefficients Equation Range 

Simple Matching 
(Sokal and Michener, 1958) dcba

da
+++

+
 

[0,1] 

Russel and Rao 
(Russel and Rao, 1940) dcba

a
+++

 
[0,1] 

Rogers and Tanimoto 
(Rogers and Tanimoto, 
1960) )(2 cbda

da
+++

+
 

[0,1] 

Hamann 
(Hamann, 1961) dcba
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[0,1] 

Sokal and Sneath 
(Sokal and Sneath, 1963) cbda

da
+++

+
)(2
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[0,1] 

Table 3.2 - Similarity coefficients considering negative co-occurrence (Meyer, 2002) 
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Coefficients Equation Range 
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a
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(Ochiai, 1957) ))(( caba

a
++

 
[0,1] 

Table 3.3 - Similarity coefficients not considering negative co-occurrence (Meyer, 2002) 

For a further evaluation of several similarity coefficients refer to Meyer (2002) where the 

coefficients of Jaccard, Sorensen-Dice, Anderberg and Ochiai gave similar results due to 

the fact that all of them exclude negative co-occurrences. This was also observed for the 

Simple Matching, Rogers and Tanimoto, and Ochiai II probably due to the fact of all 

including the negative co-occurrences (Meyer, 2002). Russel and Rao presented results 

very different from the others because it excludes the negative co-occurrences in the 

numerator and includes it in the denominator - a reason for not recommending it. Indeed, 

the negative co-occurrence does not mean necessarily any resemblance or similarity. It is 

also interesting to note that the Ochiai II measure does not have the symmetry property. 

Special care has to be taken for particular cases where a divide by zero may occur like in 

the Kulczynsky measure. The metric and non-metric properties of some of these 

measures were also studied in Zhang and Srihari (2003). For the measures we are 

studying, they found based on experimental results, that the discriminative power was 

best for the Rogers and Tanimoto, and worse for the Russel and Rao measure. 

3.1.6 Choice of Similarity Measure for Binary Data 

Any similarity measure could be used for clustering. However, if we have no a priori 

knowledge concerning the data, there is no reason to prefer any measure over the 

Euclidean metric (e.g. Sammon, 1969). However, for binary data the usual Euclidean 

distance can be replaced by binary similarity measures that take into account possible 
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asymmetries and therefore provide a different point of view for looking at the data (Leisch, 

Weingessel and Dimitriadou, 1998; Mustapha, Fouad and Sylvie, 2000). Each similarity 

measure has its own properties and generally gives different perspectives of the data 

turning the matter of choice not trivial (e.g. Meyer, 2002). 

3.2 Benchmark Example 
In order to test and evaluate the effect of the similarity measures in SOM, the Animals 

data set was chosen, a prominent example taken from Ritter and Kohonen (1989) and 

also used in Kohonen (2001). Being widely used and discussed as a reference data set in 

numerous papers on related topics, this data set allows easy evaluation and comparison 

of the achieved results. It consists of 16 artificially designed patterns in R13, describing 16 

animals by arbitrarily chosen features (see Table 3.4). 
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small 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
medium 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Is 

big 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

2 legs 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 legs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
hair 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
hooves 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
mane 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

has 

feathers 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

hunt 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
run 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 
fly 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

likes 
to 

swim 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 3.4 - Animals Data Set 

In Table 3.5, we show the similarity values between some pairs of animals. 
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account d Dove/Hen Dove/Tiger Tiger/Cow Dove/Cow 

Simple Matching 0,92 0,31 0,77 0,38 
Russel and Rao 0,23 0,00 0,23 0,00 
Rogers and Tanimoto 0,86 0,18 0,63 0,24 
Hamman 0,85 -0,38 0,54 -0,23 
Ochiai II 0,47 0,00 0,39 0,00 
Sokal 0,96 0,47 0,87 0,56 

Don't account d  
Jaccard 0,75 0,00 0,50 0,00 
Anderberg 0,60 0,00 0,33 0,00 
Kulczynski I 3,00 0,00 1,00 0,00 
Kulczynski II 0,88 0,00 0,68 0,00 
Sorensen-Dice 0,86 0,00 0,67 0,00 
Ochiai 0,87 0,00 0,67 0,00 

Table 3.5 - Some similarity values 

A overview of this data set can be found in Merkl and Rauber (1997). Essentially, there 

are two rather distinct groups of animals described by their patterns, namely birds and 

mammals. Of these, the birds form the strongest cluster, with all of them having feathers 

and only 2 legs, separating them from all the other animals. Furthermore, all birds except 

the eagles are small animals, a feature that they share with no one other but the cat 

amongst the mammals. The birds themselves can be subdivided into several - less 

distinct - groups, depending on whether they like to hunt, run, fly and/or swim. Note, 

however, that many overlaps occur in these substructures. On the other hand, the 

mammals are strongly characterized by having 4 legs and hair instead of feathers. 

Su and Chang (2000) group these 16 animals into three classes (birds, carnivores, and 

herbivores). They found that the 2-D projection of the animal data set (using Sammon’s 

method) is linearly separable. 

Animal names (labels) are not a feature, leading to two pairs of identical input patterns, 

owl and hawk as well as horse and zebra. The various animal names are enclosed as 

extra features in the original paper (Ritter and Kohonen, 1989). 
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3.3 Clustering Binary Data With SOM 

3.3.1 Problems in using SOM for Binary Data 

The SOM, as originally conceived, should live in the input space, i.e. the codebook 

patterns should lie in the space of the input patterns. Furthermore, the original SOM 

algorithm was defined for real valued patterns. However, when using binary input patterns 

and as consequence of computation, the codebook patterns will assume non-binary (i.e., 

real) values. To keep applying the binary similarity measures we have to envisage some 

way to convert the real valued pattern to a binary one in order to compute the best 

matching unit (BMU). Here we evaluate two approaches: in one using a standard 

conversion from real values to binary by means of a threshold and in the other imposing 

no constraints on codebook patterns. We call the former method ‘hard logic’ and the other 

method ‘dot product’. The later is inspired on same method name as in Kohonen (2001). 

With this method, the contingency table entries are real-valued. 

A more difficult issue is how to update the binary codebook patterns while keeping them 

in the same binary domain. Some alternatives could be toggling some features in a round 

robin fashion or in probabilistic manner (Lobo, 2002). However, this issue is not tackled in 

this study. 

3.3.2 Proposed SOM architecture 

In our experiments, we used two approaches to the BMU problem: the “hard” logic and 

the “dot product”. In the former method, codebook patterns, despite having real values, 

are interpreted as binary logic values, using a threshold t. For example, if a feature has a 

value txi ≥  then we assume it as 1 and 0 otherwise. In the “dot product” method we 

interpret the real valued vector like a vector of probabilities, where each component value 

is the probability of that component being one, somehow similar to Leisch, Weingessel 

and Dimitriadou (1998). Doing so, the features of the codebook patterns, and contingency 

table entries (a, b, c, and d in Table 3.1) used to compute the dissimilarity measures, may 

be real-valued. 
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3.3.3 Experimental Results 

The following maps represented using U-mat were obtained using several similarity 

measures in SOM training. The map was labeled for each input pattern (animal) 

according to its best matching unit (BMU) and employing the same measure of the 

training phase. The codebook patterns were initialized linearly along the two greatest 

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the training data (i.e. using PCA), following 

practical advice (Sammon, 1969; Vesanto et al., 2000). As stated earlier, the great 

difference between the two methods tested is that in one we apply a threshold for a real to 

binary conversion of codebook features, and in the other these feature values are not 

constrained. 

The simulations were done in Matlab 6.1 using SOM Toolbox 5 (Vesanto et al., 2000). 

The modified or deployed Matlab routines are listed in Appendix A.3. The “batch training” 

method is used as it is much faster to calculate in Matlab than the normal sequential 

algorithm, and the results are typically just as good or even better (Vesanto et al., 2000). 

Except where explicitly stated values and parameters used in the procedures are the 

default ones, e.g. sheet with hexagonal lattice of 7 x 3 units, constant radius of one on 

gaussian neighborhood, train length of 14 iterations. Practical advice was followed 

(Kohonen et al., 1996), like the form of the array (hexagonal lattice with oblong form) and 

guidelines for interpreting the map (Kaski and Kohonen, 1998). 

3.3.3.1 Using Euclidean Distance 

In this original application of the SOM the input data and codebook features are 

considered and interpreted as real-valued. The resulting U-mat is shown in Figure 3.1, 

where white areas correspond to high U-mat values (walls). 
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Figure 3.1 - U-mat using Euclidean measure. 

3.3.3.2 Using “hard” logic 

The following maps show the results when BMU is computed using other similarity 

measures and applying a threshold t=0.5 for a real to binary conversion of the codebook 

features (shown from Figure 3.2 through Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.2 – U-mat for Simple Match measure. 
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Figure 3.3 - U-mat for Rao measure. 
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Figure 3.4 - U-mat for Ochiai II measure 

 

It can be seen that data on the lower part of the map is not evenly projected and it looks 

as the map shrinks towards the top left corner. An explanation for this is the fact when we 

convert several different but similar real valued codebook patterns to binary values it is 

much likely that they become equal. In case of tie for a BMU, Matlab selects the one with 

a lower index (towards map top left corner). Thus, this shrinking effect towards that corner 

is a consequence of software internal working. As perceived, this effect will somehow stop 
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when a “wall” (high U-mat value) is found. Table 3.6 summarizes the other maps that are 

very alike in this experiment. 

Map Identical to 

Simple Match Rogers-Tanimoto, Hamann, Sokal 
Ochiai II Jaccard, Anderberg, Sorensen-Dice, Kulczynski I, Kulczynski II, 

Ochiai 

Table 3.6 - Identical maps obtained using real to binary conversion. 

3.3.3.3 Using “Dot Product” Approach 

In this method, inspired in (Kohonen, 2001), the codebook features and variables used in 

the similarity measures are real valued and are not constrained. Table 3.7 summarizes 

the maps that were very alike. 

Map Identical to Account negative co-
occurrence (d) 

Simple Match Rogers-Tanimoto, Hamann, Sokal Yes 
Rao Ochiai II Yes 
Jaccard Anderberg, Sorensen-Dice, Kulczynski I No 
Kulczynski II Ochiai No 

Table 3.7 - Identical maps obtained using “dot product” approach 

The results are shown from Figure 3.5 through Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.5 - U-mat for Simple Match 
measure 
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Figure 3.6 - U-mat for Russel and Rao 
measure 
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Figure 3.7 - U-mat for Jaccard measure 
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Figure 3.8 - U-mat for Kulczynsky II measure 

In most of these maps, we can easily distinguish at least four great clusters. In next 

sections, we further analyze the experimental results. 
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3.3.4 Analysis of Results 

In Table 3.8, is indicated, for each experiment, which similarity measure and method to 

deal with binary data was used, and the respective topographic error. There we also 

describe the clustering performed. The topographic error gives the percentage of vectors 

for which the BMU and the second BMU are not neighboring map units (Vesanto et al., 

2000). This gives an idea of how well the map preserves a topology of the input patterns. 

It should be remembered that, theoretically, in a good map, neighbor codebook patterns 

should be always mapped into neighbor units. For reference, the topographic error 

obtained with the Euclidean measure was zero. It is interesting to note the great 

topographic errors of some maps. The non-metric properties of some measures may be 

one explanation for this fact. 

Measure / 
Topographic Error 
(%) 

“Hard” 
Logic 

“Dot 
product” 

Comment for “Dot Product” 

Simple Matching 6.25 6.25 Complex, just 2 great clusters, and 8 classes 
Russel and Rao 0 31.25 4 great clusters: big & mammal,  big & bird 
Rogers and 
Tanimoto 

6.25 6.25 Complex, just 2 great clusters, and 8 classes 

Hamann 6.25 6.25 Complex, just 2 great clusters, and 8 classes 
Ochiai II 0 31.25 4 great clusters: big & mammal,  big & bird 
Sokal and Sneath 0 6.25 Complex, just 2 great clusters, and 8 classes 

Jaccard 0 25 5 clusters: big & mammal, carnivore & bird 
Anderberg 0 25 5 clusters: big & mammal, carnivore & bird 
Czekanowsky / 
Sorensen-Dice 

0 25 5 clusters: big & mammal, carnivore & bird 

Kulczynski I 0 25 5 clusters: big & mammal, carnivore & bird 
Kulczynski II 0 25 4 great clusters: carnivore & mammal, carnivore 

& bird 
Ochiai 0 25 4 great clusters: carnivore & mammal, carnivore 

& bird 

Table 3.8 - Comparison of topographic errors and clustering for similarity measures 

3.4 Conclusions from Experiments With 
Binary-based Similarity Measures 

Based on a preliminary visual analysis of the resulting maps, a number of conclusions can 

be draw. The first conclusion is that all measures used in this experiment separate well 

the mammals from the birds. The second conclusion concerns the differences that can be 
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observed in the map that uses Euclidean distance. This map is quite different from the 

maps that result from the application of other measures. The U-mat in Figure 3.1 

(Euclidean distance) shows a uniform distribution of the patterns across the map, being 

difficult to find clear-cut clusters. In the case of the other measures used (from Figure 3.2 

through Figure 3.8) it is, generally, easier to detect major cluster structures on the map. 

A detailed analysis reveals the existence of other relief forms, which allow further 

distinctions. In fact, the maps produced using the “dot product” method present a clearly 

defined cluster structure. In the case of the “hard logic” method, results are less 

encouraging. In this case, there are areas on the SOM, which are not used at all in the 

classification process, indicating a poor representation of the underlying space. 

When using the “dot product” method, binary-based similarity measures improve the 

representation of the most relevant clusters. In this aspect, the “hard” logic method is not 

so good despite yielding smaller topographic errors. In terms of the results using the “dot 

product” method, the most relevant distinction observed between the different measures 

employed is that some emphasize the size of the animals and others the type of feeding. 

We showed that binary-based similarity measures might provide a different insight into 

data, effectively revealing interesting patterns and relations in the data. In the context of 

SOM, it is clear, however, that the range of variation allowed by Euclidean distance 

cannot be matched by binary-based measures. The overhead of contingency table is also 

a computational burden for most similarity measures. 

Therefore, in this subject, it is not realistic to use binary-based similarity measures to 

produce “fine-resolution” clustering, although most of the measures used revealed the 

ability to distinguish major clusters. 
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4. Experiments with SOM using a 
Small Geospatial Data Set 

In this chapter, a subset of the geographic data set is utilized. The geospatial issue in 

SOM is the heart of this study. It is addressed here in approaches related to initialization, 

data preprocessing (weighting), training, and in a variant of SOM. Information extraction 

from SOM also deserves attention. The results are shown employing several presentation 

methods including the maps of U-mat suggested earlier for exploratory analysis. As 

explained before, it is also attempted to avoid restrictive assumptions on data in this study 

(Openshaw, 1993). 

The experiments in this chapter are intended to help getting some initial understanding of 

the impact of several parameter and training choices. We started with a small subset of 

the data attributes: location (x and y coordinates), temperature, solar radiation and 

precipitation. This smaller and simpler data set, with 1107 areas, should make our 

experiments much easier and faster (Mitchell, 1997), besides enabling an assessment of 

several initialization methods, training procedures, algorithm variants and other choices. 

Because the data types are interval or ratio, the Euclidean distance is chosen in SOM for 

evaluating the BMU for the reasons explained in the previous chapter. The experience 

gained and conclusions obtained here will serve as groundwork for the final experiments 

with a larger data set where we further introduce elevation, lithology and hydrographic 

basins (the two latter being categorical)  

Along this study, we will try to maintain a uniform coloring scheme along most of the 

figures, where high values are colored red and low ones blue. When interpreting U-mat 

values, those colors mean, respectively, that underlying data have high dissimilarity or are 

very similar. Metaphorically, we will call these areas mountains or plains, in that order. 

That could mean that on red areas (mountains) there is a “lot of change” going on and, on 

the other side, on the blue ones (plains) things are quite “still”. 

For the coloring scheme, in GIS software we generally classified quantities using five 

natural breaks (steps). Applying other classification methods can produce slightly different 

maps and insights. This is actually a field for interaction and further exploratory analysis. 
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EDA lays groundwork that is useful for scenario and hypothesis generation, and testing in 

a largely iterative and interactive process. In the following sections, we will make an effort 

to present a selection of the experiments in a straight procession. As stated beforehand, 

there are many possibilities where the research could go. Alas, the limited scope of this 

study compels to keep in focus and restrain somehow the range of scenarios and 

hypothesis testing. 

The simulations were done in Matlab v.6.1 using SOM Toolbox 5 (Vesanto et al., 2000). 

The modified or deployed Matlab routines are listed in Appendix A.4. The “batch train” 

method is used when possible as it is much faster to calculate in Matlab than the normal 

sequential algorithm, and the results are typically just as good or even better (Vesanto et 

al., 2000). Except where explicitly stated, the values and parameters used in the 

procedures were the default ones, e.g. sheet with hexagonal lattice, gaussian 

neighborhood. Practical advice was followed, concerning the form of the array, hexagonal 

lattice with oblong form, and wide training radius at the beginning that decreases with the 

number of epochs (Kohonen et al., 1996). Useful guidelines for interpreting the map are 

also found in Kaski and Kohonen (1998). Geo-visualization and further exploration was 

done using essentially ArcGIS 8.1 GIS software. 

All variables applied to the SOM have the same weight (one) except in some cases for 

the location variables (x, y). A summary of selected experiments, most of them presented 

in this case study, is shown in Table 5.1. 

4.1 Linear Initialization without Location 
Attributes 

In this experiment, we do not account entity location (x and y). Therefore, the resultant 

clustering will reflect only physical aspects. All variables were equally normalized into the 

[0,1] interval using the same min-max method (e.g. Bação, 2002). The SOM has a size of 

19x9 units with a hexagonal lattice. The SOM was initialized linearly (using PCA methods) 

and was trained with “batch algorithm” in 9 epochs. The training is done in two phases: 

rough training with neighborhood radius from [3:1] and fine-tuning with neighborhood 

radius of 1. The results of this test, the U-mat, component planes and SOM clustering, are 

shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. For comparison, we applied the k-means algorithm to 

the same data set (the best partition for Davies-Bouldin index is shown in Figure 4.2, 

right). It is not difficult to envisage a correspondence between SOM and the map (the U-
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mat is rotated 180 degrees, giving it a more geo-orientation to make association easier). 

The results are quite similar to those of SOM clustering, as would be expected, because 

of the affinity between SOM and k-means. 
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Figure 4.1 - U-mat and component planes with linear initialization and without location attributes 
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Figure 4.2 – Clustering on rotated U-mat (left) and regions maps using SOM (center) and k-means (9 regions, 
right) with linear initialization and without location attributes. 

A general view of clustering sequence, from two regions to ten, is shown in Figure 4.3 

(from two regions on top left to ten regions on bottom right). From these maps, it is easy 

to envisage the dichotomy between north, with a large diversity, and south, much 

smoother. Trás-os-Montes, in the northeast, is a region that stands out, as it is more 

similar to regions more to the south like Alentejo. 

As can be observed, in this experiment a cluster may represent several regions that 

geographically apart. 
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Figure 4.3 - Clustering sequence with linear initialization and without location attributes (nr. of clusters on top 
left of each map). 

4.2 Linear initialization and use of location 
attributes 

We now introduce location coordinates in the data set. All variables were equally 

normalized into the [0,1] interval using the same min-max method. The following 

parameters were used: map a sheet shape of 19x9 units with a hexagonal lattice, linear 

initialization (using PCA methods. The training uses the “batch algorithm”, with 2 epochs 
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for rough training and 7 epochs for fine-tuning. The gaussian neighborhood ranges from 

[3:1] in the first training phase and one in the second. Similar results are obtained for nine 

fine tuning epochs with a gaussian neighborhood of one. The results obtained are 

presented in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 - U-mat and component planes with linear initialization and location attributes. 

Looking at the U-mat, we can picture some clusters. However, the use of k-means 

clustering on the codebook patterns (SOM) can give a clearer image. The best 

partitioning for Davies-Bouldin index suggests 10 regions, shown in Figure 4.5. Note the 

larger regions in the south and middle coast, and the smaller and scattered regions in the 

middle center and middle north. As it is easily seen, there are many disconnected areas 

and enclaves on these later regions. 
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Figure 4.5 - Regions on rotated U-mat (left) and map (right) using k-means (10 regions) with linear 
initialization and location attributes. 

The SOM grid projected onto the location plane (input subspace) is shown in Figure 4.6. 

As can be seen, it unfolds with excess convolutions suggesting that the SOM messed up 

geography. This means that many geospatial topologic relations are not preserved. 

Consequently, this initialization method is not very suitable for the proposed objective. 

 

Figure 4.6 – Twisted SOM grid on location plane. 
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4.3 Geo-initialization 
In this initialization method the codebook vectors are first spanned regularly along a 

rectangular grid on the location plane defined by coordinates x and y. Afterwards, the 

other non-geographic attributes for each codebook pattern are picked from the nearest 

data sample. 

4.3.1 Without Maintaining Geospatial Aspect 

The SOM in this experiment has a sheet shape of 24x7 units with a hexagonal lattice and 

training was done with the “batch algorithm”. All variables were equally normalized into 

the [0,1] interval using the same min-max method. This includes the location components 

(x and y) that are normalized independently. The training is done in two phases: rough 

training with neighborhood radius from [6:1.5] and fine-tuning with neighborhood radius 

from [1.5:1]. The experimental results of geo-initialization and training are shown in Figure 

4.7. In Figure 4.8, the best clustering for Davies-Bouldin index is shown (7 regions). 
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Figure 4.7 - U-mat and component planes with geo-initialization. 
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Figure 4.8 - Regions on U-mat (left) and on map (right) using k-means (7 regions) with geo-initialization. 

4.3.2 Maintaining Geospatial Aspect 

In this experiment, after normalization of variables as explained in the previous 

experiment, we further processed location variables (x, y) in order to maintain geospatial 

aspect (ratio). This was achieved scaling down the x coordinate by the ratio x/ y for the 

two data samples that are geographically farthest away (approximately 0.48). The 

reasoning for this procedure was given in Chapter 2. The SOM has a size of 24x7 units. 

The training is done in two phases: rough training with neighborhood radius from [6:1.5] 

and fine-tuning with neighborhood radius from [1.5:1]. The resulting U-mat and 

component planes are depicted in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 - U-mat and component planes with geo-initialization and maintaining geospatial aspect. 

It is interesting to note that the best partitioning, according to Davies-Bouldin index, has 

two clusters as shown in Figure 4.10. The second best clustering according to that index 

has eight regions as is depicted in Figure 4.11. 

 
 

Figure 4.10 - Rotated U-mat and map for best clustering (2 regions) with geo-initialization maintaining 
geospatial aspect. 
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Figure 4.11 - Rotated U-mat and map for second best clustering with geo-initialization maintaining spatial 
aspect. 

A general view of clustering sequence, from two regions to nine, is shown Figure 4.13 

(from two regions on top left to 9 regions on bottom right). The evolution of the Davies-

Bouldin index in this sequence is illustrated in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 – Evolution of the Davies-Bouldin index (DB) as a function of the number of clusters. 

Comparing these experimental results with the previous ones, where we did not maintain 

geospatial aspect, we note now that latitude (y) has greater influence on area clustering. 

This effect can be depicted in northern Alentejo. Previously, it was split into two regions 

and now it is just one whole region from seaside to Spain. 
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Figure 4.13 - Clustering sequence with geo-initialization maintaining geospatial aspect (2 clusters top left, 9 
clusters bottom right) 

The SOM grid projected onto the location plane is shown in Figure 4.14 where the effect 

of final training radius in SOM is illustrated. With a final training radius of one, the SOM 

spans smoothly without excessive convolutions enabling us to foresee some details 

(much alike to the valleys or mountains of the U-mat). However, with a final training radius 

too low (e.g., 0.1) the manifold ends up seriously folded. This happens because the SOM 

algorithm tends to behave as k-means as the neighborhood function tends to zero. 

Consequently, this condition should be considered in the SOM training in order to achieve 

a proper geospatial ordering. 
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Figure 4.14 - Standard SOM grid on location plane; effect of final radius (1, left, 0.1 right) 

In Figure 4.15, we present the maps of U-mat where the regions are colored with the U-

mat value of their BMU. At this point, it is worth noting that data samples are not uniformly 

distributed along the country. For example, in Alentejo, they are sparser and distances 

between samples are greater. The codebook vectors will also follow this data distribution. 

The distance may have a mask effect in the U-mat but it can be removed by not 

accounting location components when computing the U-mat. This is illustrated in Figure 

4.15 where location components are accounted (left) and excluded (right). 
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Figure 4.15 - Standard SOM: maps of U-mat accounting all components (left) and excluding location (right). 
Underlying maps of Gomes and Albuquerque, respectively (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966). 

In fact, with this procedure, larger but anyway homogeneous regions can now have lower 

U-mat values and thus are easier to depict (for example Alentejo). 

4.3.3 Increasing Location Weight 

In previous experiments, each location variable (x, y) had a weight of one when applied to 

the SOM. We now test the effect of doubling that value. This is done after normalization of 

variables with min-max method and maintaining geospatial aspect (ratio) as explained 

earlier. The resulting SOM grid and geographic maps of U-mat values are shown in 

Figure 4.16. 

Comparing these figures with the previous case, we note that increasing location weight 

produces a visible smoothening of the map. This can be explained by the fact that we are 

reducing the influence of non-location attributes in the training. 

Comparing the several initialization methods experimented, we can realize that geo-

initialization is a more suitable means of geo-enforcing the SOM unfolding. In fact, this 

method burdens less the training process because at startup the SOM is favorably 

unfolded. Therefore, in all following experiments with geospatial data, we always employ 

the geo-initialization method. 
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Figure 4.16- SOM grid (left), maps of U-mat values with all components (center) and without location (right) 
for increased location weight. Background regions of Lautensach and Albuquerque, respectively (Caldas and 

Loureiro, 1966). 

4.4 Geo Fixed Units 
In this simulation the location (x and y coordinates) of the codebook vectors is fixed. Our 

aim is to produce a more uniform coverage of the territory by the SOM. Thus in the 

update process the SOM grid shape as seen in the input location plane, defined in the 

geo-initialization, does not change. The normalization of variables was done with min-max 

method and maintaining geospatial aspect (ratio). These variables are then applied to 

SOM with the same weight. The SOM has a hexagonal lattice of 12 x 25 units. The geo-

initialization spans the codebook vectors regularly along the territory. “Batch training” was 

done in 13 epochs. The training is done in two phases: rough training with neighborhood 

radius from [7:1.75] and fine-tuning with neighborhood radius from [1.75:1]. We show the 

results in Figure 4.17 (U-mat and component planes), and in Figure 4.18 (SOM grid on 

location plane). In this case, we excluded the location components from U-mat because 

geospatial distances between codebook vectors are constant along the grid. These would 

mask the other components. 
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Figure 4.17 - Component planes and U-mat for fixed location of codebook vectors. 
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Figure 4.18 - SOM grid on location plane for fixed location of codebook vectors. 

This approach can be useful for a geographic quick overview. In fact, there is direct 

correspondence between U-mat and component planes – they share the same coordinate 

system and now that coordinate system is aligned with the location plane (x and y 

coordinates). On the other hand, this method can also be useful to override the SOM 
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characteristic of following the (density) distribution of data samples. However, due to the 

rectangular sheet shape of the SOM it does not match completely the data set 

distribution. This leads to many “dead” units on the SOM borders that fall outside our area 

of interest (mainland territory). This issue could be dealt using, for example, an irregular 

shape or lattice, and even other kind of topology (Kohonen, 2001). An interactive 

positioning of codebook vectors is also a worthy alternative because it would assist in 

spotting the SOM on specific regions of interest. Other ideas inspired on this method are 

unveiled at the closing chapter. 

Anyway, this map uncovers major regions, such as Alentejo, Trás-os-Montes, Cordilheira 

Central, and depicts a smooth transition along western seaside. Furthermore, the 

component planes have well defined minima or maxima that assist characterizing some 

regions. 

This method might be compared to a low pass filter roughly performing local averages. 

4.5 Standard SOM with Sample Weighting by 
Area Value 

As explained earlier, geospatial data poses some issues in SOM, notably the 2-D 

character of the data set. In the following experiments, we introduce sample weighting. 

This proposal is based on the reasoning that not all data samples are equally relevant. In 

fact, there is a great range in terms of area covered by each data sample (from a 

maximum=3,560,139,125 sq. m to a minimum=0.2 sq. m). Some of these are indeed very 

small and may be just a by-product of the spatial intersection process. Therefore, in the 

training process, we test two alternatives: weight data samples with their full area, and 

with a range of 1 - 101 (applying affine transformation to area values). The normalization 

of variables was done with min-max method and maintaining geospatial aspect. These 

are applied to SOM with the same weight. We start with geo-initialization and, after 

training, the resulting U-mat and SOM grid are shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 

respectively. This was done in 16 epochs using “batch mode”. 
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Figure 4.19 - Component planes and U-mat for SOM full range sample weighting 

 

Figure 4.20 - Component planes and U-mat for SOM with sample weighting with area (range 1-101). 

In Figure 4.21 the resulting SOM grid on location plane is shown, in the case of sample 

weighting with area (range 1-101, with x and y components computed on U-mat (left) and 

without those components (right). 
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Figure 4.21 - SOM grid on location plane for area weighted data samples (range 1-101). U-mat with (left) and 
without (right) location components. 

The geographic maps of U-mat for the resulting SOM are depicted in Figure 4.22 

(weighting data samples in a range 1-101) and in Figure 4.23 (weighting data samples 

with their area full value) 
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Figure 4.22 - Standard SOM: maps of U-mat with all components (left) and without location (right) for 
weighted data samples (range 1-101). Background regions of Albuquerque and Lautensach, respectively 

(Caldas and Loureiro, 1966). 
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Figure 4.23 - Standard SOM: maps of U-mat with all components (left) and without location (right) for 
weighted data samples (full area value). Background maps of Gomes and Albuquerque, respectively (Caldas 

and Loureiro, 1966). 

From these results, that not differ substantially, we can also assert the relative robustness 

of the SOM algorithm (Simula et al., 1999). 

4.6 Geo-SOM 
A variant of the SOM algorithm named Geo-SOM (Bação, Lobo and Painho, 2004) is 

applied in this section. In Geo-SOM the search for the BMU has a preliminary step 

restricted to the location components (x and y). Then a neighborhood for this initial BMU 

is established, defined by a parameter k and measured on the SOM output. Only those 

units found in that neighborhood set are eligible for the second step search for BMU. Here 

the Geo-SOM algorithm works exactly as in standard SOM algorithm. For k=0, the BMU 

will be always the geospatially nearest unit; increasing k will approach this method to 

standard SOM. In this study, this parameter is tested with values k between 0 and 3. 
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Normalization of variables is done with min-max method and maintaining geospatial ratio. 

These are then applied to SOM with the same weight. Data samples are not weighted in 

this sequential algorithm. As decided earlier, SOM is launched with geo-initialization. The 

training was done with the sequential algorithm in 16 epochs, and geographic neighboring 

function is bubble shaped (with radius k). The training is done in two phases: rough 

training with neighborhood radius from [6:1.5] and fine tuning with neighborhood radius 

from [1.5:1]. The learning rate α decreases during this training from [0.5:0.05]. In Figure 

4.24 we present the component planes and U-mat for Geo-SOM using k=1. 
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Figure 4.24 - Component planes and U-mat for Geo-SOM, k=1 

In Figure 4.25 are shown the geographic maps of U-mat, with all components accounted, 

for several values of parameter k. 
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Figure 4.25 - Geo-SOM: maps of U-mat using radius k=0, 1 and 3 (respectively from left to right), for small 
data set. Background maps of Gomes, Girão and Lautensach, respectively (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966). 

In Figure 4.26, we also show for each case how the SOM grid unfolds geospatially with all 

components accounted in U-mat. 
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Figure 4.26 - Geo-SOM grid on location plane for k=0, 1 and 3 (respectively from left to right), for small data 
set. 

In Figure 4.27 the k-means clustering of resultant SOM for geospatial radius k=1 and k=3 

(best clustering according to Davies-Bouldin index of 12 and 11 clusters, respectively) is 

shown. 
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Figure 4.27 - Geo-SOM: clustering by k-means for radius k=1 (left) and k=3 (right), small data set. 

Analyzing the geographic maps of U-mat, and comparing them with those obtained 

through other methods, we can see that there are some differences. This is evident 

namely for a low k. For instance, Cordilheira Central is not represented as a large wall but 

rather as a small homogeneous region outlined by thin walls. For higher k, it is observable 

a smoothening of the maps. For example, we note that Minho and Cordilheira Central 

have high U-mat values (meaning great changes) in the standard SOM but in the Geo-

SOM they are represented as regions that are more flat yet delimited by thin walls. 

This method accomplishes somehow a geospatial averaging or offset (Bação, Lobo and 

Painho, 2004). This can be explainable by its first search for the BMU in the geospatial 

neighborhood. We remember that the first neighborhood radius k is measured on the 

output space (SOM grid) and is constant there. On the other hand when measured on the 

input space, that radius is variable and depends on the location of the codebook vectors 

defined during SOM unfolding. 
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4.7 Discussion of Experiments with Small 
Geospatial Data Set  

Here a discussion about methods and findings in experiments with the small geospatial 

data set is made. It is worth mentioning, as a major shortcoming in computer simulation, 

the lack of interoperability and integration between different software packages (e.g. 

Fischer, Scholten and Unvin, 1996; Skupin and Hagelman, 2003). To overcome this, 

much hard work has to be done, for example, exporting data from the SOM Toolbox, 

formatting data on another package and importing it, again, to another, the GIS software. 

Unfortunately, this loose coupling between software is a major drawback in interaction, 

which is crucial in exploratory data visualization and analysis. 

A suitable geospatial enforcing of SOM is alleged to enhance the modeling of the 

geographic phenomena. This can be addressed on various aspects such as on the 

initialization of SOM, data preprocessing, or also through variants of SOM algorithm. 

4.7.1 Data Processing and SOM training 

In the normalization phase due consideration must given to location weight and 

preservation of geospatial aspect. Geo-initialization, whereby codebook vectors at startup 

are spanned along the location plane, is a straightforward mean to facilitate the geospatial 

unfolding of the SOM. 

During SOM training, sample weighting may be advantageous because it reduces impact 

of too small areas, some being just a by-product of geospatial processing, and gives fair 

consideration to large ones. Therefore, it attempts a balance between large areas and 

small ones in SOM training. 

4.7.2 Visualization and Information Extraction 

In most experiments, k-means clustering of SOM misses unveiling fine details that 

nevertheless can be revealed by SOM. Yet, k-means gives a helpful global perspective. 

SOM grid projected geospatially onto the location plane (input subspace) is a useful 

means to observe its unfolding. An inappropriate twisted grid is easily detected. Coloring 

this grid to show U-mat values for connections and units is also interesting to reveal 

patterns on the SOM. The geographic map of U-mat, where each data sample (region) 
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has a color associated with the U-mat value of its BMU, is a valuable tool to depict the U-

mat in geography and to reveal geospatial patterns. When location components have too 

much overall weight, further insight can be reached these components are neglected in U-

mat. These tools present additional contributions to exploratory geospatial data analysis 

with SOM. 

Observing the overlaid maps of regions, we can extract some clues that can be useful on 

drawing up the boundaries of regions. Using U-mat terms, mountains may delimit regions 

but sometimes, when these are large enough, they can be interpreted as regions. 

Actually, things may not be so simple mainly when we are in presence of transition 

regions or larger areas. Noteworthy is also the fact that large areas with high U-mat 

values (walls) revealed in standard SOM may be considered regions, with their own 

unique factors distinguishing them from nearby regions. 

4.7.3 Patterns revealed 

The most notorious regions revealed by SOM are consistent with the regions of reference 

maps. The southern territory, excluding Algarve, may be depicted in standard SOM as a 

plain region that includes Estremadura and Alentejo. In Geo-SOM, this analysis is 

somehow more complicated. 

Standard SOM spots the following regions: Trás-os-Montes, Beira Serra, Beira Litoral, 

Alentejo, Estremadura and Algarve. Geo-SOM shows the following regions: Trás-os-

Montes, Beira Transmontana, Aveiro region, Lisbon Region and Algarve. 

Practically all methods remarkably highlight Marvão despite the fact of being a small 

region. 

It is also interesting to note that the SOM grid, generally with a rectangular shape but in 

most experiments, at the southern part of the territory, it wrinkles into a triangle shape. In 

fact, it spots Algarve as a distinctive southern region at one of its bottom corners. The 

other corner is compelled to move towards Lisbon region. This may suggest a part of the 

territory where there is much uniformity, a fact also confirmed by observing the U-mat. 
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5. Experiments with SOM using the 
Final Geospatial Data Set 

In this chapter the final geospatial data set is arranged by appending elevation, 

hydrography and lithology to the data set used in the previous chapter, where we had, 

already, temperature, solar radiation, precipitation and location (x, y). These add up to 8 

attributes. As hydrographic basins and lithology are categorical variables, they must be 

expanded into 26 and 5 binary variables, respectively, as explained in Chapter 3. 

Afterwards each new binary variable was scaled down by the number of classes in its 

original theme (26 in hydrography, and 5 in lithology) (e.g. Bação, 2002). The 

preprocessing of the other variables was done, as described in the previous chapter, 

using min-max normalization to the interval [0,1], and additionally preserving geospatial 

aspect. The final data set has a dimension of 37 attributes and a size of 33237 data 

samples. 

As seen before, in Chapter 3, dealing with binary variables in SOM poses some issues. 

There we have shown, in a benchmark, that Euclidean distance produces a finer-

resolution clustering, and also that treating binary variables as ratio variables attains fair 

results. Hence, we will adopt those techniques in this study. 

Applying the groundwork knowledge from the previous trials, we present here our final 

experimental results. We will always use geo-initialization. Data samples are weighted 

with full area values only in standard SOM. Location attributes (x and y) are weighted 

each with a value of eight. The SOM grid size is kept to 27x7 units; “batch training” is 

used in the standard SOM and sequential training in the Geo-SOM algorithm. We use 

gaussian kernel neighborhood function for BMU search. In Geo-SOM, the geographic first 

search uses a bubble neighborhood function (radius k=3). A summary of selected 

experiments, including those described in the previous chapter, is shown in Table 5.1. 

5.1 Standard SOM using Sample Weighting 
In this experiment, we weight data samples with their full area value in the SOM training 

process. Each location component (x and y) was also weighted by eight. For lower 
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weighting of these components, the SOM grid does not unfold satisfactorily in the location 

plane (the lattice is twisted). Training was done in 21 epochs using “batch mode”. The 

training is done in two phases: rough training with neighborhood radius from [6:1.5] and 

fine tuning with neighborhood radius from [1.5:1]. The resulting scalar component planes, 

U-mat (all components) and grid are shown Figure 5.1 in and Figure 5.2, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.1 - First six component planes and U-mat for standard SOM, full range sample weighting (final data 
set). 

The relation between U-mat and SOM grid is shown in detail in Figure 5.2, where labels 

identify the SOM units. To perceive better the association with the SOM grid the U-mat 

axis are rotated 180 degrees. The projection of some regions is also depicted on the U-

mat. 
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Figure 5.2 - Standard SOM: rotated U-mat (left) and grid (right) on location plane for full-weighted data 
samples (final data set). Labels identify SOM units. Some regions are pointed out. 

In Figure 5.3 (left) the resulting SOM grid projected on the geographic map is shown 

where the U-mat is computed without location components. Also shown there (right) is the 

best k-means partition of SOM for Davies-Bouldin index. 

The tendency of SOM not to span completely to the data extents is illustrated in Figure 

5.3 (left). This is known as the border effect (Kohonen, 2001). The drift of bottom side of 

SOM grid towards Lisbon region is again observable on that figure. 
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Figure 5.3 - Standard SOM grid on location plane for full-weighted data samples (final data set, left) and k-
means best Davies-Bouldin index clustering (11 regions, right). 

As can be seen in Figure 5.3 (right), k-means clustering reveals major regions that are 

generally consistent with reference maps of regions. It is also evident that fine details are 

concealed like the Algarve region. 

The geographic maps of U-mat are depicted in Figure 5.4 (with and without location 

components). It is worth to recall at this point the interpretation guidelines for these maps, 

as presented previously. The high U-mat values (red) indicate regions that have 

dissimilarity with some neighborhood areas, therefore revealing contrasts. On the other 

hand, low U-mat values (blue) uncover regions that are quite similar to surrounding areas  
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Figure 5.4 - Maps of U-mat for standard SOM with all components (left) and without location (right) for full-
weighted data samples (final data set). Background maps of Gomes and Lautensach, respectively (Caldas 

and Loureiro, 1966). 

Although these maps show many small and scattered regions, the SOM reveals patterns 

that are related with those regions presented by most of the authors. Some fine details 

are indeed systematically revealed along these experiments, e.g. Marvão. 

As can be seen in Figure 5.4, standard SOM performs well in distinguishing Algarve 

Litoral from Algarve Montanhoso, Beira Litoral from Beira Alta and Beira Serra. It also 

depicts well Nordeste Transmontano and Minho. Alentejo may be seen as a large region 

or may be split in two regions (possibly Alto Alentejo and Baixo Alentejo), as suggested 

by middle areas having mild U-mat values. 

Along the western coast, from Beira Litoral to Estremadura, there is no sharp border, 

suggesting a smooth transition along those regions. Ribatejo can also be interpreted as a 

transition region from coast to inner territory. This region is shown in a map detail, in 
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Figure 5.5, where each area is labeled with its BMU number. This figure helps 

exemplifying how each map area is related to the U-mat and SOM grid, shown in Figure 

5.2. A detailed and thorough exploratory analysis, in last instance, must make full use of 

these visualization tools, side-by-side and altogether. This case also illustrates the fuzzy 

character of boundaries for most regions, which may complicate further the task at hand. 

 

Figure 5.5 - Map detail of standard SOM with areas labeled with their BMU number. 

5.2 Geo-SOM 
The following experiment was done using Geo-SOM with geospatial radius k=3. Each 

location component was weighted by eight as explained before. The training was made in 

31 epochs using the sequential algorithm. The training is done in two phases: rough 

training with standard neighborhood radius from [6:1.5] and fine tuning with neighborhood 

radius from [1.5:1]. The learning rate α decreases during this training from [0.5:0.05]. The 

resulting component planes (scalar) and U-mat (all components) are shown in Figure 5.6. 

Sample weighting is not implemented in this sequential algorithm. 
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Figure 5.6 - First six component planes and U-mat for Geo-SOM (final data set). 

To relate the U-mat with the geographic map we labeled some regions in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 - Regions on rotated U-mat for Geo-SOM (final data set). 
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In Figure 5., the resulting SOM grid on location plane is shown. Here the U-mat values 

were computed without the location components. Figure 5. also shows the best k-means 

partition (using Davies-Bouldin index, 9 regions). As explained before, in this case there 

are no great visible differences with the case where we account for location components. 

x  (x 105 m eter) 

y   (x 10 5 m eter) 

 

 

Figure 5.8 - Geo-SOM grid on location, final data set, (left) and k-means best partition for Davies-Bouldin 
index (right). 

The clustering obtained, shown in Figure 5. (right), has much resemblance with the 

previous map for standard SOM. Once again, k-means clustering reveals major regions 

that are generally consistent with reference maps of regions but is unable to expose fine 

details such as Algarve region. 

The geographic maps of U-mat are depicted in Figure 5.9 (with and without location 

components). 
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Figure 5.9 - Geo-SOM: U-mat values with all components (left) and without location (right), final data set; 
background regions of Lautensach and Ribeiro, respectively (Caldas and Loureiro, 1966). 

In Geo-SOM (Figure 5.9), it is noteworthy that, for the first time, Algarve Litoral is revealed 

as a plain region with borders quite similar to those defined by Lautensach. In those 

maps, one can observe sharp borders for Algarve Litoral, Estremadura vs. Ribatejo, 

Cordilheira Central vs. Beira Baixa/Alta. Geo-SOM also shows up Trás-os-Montes region. 

The results may suggest a potential division of Alentejo. This variant of SOM apparently 

does not disclose so well some details in the north, like the division between Beira Litoral 

and Beira Alta (Central) or between Minho and Trás-os-Montes. 
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5.3 Summary of Experiments and Quality 
Measures 

In Table 5.1, the most relevant experiments with geospatial data using SOM are 

summarized, showing the respective quality measures (shaded entries indicate 

experiments without further discussion in this study). The values for data dimension 

shown in parenthesis apply to the cases where categorical attributes were expanded. We 

remember that our objective is not an accurate (detailed) representation of data density 

distribution, as in the original SOM (Kohonen, 2001), but rather a smoother manifold that 

can convey enough abstraction for our purpose. Indeed, in most experiments we geo-

enforce the training, offsetting the SOM grid from data points, consequently introducing 

detrimental effects on quality measures. For instance, the standard quantization error 

measure may not be suitable for evaluation of most experimental results of this study. 

Nevertheless, topographic error may give useful information. 
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Standard Small PCA 1 No location 3 none 0.0 19x9 9 0.033 0.017

Standard Small PCA 1  5 Square 1.0 19x9 9 0.090 0.032

Standard Small Geo 1  5 Square 1.0 19x9 9 0.096 0.040

Standard Small Geo 1  5 Rectangle 1.0 24x7 9 0.090 0.053

Standard Small Geo 1 
final 

radius=0.1 5 
Rectangle 

1.0 24x7 13 0.047 0.155

Standard Small Geo 1   Rectangle 2.0 24x7 16 0.088 0.039

Standard Small Geo 1 
Geo fixed 

lattice 5 
Rectangle 

1.0 12x25 13 0.109 0.080

Standard Small Geo 1-101  5 Rectangle 1.0 24x7 16 0.097 0.040

Standard Small Geo Full area  5 Rectangle 1.0 24x7 16 0.107 0.046

Geo-SOM Small Geo 1 k=0 5 Rectangle 1.0 24x7 16 0.123 0.026

Geo-SOM Small Geo 1 k=1 5 Rectangle 1.0 24x7 16 0.117 0.046

Geo-SOM Small Geo 1 k=3 5 Rectangle 1.0 24x7 16 0.108 0.034

Geo-SOM Small Geo 1 k=6 5 Rectangle 1.0 24x7 16 0.108 0.031

Geo-SOM Final Geo 1 k=3 8 (37) Rectangle 8.0 24x7 31 0.223 0.060

Standard Final Geo Full area  8 (37) Rectangle 7.0 24x7 56 0.214 0.033

Standard Final Geo Full area  8 (37) Rectangle 7.0 24x7 21 0.217 0.031

Standard Final Geo Full area  8 (37) Rectangle 8.0 24x7 21 0.217 0.049

Standard Final Geo Full area  8 (37) Rectangle 2.0 24x7 21 0.219 0.037

Table 5.1 - Summary of most relevant experiments. 
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A summary of the main stages of exploratory geospatial data analysis using SOM and 

some suggestions, based on gathered knowledge from the experiences presented in this 

study, is shown in Table 5.2. 

Stage Suggestion 

Define Goal Formulate hypothesis. Gather knowledge about domain. 
Data set 
preparation 

Select target data set, process, normalize 

Experiment SOM variants and parameters. Start with a small 
data set. Use geographic initialization. 
Weight location attributes suitably to enforce a geospatial 
SOM. Use shape area for data sample weighting. 

Train the SOM 

Control training by inspecting SOM grid on location plane and 
U-mat; SOM grid should unfold smoothly and should not be 
twisted. 

Explore Use U-mat, component planes and SOM grid. On GIS 
software, produce the geographic maps of U-mat. Fine detailed 
exploration must be done with SOM grid and maps side-by-
side. 

Interpret results Using all tools, methods and domain knowledge. 
Action! If the goals are met: deploy this knowledge if not, iterate or 

even reformulate hypothesis. 

Table 5.2 – Outline of exploratory geospatial data analysis using SOM. 

As explained before, this is greatly an iterative and interactive process that can require 

many back and forth steps. 

5.4 A Regions Map Sketch 
The ultimate goal in this study should be to delineate a map of regions based on 

experiments that rely on the factual data supplied (numerical and categorical). However, 

as showed previously, most borders are not well defined or clear-cut. As a matter of fact, 

we find that transitions between regions are subtle or indeterminate (e.g. Longley et al., 

2001). This is explainable, to a great extent, by the fuzzy character, the vagueness of 

most phenomena we are dealing (Burrough, 1990; Heywood, Cornelius and Carver, 1998; 

Duckham et al., 2001). Therefore, even without a thorough geographic expertise and 

assuming a great risk, we roughly sketch a possible delimitation of the Portuguese 

mainland regions, shown in Figure 5.10. It is based on experiments with Geo-SOM and 

final data set. It ought to be stressed here, that this is a point where a domain expert 

should play a major role. 
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Figure 5.10 - Sketch of a possible delineation for the Portuguese mainland regions based on experiments 
with Geo-SOM and final data set. 
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6. Discussion 
We present now an overall discussion about the current study and the use of SOM for 

exploratory geospatial data analysis. 

6.1 Methods 
It was shown in this study that a practical approach to deal with categorical variables in 

SOM is to convert them into binary variables and consider them as originally defined in 

the SOM algorithm, i.e., as ratio variables. In choosing a similarity measure for evaluating 

the BMU, it has been shown empirically that the Euclidean distance is a straight option to 

use in SOM context, providing an effective and finer resolution clustering. 

In the preprocessing phase of geographic data for SOM input, it is important to enforce 

the geospatial character of data. Location weight should be high enough to provide a 

suitable geospatial unfolding of SOM. However, a too high weight may be a disadvantage 

by masking other geographic attributes. Maintaining geospatial aspect is also a 

reasonable matter at this point in SOM. The geo-initialization provides a good start for a 

geographic unfolding of SOM grid compared with initialization by PCA. 

There is a need to evaluate SOM geospatial unfolding. The SOM grid projected on the 

location plane (input subspace) has proven to be a valuable tool here. In addition, it is 

important for exploratory purposes. The geographic maps of U-mat assist in revealing 

local similarities and contrast between nearby areas. Hence, these visualization tools end 

up as a powerful tool for exploratory data analysis and in the search for regions. However, 

their effectiveness depends largely on a suitable geospatial unfolding of SOM. Computing 

U-mat without location components may also help highlight physically similar regions. 

This is clearer when overall weight of location components is high. 

The clustering of SOM with k-means, despite concealing fine details, is of valuable 

assistance because it helps render global patterns. 

Sample weighting with area value tries to address one of the problems of the application 

of 2-D geospatial data to SOM. It provides a geospatially more evenly distributed 

unfolding at the expense of small areas, some with significance but others just a by-
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product of geospatial processing. However, location and sample weighting introduce an 

offset in SOM unfolding that affects its objective function. For example, in standard SOM, 

the grid is forced to follow larger areas better than smaller ones. Therefore, the geo-

enforcing of SOM, generally, will influence negatively the standard quality measures of 

SOM such as quantization, and to a lesser extent topographic errors (see Table 5.1). 

Analyzing the outcome of the experiments, it is somewhat difficult to characterize the 

difference in behavioral between SOM and Geo-SOM. The more apparent are: 

• Standard SOM has component planes with more localized minima, or maxima, 

than Geo-SOM. This is explainable by the restricted first geospatial neighborhood 

function imposed on Geo-SOM. Consequently, it may be more difficult to 

characterize some regions by extreme values because these may be not so well 

spotted as in standard SOM; 

• a geospatial smoothening is identifiable in the geographic maps of U-mat using 

Geo-SOM; 

• Geo-SOM clusters are contiguous for low values of geospatial radius (e.g. 0 or 1). 

As somehow would be expected by the algorithm definition, and further suggested by 

experiments, Geo-SOM emphasizes more the local geographic factors than the standard 

SOM. That importance given to local factors is related to the geospatial unfolding of SOM 

grid. 

6.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 
The most interesting findings and patterns revealed in the exploratory data analysis stage 

are described ahead. 

Using just two clusters, the north-south geographic dichotomy becomes clear. In physical 

terms, it was revealed that some areas of Trás-os-Montes, a northeast region, have much 

resemblance with other areas that are in the south, like mid Alentejo. A small area around 

Marvão, in Alentejo, stands out (outlier) in most experiments as a region that has more 

similarity with the north. 
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Though subjective sometimes, instructions for border delineation may be deduced on the 

experiments and their comparison with reference maps. That is, using U-mat terms, follow 

mountains to isolate plains, or vice versa, follow valleys to isolate mountains. 

Inspecting the geographic maps of U-mat and the component planes suggests some 

interesting patterns. Some well-delimited areas on the component planes with extreme 

values may in fact characterize some regions. For instance: 

• low latitude (y) and precipitation, high temperature and radiation can typify 

Algarve; 

• low temperature, mild precipitation and high elevation can typify Cordilheira 

Central; 

• high precipitation and low solar radiation characterizes Minho. 

One could observe the reference maps of regions and attempt to find one that best suits 

the patterns revealed in the experiments. However, this proved to be a hard and risky task 

due to the complexity of the geographic maps of U-mat and to the subtleties in the 

delineation of some reference maps. Several methods can be found in the literature for 

map comparison (e.g. Congalton and Green, 1999; Pontius and Suedmeyer, 2004) but 

this subject is out of the scope of this study. Anyway, through visual inspection some 

regions are consistently matched in several maps of regions. 

As shown, most maps obtained in the experiments are very complex. Some well-defined 

areas might suggest regions but there are others where the borders are quite vague. The 

later may suggest a smooth transition. Anyway, these problems make it a hard task to 

produce a definite general delineation for the regions as proposed at the outset. 

6.3 Interpretation of the SOM 
The major patterns that are suggested by most experiments are in accordance with the 

reference maps of regions. Nonetheless, the task of exploratory data analysis may be 

beset by the complexity of the presented maps and the need to relate the several 

visualization tools. The former issue can be dealt with by introducing a geospatial post-

processing after the training of the SOM. For example, applying a geospatial 

neighborhood function (Burrough, 1990) or increasing the weight of location variables 

when classifying the areas with their BMU. An adequate usage of these methods may 
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produce a smoothening of the geographic maps of U-mat. Another approach would be to 

establish a smaller size for the SOM grid. This way, one decreases the resolution of the 

SOM and, therefore, the number of regions (and details) that are possible to represent by 

the SOM. 

However, a foremost problem is how to relate the output space of SOM to the input 

space. The discrete nature of the SOM, additionally, introduces gaps to this relationship 

that are difficult to overcome. It is suggested here that a geographic map (in the GIS) 

would be a more suitable groundwork for the implementation and presentation of a 

geospatially enforced SOM because it provides a framework for geospatial analysis and 

tools (e.g. Skupin and Hagelman, 2003). As an example, more complex kernel 

neighborhood functions can be deployed for SOM in a GIS. These may allow a more 

realistic model of geographic phenomena. In fact, a discrete lattice may be inadequate to 

represent the rich geometry and topologic relations of geospatial data. The exploratory 

analysis would also be made easier with an integration of GIS and SOM if the geographic 

map could itself represent the lattice of the SOM. 
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7. Conclusions 
This final chapter presents an overall evaluation of the experiments. Here the conclusions 

are drawn with respect to the validity of the statement, and recommendations for future 

work are suggested. 

7.1 Conclusion 
1) The aim of this thesis was to show how effective the SOM algorithm can be in 

exploratory data analysis of geographic data and, furthermore, suggest 

Portuguese mainland regions in a case study. The emphasis on local factors and 

topologic preservation properties are the main justifications for SOM application in 

this issue. Through its abstraction process and adequate visualization tools new 

insights into data can be gained. For empirical assessment, a public domain 

geospatial data set was used. Meanwhile, its application in SOM raised some 

questions. 

2) Common binary-based similarity measures were evaluated in SOM context, 

where Euclidean distance is shown as a straightforward choice for a similarity 

measure. Two approaches to adapt codebook patterns of SOM to binary data 

were also experimented. The plainest, and yet suitable, as suggested by 

experiments, is to treat these as real valued patterns. 

3) The unique character of geographic phenomena represented by the data set 

raises several issues that are discussed in this study. These are addressed in 

methods deployed to visualize the geographic unfolding of the SOM grid and in 

the geographic maps of U-mat. The former is particularly useful to evaluate the 

SOM training. Both are of valuable assistance in the exploratory analysis stage. 

The later provides the geographic groundwork for the search of patterns and 

regions. Anyway, the major method for extracting information from SOM is still 

based on the U-mat. 

4) The methods introduced rely on procedures to enforce a geospatial unfolding of 

the SOM that were suggested, notably geo-initialization, location and sample 
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weighting. Standard SOM and a variant, Geo-SOM, were experimented, the later 

having a sensible geospatial basis and presenting geospatial smoothening 

characteristics. 

5) In the outset of this study, there was a plan to identify clear borders for all 

regions. Experiments confirm, however, that generally there are no crisp borders 

delimiting most regions. This may be explainable, largely, by the fuzzy character 

of geographic phenomena. Even so, with the methods introduced, interesting 

patterns have been revealed by the SOM, most of which with striking agreement 

with presented reference maps of regions. 

7.2 Recommendations for Further Work 
The lack of interoperability and integration in software (SOM Toolbox and GIS) and the 

issue of performance are major shortcomings in the computer systems where 

experiments were made, tampering notably with the interaction required for exploratory 

analysis and restraining the process of hypothesis and scenario testing. There is still 

much development to be done in this field. 

Information extraction from SOM output remains a major bottleneck. Improvements in 

visualization tools and interaction are needed. The geographic maps of U-mat can be 

made simpler and more understandable by the application of an additional geographic 

neighborhood function to the BMU in the area classification phase. This procedure is 

similar to that used in the training of Geo-SOM. This geospatial filtering on the SOM 

output would provide regions that are more compact. Explaining patterns and findings is 

also an interesting challenge. The analysis of local factors, depicting visually the major 

factors that contribute for each region, may give here a valuable insight. Furthermore, it 

may be useful in explaining the distinctiveness of each region. 

The discrete nature of SOM algorithm reveals shortcomings in its application to non-

discrete entities with richer geometry and topology, such as 2-D data in GIS. One 

approach, here suggested, would be to augment the sampling rate when discretizing 

those phenomena. Another would be conceiving a topologically richer SOM through its 

implementation, or tight integration, in GIS platform. The later approach may be more 

appropriate in maintaining and exploring geospatial geometry and topological relations. 

For instance, the SOM discrete lattice may be represented by a surface, the geographic 

map, that is embedded partially in the input space (location components). Hence, more 
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complex neighborhood functions can be deployed in the GIS (such as buffering) to yield a 

more faithful modeling of geospatial phenomena. Furthermore, exploratory analysis may 

be performed making full use of the map metaphor and of GIS analytical tools. Ultimately, 

the geographic map would be the groundwork for the SOM itself thus enabling a 

“geospatial SOM”. 
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A. Appendices 
A.1 Source Thematic Maps 
In Figure A.1 are shown the thematic maps of the geographic data set used in 

experiments. 

 

Figure A.1 - Thematic maps of data set used in experiments. 
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A.2 Metadata of Source Maps 

Elevation 
Data type : contour lines 
Base map : hypsometric 
Projection : Gauss 
Ellipsoid : International 
Unit of Measurement : meter 
Datum : Lisboa (long. 08 07 54.862/lat. 39 40 00) 
Coordinate system : military 
Coordinate system origin  : False origin W Cabo S. Vicente 
Scale of original : 1:1.000.000 
Map author : Comissão Nacional do Ambiente 
Date of completion: 1982 
Plot Date : Instituto Hidrográfico, 1982 
 
NOTE: The shape file includes, among others, the following attributes: 
COTA – contour line elevation 
TIPO – line type: border or contour line. 

Hydrographic Basins 
Data type : Main Hydrographic Basins (borders) 
Base map : Hydrographic map 
Projection : Gauss 
Ellipsoid : International 
Unit of Measurement : meter 
Datum : Lisboa (long. 08 07 54.862/lat. 39 40 00) 
Coordinate system : military 
Coordinate system origin  : False origin W Cabo S. Vicente 
Scale of original : 1:1.000.000 
Map author : Divisão do Atlas do Ambiente, D.G.dos Recursos Naturais 
Date of completion: 1989 
Plot Date : Instituto Hidrográfico, 1989 
 
NOTE: The shape file includes, among others, the following attributes: 
CODBACI – numeric code 
RIO_PRINC – main river of hydrographic basin 

Lithology 
Base map : lithology 
Data type : lithologic units 
Projection : Gauss 
Ellipsoid : International 
Unit of Measurement : meter 
Datum : Lisboa (long. 08 07 54.862/lat. 39 40 00) 
Coordinate system : military 
Coordinate system origin  : False origin W Cabo S. Vicente 
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Responsible for the map : Atlas do Ambiente 
Scale of original : 1:1.000.000 
Map author : A. M. Soares da Silva (Estação Agronómica Nacional) 
Date of completion: 1982 
Plot Date : Instituto Hidrográfico, 1982 
 
NOTE: The categorical attribute CODLITO in the shape file has the following codes: 
1-14 sedimentary formations 
15-26 sedimentary and metamorphic formations 
270 (null) 
280-331 plutonic eruptive rocks 
332-340 (null) 

Precipitation 
Base map : Precipitation 
Data type : mean annual values (mm) over the 1931-1960 period 
Projection : Gauss 
Ellipsoid : International 
Unit of Measurement : meter 
Datum : Lisboa (long. 08 07 54.862/lat. 39 40 00) 
Coordinate system : military 
Coordinate system origin  : False origin W Cabo S. Vicente 
Responsible for the map : Atlas do Ambiente 
Scale of original : 1:1.000.000 
Map author : Servico Meteorológico Nacional 
Date of completion: 1974 
Plot Date : Instituto Hidrográfico, 1975 
 
NOTE: The shape file includes, among others, the following attributes: 
CODPRET - numeric code 
PRECIPITAC - mean annual values (mm) over the 1931-1960 period 

Solar Radiation 
Data type : mean annual values (kcal/cm2) over the 1938-1970 period 
Base map : solar radiation (overall radiation) 
Projection : Gauss 
Ellipsoid : International 
Unit of Measurement : meter 
Datum : Lisboa (long. 08 07 54.862/lat. 39 40 00) 
Coordinate system : military 
Coordinate system origin  : False origin W Cabo S. Vicente 
Scale of original : 1:1.000.000 
Map author : Serviço Meteorológico Nacional 
Date of completion: 1974 
Plot Date : Instituto Hidrográfico, 1989 
 
NOTE: The shape file includes, among others, the following attributes: 
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CODRADI - numeric code 
RADIACAO - mean annual values (kcal/cm2) over the 1938-1970 period 

Temperature 
Data type : mean daily air temperature (Celsius degrees) over the 1931-1960 period 
Base map : temperature (mean daily air temperature) 
Projection : Gauss 
Ellipsoid : International 
Unit of Measurement : meter 
Datum : Lisboa (long. 08 07 54.862/lat. 39 40 00) 
Coordinate system : military 
Coordinate system origin  : False origin W Cabo S. Vicente 
Scale of original : 1:1.000.000 
Map author : Serviço Meteorológico Nacional 
Date of completion: 1974 
Plot Date : Instituto Hidrográfico, 1975 
 
NOTE: The shape file includes, among others, the following attributes: 
CODTEMP - numeric code 
TEMPERATUR - mean annual values (Celsius degrees) over the 1931-1960 period. 
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A.3 Matlab M-files for 
Similarity Measures 

The Matlab routines modified or deployed 

for the study of binary-based similarity 

measures in SOM are listed here. An 

example of a working session is also 

given. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Main commands and working session example 
% FCL 2003 
 
global CAT_DIM % void 
global CAT_DISTANCE % similarity measure 
global THRESHOLD 
CAT_DIM=1 
CAT_DISTANCE='smatch' 
THRESHOLD=0.5 
sD=som_read_data('Animals_formatoSOM.mat') 
sM=som_lininit(sD) 
sMapa=sM 
sM=som_batchtrain(sM,sD) 
som_show(sM,'umat','all') 
sM=som_autolabel(sM,sD) 
som_show_add('label',sM) 
THRESHOLD=0 
sM=sMapa 
sM=som_batchtrain(sM,sD) 
som_show(sM,'umat','all') 
sM=som_autolabel(sM,sD) 
som_show_add('label',sM) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
function [sMap,sTrain] = som_batchtrain(sMap, D, 

varargin) 
 
%SOM_BATCHTRAIN  Use batch algorithm to train 

the Self-Organizing Map. 
% 
% [sM,sT] = som_batchtrain(sM, D, [argID, value, 

...]) 
%  
%  sM     = som_batchtrain(sM,D); 
%  sM     = som_batchtrain(sM,sD,'radius',[10 3 2 1 

0.1],'tracking',3); 
%  [M,sT] = som_batchtrain(M,D,'ep','msize',[10 

3],'hexa'); 
% 
%  Input and output arguments ([]'s are optional):  
%   sM      (struct) map struct, the trained and 

updated map is returned 
%           (matrix) codebook matrix of a self-

organizing map 
%                    size munits x dim or  msize(1) x ... x 

msize(k) x dim 
%                    The trained map codebook is 

returned. 
%   D       (struct) training data; data struct 

%           (matrix) training data, size dlen x dim 
%   [argID, (string) See below. The values which are 

unambiguous can  
%    value] (varies) be given without the preceeding 

argID. 
% 
%   sT      (struct) learning parameters used during 

the training 
% 
% Here are the valid argument IDs and 

corresponding values. The values which 
% are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be given 

without the preceeding argID. 
%   'mask'       (vector) BMU search mask, size dim 

x 1 
%   'msize'      (vector) map size 
%   'radius'     (vector) neighborhood radiuses, 

length 1, 2 or trainlen 
%   'radius_ini' (scalar) initial training radius 
%   'radius_fin' (scalar) final training radius 
%   'tracking'   (scalar) tracking level, 0-3  
%   'trainlen'   (scalar) training length in epochs 
%   'train'     *(struct) train struct, parameters for 

training 
%   'sTrain','som_train'  = 'train' 
%   'neigh'     *(string) neighborhood function, 

'gaussian', 'cutgauss', 
%                         'ep' or 'bubble' 
%   'topol'     *(struct) topology struct 
%   'som_topol','sTopol'  = 'topol' 
%   'lattice'   *(string) map lattice, 'hexa' or 'rect' 
%   'shape'     *(string) map shape, 'sheet', 'cyl' or 

'toroid' 
%   'weights'    (vector) sample weights: each 

sample is weighted 
% 
% For more help, try 'type som_batchtrain' or check 

out online documentation. 
% See also  SOM_MAKE, SOM_SEQTRAIN, 

SOM_TRAIN_STRUCT. 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% DETAILED 

DESCRIPTION 
% 
% som_batchtrain 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% Trains a Self-Organizing Map using the batch 

algorithm.  
% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,sD); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(...,'argID',value,...); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(...,value,...); 
%  [sM,sT] = som_batchtrain(M,D,...); 
% 
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% DESCRIPTION 
% 
% Trains the given SOM (sM or M above) with the 

given training data 
% (sD or D) using batch training algorithm.  If no 

optional arguments 
% (argID, value) are given, a default training is 

done. Using optional 
% arguments the training parameters can be 

specified. Returns the 
% trained and updated SOM and a train struct 

which contains 
% information on the training. 
% 
% REFERENCES 
% 
% Kohonen, T., "Self-Organizing Map", 2nd ed., 

Springer-Verlag,  
%    Berlin, 1995, pp. 127-128. 
% Kohonen, T., "Things you haven't heard about 

the Self-Organizing 
%    Map", In proceedings of International 

Conference 
%    on Neural Networks (ICNN), San Francisco, 

1993, pp. 1147-1156. 
% 
% KNOWN BUGS 
% 
% Batchtrain does not work correctly for a map with 

a single unit.  
% This is because of the way 'min'-function works.  
% 
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%  sM          The map to be trained.  
%     (struct) map struct 
%     (matrix) codebook matrix (field .data of map 

struct) 
%              Size is either [munits dim], in which case 

the map grid  
%              dimensions (msize) should be specified 

with optional arguments, 
%              or [msize(1) ... msize(k) dim] in which 

case the map  
%              grid dimensions are taken from the size 

of the matrix.  
%              Lattice, by default, is 'rect' and shape 

'sheet'. 
%  D           Training data. 
%     (struct) data struct 
%     (matrix) data matrix, size [dlen dim] 
%   
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS  
% 
%  argID (string) Argument identifier string (see 

below). 
%  value (varies) Value for the argument (see 

below). 
% 

%  The optional arguments can be given as 
'argID',value -pairs. If an 

%  argument is given value multiple times, the last 
one is 

%  used. The valid IDs and corresponding values 
are listed below. The values  

%  which are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be 
given without the  

%  preceeding argID. 
% 
%  Below is the list of valid arguments:  
%   'mask'       (vector) BMU search mask, size dim 

x 1. Default is  
%      the one in sM (field '.mask') or a vector of 
%     ones if only a codebook matrix was given. 
%   'msize'      (vector) map grid dimensions. Default 

is the one 
%     in sM (field sM.topol.msize) or  
%    'si = size(sM); msize = si(1:end-1);'  
%    if only a codebook matrix was given.  
%   'radius'     (vector) neighborhood radius  
%   length = 1: radius_ini = radius 
%    length = 2: [radius_ini radius_fin] = radius 
%    length > 2: the vector given neighborhood 
%    radius for each step separately 
%    trainlen = length(radius) 
%   'radius_ini' (scalar) initial training radius 
%   'radius_fin' (scalar) final training radius 
%   'tracking'   (scalar) tracking level: 0, 1 (default), 

2 or 3 
%   0 - estimate time  
%    1 - track time and quantization error  
%    2 - plot quantization error 
%   3 - plot quantization error and two first  

components  
%   'trainlen'   (scalar) training length in epochs 
%   'train'     *(struct) train struct, parameters for 

training.  
% Default parameters, unless specified,  
%  are acquired using SOM_TRAIN_STRUCT (this  
%  also applies for 'trainlen', 'radius_ini'  
%  and 'radius_fin'). 
%   'sTrain', 'som_topol' (struct) = 'train' 
%   'neigh'     *(string) The used neighborhood 

function. Default is  
%  the one in sM (field '.neigh') or 'gaussian' 
%  if only a codebook matrix was given. Other  
%   possible values is 'cutgauss', 'ep' and 'bubble'. 
%   'topol'     *(struct) topology of the map. Default is 

the one 
%     in sM (field '.topol'). 
%   'sTopol', 'som_topol' (struct) = 'topol' 
%   'lattice'   *(string) map lattice. Default is the one 

in sM 
%      (field sM.topol.lattice) or 'rect'  
%    if only a codebook matrix was given.  
%   'shape'     *(string) map shape. Default is the 

one in sM 
%     (field sM.topol.shape) or 'sheet'  
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%     if only a codebook matrix was given.  
%   'weights'    (vector) weight for each data vector: 

during training,  
%    each data sample is weighted with the 

corresponding 
%    value, for example giving weights = [1 1 2 1]  
%     would have the same result as having third 

sample 
%      appear 2 times in the data 
%   'dist'       (string) distance measure 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
%  
%  sM          the trained map 
%     (struct) if a map struct was given as input 

argument, a  
%              map struct is also returned. The current 

training  
%              is added to the training history 

(sM.trainhist). 
%              The 'neigh' and 'mask' fields of the map 

struct 
%              are updated to match those of the 

training. 
%     (matrix) if a matrix was given as input 

argument, a matrix 
%              is also returned with the same size as the 

input  
%              argument. 
%  sT (struct) train struct; information of the 

accomplished training 
% 
% EXAMPLES 
% 
% Simplest case: 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D);   
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,sD);   
% 
% To change the tracking level, 'tracking' argument 

is specified: 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D,'tracking',3); 
% 
% The change training parameters, the optional 

arguments 'train','neigh', 
% 'mask','trainlen','radius','radius_ini' and 

'radius_fin' are used.  
%  sM = 

som_batchtrain(sM,D,'neigh','cutgauss','trainlen'
,10,'radius_fin',0); 

% 
% Another way to specify training parameters is to 

create a train struct: 
%  sTrain = som_train_struct(sM,'dlen',size(D,1)); 
%  sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'neigh','cutgauss'); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D,sTrain); 
% 
% By default the neighborhood radius goes linearly 

from radius_ini to 
% radius_fin. If you want to change this, you can 

use the 'radius' argument 

% to specify the neighborhood radius for each step 
separately: 

%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D,'radius',[5 3 1 1 1 1 
0.5 0.5 0.5]); 

% You don't necessarily have to use the map struct, 
but you can operate 

% directly with codebook matrices. However, in this 
case you have to 

% specify the topology of the map in the optional 
arguments. The 

% following commads are identical (M is originally a 
200 x dim sized matrix): 

%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,'msize',[20 
10],'lattice','hexa','shape','cyl'); 

%   or 
%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,'msize',[20 

10],'hexa','cyl'); 
%   or 
%  sT= som_set('som_topol','msize',[20 

10],'lattice','hexa','shape','cyl'); 
%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,sT); 
%   or 
%  M = reshape(M,[20 10 dim]); 
%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,'hexa','cyl'); 
% 
% The som_batchtrain also returns a train struct 

with information on the  
% accomplished training. This struct is also added 

to the end of the  
% trainhist field of map struct, in case a map struct 

was given. 
%  [M,sTrain] = som_batchtrain(M,D,'msize',[20 

10]); 
%  [sM,sTrain] = som_batchtrain(sM,D); % 

sM.trainhist{end}==sTrain 
% 
% SEE ALSO 
%  
%  som_make         Initialize and train a SOM using 

default parameters. 
%  som_seqtrain     Train SOM with sequential 

algorithm. 
%  som_train_struct Determine default training 

parameters. 
 
% Copyright (c) 1997-2000 by the SOM toolbox 

programming team. 
% http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/ 
 
% Version 1.0beta juuso 071197 041297 
% Version 2.0beta juuso 101199 
% Version 3.0beta FCL 2003.12.08 inclusion of 

global variables for similarity measure 
(CAT_DISTANCE)  

% and logic THRESHOLD value 
% Version 4.0beta FCL 2004.01.22 - remove my 

vumat arg 
 
global  CAT_DISTANCE; 
global  THRESHOLD; 
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% default distance 
if isempty(CAT_DISTANCE), measure='euclid';  
else 
    measure=CAT_DISTANCE; 
end 
 
msg=['Measure: ', measure]; 
disp(msg) 
 
%% Check arguments  
 
error(nargchk(2, Inf, nargin));  % check the number 

of input arguments 
 
% map  
struct_mode = isstruct(sMap); 
if struct_mode,  
  sTopol = sMap.topol; 
else   
  orig_size = size(sMap); 
  if ndims(sMap) > 2,  
    si = size(sMap); dim = si(end); msize = si(1:end-

1); 
    M = reshape(sMap,[prod(msize) dim]); 
  else 
    msize = [orig_size(1) 1];  
    dim = orig_size(2);     
  end 
  sMap   = som_map_struct(dim,'msize',msize); 
  sTopol = sMap.topol; 
end 
[munits dim] = size(sMap.codebook); 
 
% data 
sD=D; % sD needed in autolabel 
if isstruct(D),  
  data_name = D.name;  
  D = D.data; 
else  
  data_name = inputname(2);  
end 
nonempty = find(sum(isnan(D),2) < dim); 
D = D(nonempty,:);                    % remove empty 

vectors from the data 
[dlen ddim] = size(D);                % check input 

dimension 
if dim ~= ddim,  
  error('Map and data input space dimensions 

disagree.');  
end 
 
% varargin 
sTrain = 

som_set('som_train','algorithm','batch','neigh', ... 
   

sMap.neigh,'mask',sMap.mask,'data_name',dat
a_name); 

radius     = []; 
tracking   = 1; 
weights    = 1;  
 
i=1;  
while i<=length(varargin),  
  argok = 1;  
  if ischar(varargin{i}),  
    switch varargin{i},  
     % argument IDs 
     case 'msize', i=i+1; sTopol.msize = varargin{i};  
     case 'lattice', i=i+1; sTopol.lattice = varargin{i}; 
     case 'shape', i=i+1; sTopol.shape = varargin{i}; 
     case 'mask', i=i+1; sTrain.mask = varargin{i}; 
     case 'neigh', i=i+1; sTrain.neigh = varargin{i}; 
     case 'trainlen', i=i+1; sTrain.trainlen = varargin{i}; 
     case 'tracking', i=i+1; tracking = varargin{i}; 
     case 'weights', i=i+1; weights = varargin{i};  
     case 'radius_ini', i=i+1; sTrain.radius_ini = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'radius_fin', i=i+1; sTrain.radius_fin = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'radius',  
      i=i+1;  
      l= length(varargin{i});  
      if l==1,  
        sTrain.radius_ini = varargin{i};  
      else  
        sTrain.radius_ini = varargin{i}(1);  
        sTrain.radius_fin = varargin{i}(end); 
        if l>2, radius = varargin{i}; end 
      end  
     case {'sTrain','train','som_train'}, i=i+1; sTrain = 

varargin{i}; 
     case {'topol','sTopol','som_topol'},  
      i=i+1;  
      sTopol = varargin{i}; 
      if prod(sTopol.msize) ~= munits,  
        error('Given map grid size does not match the 

codebook size.'); 
      end 
      % unambiguous values 
     case {'hexa','rect'}, sTopol.lattice = varargin{i}; 
     case {'sheet','cyl','toroid'}, sTopol.shape = 

varargin{i};  
     case {'gaussian','cutgauss','ep','bubble'}, 

sTrain.neigh = varargin{i}; 
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  elseif isstruct(varargin{i}) & 

isfield(varargin{i},'type'),  
    switch varargin{i}(1).type,  
     case 'som_topol',  
      sTopol = varargin{i};  
      if prod(sTopol.msize) ~= munits,  
        error('Given map grid size does not match the 

codebook size.'); 
      end 
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     case 'som_train', sTrain = varargin{i}; 
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  else 
    argok = 0;  
  end 
  if ~argok,  
    disp(['(som_batchtrain) Ignoring invalid argument 

#' num2str(i+2)]);  
  end 
  i = i+1;  
end 
 
% take only weights of non-empty vectors 
if length(weights)>dlen, weights = 

weights(nonempty); end 
 
% trainlen 
if ~isempty(radius), sTrain.trainlen = length(radius); 

end 
 
% check topology 
if struct_mode,  
  if ~strcmp(sTopol.lattice,sMap.topol.lattice) | ... 
 ~strcmp(sTopol.shape,sMap.topol.shape) | ... 
 any(sTopol.msize ~= sMap.topol.msize),  
    warning('Changing the original map topology.'); 
  end 
end 
sMap.topol = sTopol;  
 
% complement the training struct 
sTrain = som_train_struct(sTrain,sMap,'dlen',dlen); 
if isempty(sTrain.mask), sTrain.mask = ones(dim,1); 

end 
 
%% initialize 
 
M        = sMap.codebook; 
mask     = sTrain.mask; 
trainlen = sTrain.trainlen; 
 
% neighborhood radius 
if trainlen==1,  
  radius = sTrain.radius_ini; 
elseif length(radius)<=2,   
  r0 = sTrain.radius_ini; r1 = sTrain.radius_fin; 
  radius = r1 + fliplr((0:(trainlen-1))/(trainlen-1)) * (r0 

- r1); 
else 
  % nil 
end 
 
% distance between map units in the output space 
%  Since in the case of gaussian and ep 

neighborhood functions, the  
%  equations utilize squares of the unit distances 

and in bubble case 

%  it doesn't matter which is used, the unitdistances 
and neighborhood 

%  radiuses are squared. 
Ud = som_unit_dists(sTopol); 
Ud = Ud.^2; 
radius = radius.^2; 
% zero neighborhood radius may cause div-by-zero 

error 
radius(find(radius==0)) = eps;  
 
% The training algorithm involves calculating 

weighted Euclidian distances  
% to all map units for each data vector. Basically 

this is done as 
%   for i=1:dlen,  
%     for j=1:munits,  
%       for k=1:dim 
%         Dist(j,i) = Dist(j,i) + mask(k) * (D(i,k) - 

M(j,k))^2; 
%       end 
%     end 
%   end 
% where mask is the weighting vector for distance 

calculation. However, taking  
% into account that distance between vectors m and 

v can be expressed as 
%   |m - v|^2 = sum_i ((m_i - v_i)^2) = sum_i (m_i^2 

+ v_i^2 - 2*m_i*v_i) 
% this can be made much faster by transforming it 

to a matrix operation: 
%   Dist = (M.^2)*mask*ones(1,d) + 

ones(m,1)*mask'*(D'.^2) - 2*M*diag(mask)*D' 
% Of the involved matrices, several are constant, as 

the mask and data do  
% not change during training. Therefore they are 

calculated beforehand. 
 
% For the case where there are unknown 

components in the data, each data 
% vector will have an individual mask vector so that 

for that unit, the  
% unknown components are not taken into account 

in distance calculation. 
% In addition all NaN's are changed to zeros so that 

they don't screw up  
% the matrix multiplications and behave correctly in 

updating step. 
Known = ~isnan(D); 
W1 = (mask*ones(1,dlen)) .* Known';  
D(find(~Known)) = 0;   
 
% constant matrices 
WD = 2*diag(mask)*D';    % constant matrix 
dconst = ((D.^2)*mask)'; % constant in distance 

calculation for each data sample  
% W2 = ones(munits,1)*mask'; D2 = (D'.^2); 
 
% initialize tracking 
start = clock; 
qe = zeros(trainlen,1);  
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%% Action 
 
% With the 'blen' parameter you can control the 

memory consumption  
% of the algorithm, which is in practive directly 

proportional 
% to munits*blen. If you're having problems with 

memory, try to  
% set the value of blen lower.  
blen = min(munits,dlen); 
 
% reserve some space 
bmus = zeros(1,dlen);  
ddists = zeros(1,dlen);  
 
for t = 1:trainlen,   
 
  % batchy train - this is done a block of data (inds) 

at a time 
  % rather than in a single sweep to save memory 

consumption.  
  % The 'Dist' and 'Hw' matrices have size 

munits*blen 
  % which - if you have a lot of data - would be 

HUGE if you  
  % calculated it all at once. A single-sweep version 

would  
  % look like this:  
  %  Dist = (M.^2)*W1 - M*WD; %+ W2*D2  
  %  [ddists, bmus] = min(Dist); 
  % (notice that the W2*D2 term can be ignored 

since it is constant) 
  % This "batchy" version is the same as single-

sweep if blen=dlen.  
  
if strcmp(measure,'euclid'), 
  i0 = 0;      
  while i0+1<=dlen,  
    inds = [(i0+1):min(dlen,i0+blen)]; i0 = i0+blen;       
    Dist = (M.^2)*W1(:,inds) - M*WD(:,inds); 
    [ddists(inds), bmus(inds)] = min(Dist); 
end   
else 
  % FCL – for categorical data use 

som_catdist(M,D, ...) for measure 
  % scale factor for categorical variable 
[ddists,bmus]=min(som_catdist(M,D,measure,THRE

SHOLD)); 
end% if strcmp 
 
   
  % tracking 
  if tracking > 0, 
    % ddists = ddists+dconst; % add the constant 

term 
    ddists(ddists<0) = 0;   % rounding errors... 
    qe(t) = mean(sqrt(ddists)); 
    trackplot(M,D,tracking,start,t,qe); 

  end 
   
  % neighborhood  
  % notice that the elements Ud and radius have 

been squared! 
  % note: 'bubble' matches the original "Batch Map" 

algorithm 
  switch sTrain.neigh,  
   case 'bubble',   H = (Ud<=radius(t));  
   case 'gaussian', H = exp(-Ud/(2*radius(t)));  
   case 'cutgauss', H = exp(-Ud/(2*radius(t))) .* 

(Ud<=radius(t)); 
   case 'ep',       H = (1-Ud/radius(t)) .* 

(Ud<=radius(t)); 
  end   
   
  % update  
 
  % In principle the updating step goes like this: 

replace each map unit  
  % by the average of the data vectors that were in 

its neighborhood. 
  % The contribution, or activation, of data vectors in 

the mean can  
  % be varied with the neighborhood function. This 

activation is given  
  % by matrix H. So, for each map unit the new 

weight vector is 
  % 
  %      m = sum_i (h_i * d_i) / sum_i (h_i),  
  %  
  % where i denotes the index of data vector.  Since 

the values of 
  % neighborhood function h_i are the same for all 

data vectors belonging to 
  % the Voronoi set of the same map unit, the 

calculation is actually done 
  % by first calculating a partition matrix P with 

elements p_ij=1 if the 
  % BMU of data vector j is i. 
 
  P = sparse(bmus,[1:dlen],weights,munits,dlen); 
 
  % Then the sum of vectors in each Voronoi set are 

calculated (P*D) and the 
  % neighborhood is taken into account by 

calculating a weighted sum of the 
  % Voronoi sum (H*). The "activation" matrix A is 

the denominator of the  
  % equation above. 
   
  S = H*(P*D);  
  A = H*(P*Known); 
   
  % If you'd rather make this without using the 

Voronoi sets try the following:  
  %   Hi = H(:,bmus);  
  %   S = Hi * D;            % "sum_i (h_i * d_i)" 
  %   A = Hi * Known;        % "sum_i (h_i)" 
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  % The bad news is that the matrix Hi has size 
[munits x dlen]...  

     
  % only update units for which the "activation" is 

nonzero 
  nonzero = find(A > 0);  
  M(nonzero) = S(nonzero) ./ A(nonzero);  
    
end; % for t = 1:trainlen 
 
%% Build / clean up the return arguments 
 
% tracking 
if tracking > 0, fprintf(1,'\n'); end 
 
% update structures 
sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'time',datestr(now,0)); 
if struct_mode,  
  sMap = 

som_set(sMap,'codebook',M,'mask',sTrain.mas
k,'neigh',sTrain.neigh); 

  tl = length(sMap.trainhist); 
  sMap.trainhist(tl+1) = sTrain; 
else 
  sMap = reshape(M,orig_size); 
end 
return; 
 
%% subfunctions 
 
function [] = trackplot(M,D,tracking,start,n,qe) 
 
  l = length(qe); 
  elap_t = etime(clock,start);  
  tot_t = elap_t*l/n; 
  fprintf(1,'\rTraining: %3.0f/ %3.0f s',elap_t,tot_t)   
  switch tracking 
   case 1,  
   case 2,    
    plot(1:n,qe(1:n),(n+1):l,qe((n+1):l)) 
    title('Quantization error after each epoch'); 
    drawnow 
   otherwise, 
    subplot(2,1,1), plot(1:n,qe(1:n),(n+1):l,qe((n+1):l)) 
    title('Quantization error after each epoch'); 
    subplot(2,1,2), 

plot(M(:,1),M(:,2),'ro',D(:,1),D(:,2),'b+');  
    title('First two components of map units (o) and 

data vectors (+)'); 
    drawnow 
  end 
  % end of trackplot 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
function [Bmus,Qerrors] = som_bmus(sMap, sData, 

which_bmus, mask, distance) 
 

%SOM_BMUS Find the best-matching units from 
the map for the given vectors. 

% 
% [Bmus, Qerrors] = som_bmus(sMap, sData, 

[which], [mask]) 
%  
%   bmus = som_bmus(sM,sD); 
%   [bmus,qerrs] = som_bmus(sM,D,[1 2 3]); 
%   bmus = som_bmus(sM,D,1,[1 1 0 0 1]); 
% 
%  Input and output arguments ([]'s are optional):  
%   sMap     (struct) map struct 
%            (matrix) codebook matrix, size munits x 

dim 
%   sData    (struct) data struct 
%            (matrix) data matrix, size dlen x dim 
%   [which]  (vector) which BMUs are returned, [1] 

by default  
%            (string) 'all', 'best' or 'worst' meaning 

[1:munits], 
%                     [1] and [munits] respectively   
%   [mask]   (vector) mask vector, length=dim, 

sMap.mask by default 
%   distance (string) dissimilarity measure ex: 

'smatch', 'jaccard' 
% 
%   Bmus     (matrix) the requested BMUs for each 

data vector,  
%                     size dlen x length(which) 
%   Qerrors  (matrix) the corresponding quantization 

errors, size as Bmus 
% 
% NOTE: for a vector with all components NaN's, 

bmu=NaN and qerror=NaN 
% NOTE: the mask also effects the quantization 

errors 
% 
% For more help, try 'type som_bmus' or check out 

online documentation. 
% See also  SOM_QUALITY. 
 
%%%%%%%%%% DETAILED DESCRIPTION  
% 
% som_bmus 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% Finds Best-Matching Units (BMUs) for given data 

vector from a given map. 
% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  Bmus = som_bmus(sMap, sData) 
%  Bmus = som_bmus(..., which) 
%  Bmus = som_bmus(..., which, mask) 
%  [Bmus, Qerrs] = som_bmus(...) 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
% 
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% Returns the indexes and corresponding 
quantization errors of the 

% vectors in sMap that best matched the vectors in 
sData. 

% 
% By default only the index of the best matching 

unit (/vector) is 
% returned, but the 'which' argument can be used to 

get others as 
% well. For example it might be desirable to get also 

second- and 
% third-best matching units as well (which = [1:3]).  
% 
% A mask can be used to weight the search 

process. The mask is used to 
% weight the influence of components in the 

distance calculation, as 
% follows:  
% 
%   distance(x,y) = (x-y)' diag(mask) (x-y) 
% 
% where x and y are two vectors, and diag(mask) is 

a diagonal matrix with  
% the elements of mask vector on the diagonal.  
% 
% The vectors in the data set (sData) can contain 

unknown components 
% (NaNs), but the map (sMap) cannot. If there are 

completely empty 
% vectors (all NaNs), the returned BMUs and 

quantization errors for those  
% vectors are NaNs. 
% 
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%   sMap              The vectors from among which 

the BMUs are searched 
%                     for. These must not have any 

unknown components (NaNs). 
%            (struct) map struct 
%            (matrix) codebook matrix, size munits x 

dim 
%                      
%   sData             The data vector(s) for which the 

BMUs are searched. 
%            (struct) data struct 
%            (matrix) data matrix, size dlen x dim 
%   distance (string) dissimilarity measure ex: 

'smatch', 'jaccard' 
% 
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS  
% 
%   which    (vector) which BMUs are returned,  
%                     by default only the best (ie. which = 

[1]) 
%            (string) 'all', 'best' or 'worst' meaning 

[1:munits], 
%                     [1] and [munits] respectively   
%   mask     (vector) mask vector to be used in BMU 

search,  

%                     by default sMap.mask, or 
ones(dim,1) in case 

%                     a matrix was given 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
%  
%   Bmus     (matrix) the requested BMUs for each 

data vector,  
%                     size dlen x length(which) 
%   Qerrors  (matrix) the corresponding quantization 

errors,  
%                     size equal to that of Bmus 
% 
% EXAMPLES 
% 
% Simplest case: 
%  bmu = som_bmus(sM, [0.3 -0.4 1.0]); 
%           % 3-dimensional data, returns BMU for 

vector [0.3 -0.4 1] 
%  bmu = som_bmus(sM, [0.3 -0.4 1.0], [3 5]); 
%           % as above, except returns the 3rd and 5th 

BMUs 
%  bmu = som_bmus(sM, [0.3 -0.4 1.0], [], [1 0 1]); 
%           % as above, except ignores second 

component in searching 
%  [bmus qerrs] = som_bmus(sM, D); 
%           % returns BMUs and corresponding 

quantization errors  
%           % for each vector in D 
%  bmus = som_bmus(sM, sD); 
%           % returns BMUs for each vector in sD 

using the mask in sM 
% 
% SEE ALSO 
%  
%  som_quality      Measure the quantization and 

topographic error of a SOM. 
 
% Copyright (c) 1997-2000 by the SOM toolbox 

programming team. 
% http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/ 
 
% Version 1.0beta juuso 071197, 101297  
% Version 2.0alpha juuso 201198 080200 
% Version 3.0beta FCL 2003.12.09 inclusion global 

variables for similarity measure 
(CAT_DISTANCE)  

% and logic THRESHOLD value 
 
global  CAT_DISTANCE; 
global THRESHOLD; 
THRESHOLD 
 
% default distance 
if isempty(CAT_DISTANCE), measure='euclid';  
else 
    measure=CAT_DISTANCE; 
end 
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msg=['Measure: ', measure]; 
disp(msg) 
 
 
%% check arguments and initialize 
 
error(nargchk(1, 5, nargin));  % check no. of input 

args is correct 
 
% sMap 
if isstruct(sMap),  
  switch sMap.type,  
   case 'som_map', M = sMap.codebook;  
   case 'som_data', M = sMap.data; 
   otherwise, error('Invalid 1st argument.'); 
  end 
else  
  M = sMap;  
end 
[munits dim] = size(M); 
if any(any(isnan(M))),  
  error ('Map codebook must not have missing 

components.'); 
end 
 
% data 
if isstruct(sData),  
  switch sData.type,  
   case 'som_map', D = sData.codebook; 
   case 'som_data', D = sData.data; 
   otherwise, error('Invalid 2nd argument.'); 
  end 
else  
  D = sData; 
end 
[dlen ddim] = size(D); 
if dim ~= ddim,  
  error('Data and map dimensions do not match.') 
end 
 
% which_bmus  
if nargin < 3 | isempty(which_bmus) | 

any(isnan(which_bmus)),  
  which_bmus = 1;  
else 
  if ischar(which_bmus),  
    switch which_bmus, 
     case 'best', which_bmus = 1;  
     case 'worst', which_bmus = munits;  
     case 'all', which_bmus = [1:munits]; 
    end 
  end 
end 
 
% mask 
if nargin < 4 | isempty(mask) | any(isnan(mask)),  
  if isstruct(sMap) & strcmp(sMap.type,'som_map'),  

    mask = sMap.mask;  
  elseif isstruct(sData) & 

strcmp(sData.type,'som_map'),  
    mask = sData.mask;  
  else 
    mask = ones(dim,1);  
  end 
end 
if size(mask,1)==1, mask = mask'; end 
if all(mask == 0),  
  error('All components masked off. BMU search 

cannot be done.'); 
end 
 
%%% action 
 
Bmus = zeros(dlen,length(which_bmus)); 
Qerrors = Bmus; 
 
% The BMU search involves calculating weighted 

Euclidian distances  
% to all map units for each data vector. Basically 

this is done as 
%   for i=1:dlen,  
%     for j=1:munits,  
%       for k=1:dim, 
%         Dist(j,i) = Dist(j,i) + mask(k) * (D(i,k) - 

M(j,k))^2; 
%       end 
%     end 
%   end 
% where mask is the weighting vector for distance 

calculation. However, taking  
% into account that distance between vectors m and 

v can be expressed as 
%   |m - v|^2 = sum_i ((m_i - v_i)^2) = sum_i (m_i^2 

+ v_i^2 - 2*m_i*v_i) 
% this can be made much faster by transforming it 

to a matrix operation: 
%   Dist = (M.^2)*mask*ones(1,d) + 

ones(m,1)*mask'*(D'.^2) - 2*M*diag(mask)*D' 
% 
% In the case where there are unknown 

components in the data, each data 
% vector will have an individual mask vector so that 

for that unit, the  
% unknown components are not taken into account 

in distance calculation. 
% In addition all NaN's are changed to zeros so that 

they don't screw up  
% the matrix multiplications. 
 
% calculate distances & bmus 
 
% This is done a block of data at a time rather than 

in a 
% single sweep to save memory consumption. The 

'Dist' matrix has  
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% size munits*blen which would be HUGE if you did 
it in a single-sweep 

% operation. If you _want_ to use the single-sweep 
version, just  

% set blen = dlen. If you're having problems with 
memory, try to  

% set the value of blen lower.  
blen = min(munits,dlen); 
 
% handle unknown components 
Known = ~isnan(D); 
W1 = (mask*ones(1,dlen)) .* Known';  
D(find(~Known)) = 0;   
unknown = find(sum(Known')==0); % completely 

unknown vectors  
 
% constant matrices 
WD = 2*diag(mask)*D';   % constant matrix 
dconst = ((D.^2)*mask); % constant term in the 

distances 
 
if strcmp(measure,'euclid'), 
i0 = 0;  
while i0+1<=dlen,  
  % calculate distances  
  inds = [(i0+1):min(dlen,i0+blen)]; i0 = i0+blen;       
  Dist = (M.^2)*W1(:,inds) - M*WD(:,inds); % plus 

dconst for each sample 
   
  % find the bmus and the corresponding 

quantization errors 
  if all(which_bmus==1), [Q B] = min(Dist); else [Q 

B] = sort(Dist); end 
  if munits==1, Bmus(inds,:) = 1; else Bmus(inds,:) = 

B(which_bmus,:)'; end 
  Qerrors(inds,:) = Q(which_bmus,:)' + 

dconst(inds,ones(length(which_bmus),1)); 
end % while 
else 
  % FCL - categorical data  - som_catdist(M,D, ...) 
 if all(which_bmus==1), [Q 

B]=min(som_catdist(M,D,measure,THRESHOL
D)); 

 else [Q B] = 
sort(som_catdist(M,D,measure,THRESHOLD)); 
end 

 if munits==1, Bmus(:) = 1; else Bmus(:) = 
B(which_bmus,:)'; end 

 Qerrors(:) = Q(which_bmus,:)' 
   
end % if strcmp 
 
% completely unknown vectors 
if ~isempty(unknown),  
  Bmus(unknown,:) = NaN; 
  Qerrors(unknown,:) = NaN; 
end 
 
Qerrors = sqrt(Qerrors); 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
function cDist = som_catdist(D,E,catdist,e) 
 
% SOM_CATDIST Distances between categorical 

variables. 
%  
%   cDist = som_catdist(D,E,'smatch',e) 
% 
%  Input and output arguments ([]'s are optional): 
%   D, E     (matrix) size dlen x dim, the data set, 

map 
%   e        (real) size 1 x 1, threshold value for 

comparision of non binary values 
%                   if e==0 then fuzzy logic is applied 
%   catdist (string) similarity measure 
%   cDist       (matrix) size n1 x n2, distances 

between the clusters 
% 
%  NOTICE: the computation of some measures 

must be validated, as Kulcz I for Inf values 
 
% Fernando Lourenço (FCL) 2003.12.07 
 
% Version 2003.12.16 dot product operation for 

e==0 
%         2004.01.12 FCL ochiai 1 and 2 
 
% [dlen dim] = size(D); 
 
% purge values < 0 or > 1 
D(D<0)=0; 
D(D>1)=1; 
E(E<0)=0; 
E(E>1)=1; 
 
% contigency matrix; elements 

a=A1,b=B1,c=C1,d=D1 
% cA symmetric of A 
if e==0, 
    disp(' som_catdist: Dot Product computation') 
    cA1=1-D; 
    cA2=1-E; 
else 
    disp(' som_catdist: Using Logic computation') 
    cA1=D; 
    cA1(D<e)=1; 
    cA1(D>=e)=0;     
    D=~cA1; 
     
    cA2=E; 
    cA2(E<e)=1; 
    cA2(E>=e)=0; 
    E=~cA2; 
end; 
 
A1=D*E'; 
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B1=D*cA2'; 
C1=cA1*E'; 
D1=cA1*cA2'; 
 
switch lower(catdist), 
     
 % measures considering negative co-occurrence 
   
 % simple matching measure % 
 case 'smatch', 
  cDist=(A1+D1)./(A1+B1+C1+D1); 
 % rao measure % 
 case 'rao', 
  cDist=A1./(A1+B1+C1+D1);  
 % tanimoto measure % 
 case 'tanimoto', 
   cDist=(A1+D1)./(A1+D1+2*(B1+C1)); 
 % Harmann measure % 
 % range [-1,1]  
 case 'hamann', 
   cDist=((A1+D1)-(B1+C1))./(A1+B1+C1+D1); 
   % Min-max value: 0-1 
   cDist=(cDist+1)/2; 
 % Ochiai II measure % 
 case 'ochiai2', 
   

cDist=(A1.*D1)./(sqrt((A1+D1).*(A1+C1).*(D1+B
1).*(D1+C1))); 

   %validate 
(A1+D1)*.(A1+C1)*.(D1+B1)*.(D1+C1)==0 

 % Sokal measure %  
 case 'sokal', 
   cDist=2*(A1+D1)./(2*(A1+D1)+B1+C1); 
 
% measures not considering negative co-

occurrence 
    
 % jaccard measure % 
 case 'jaccard', 
     cDist=A1./(A1+B1+C1); 
     % validate the case A1+B1+C1==0 
 % Anderberg measure % 
 case 'anderberg', 
     cDist=A1./(A1+2*(B1+C1)); 
     % validate the case A1+B1+C1==0 
 % Sorensen-Dice measure % 
 case 'dice', 
     cDist=(2*A1)./(2*A1+B1+C1); 
     % validate the case A1+B1+C1==0 
 % Kulzczinski I measure % 
 case 'kulcz1', 
     cDist=A1./(B1+C1); 
     % validate the case B1+C1==0 - max. value 

becomes 999 
     cDist(isinf(cDist))= 999; 
 % Kulzczinski II measure % 
 case 'kulcz2', 

     cDist=A1./(2*(A1+B1))+A1./(2*(A1+C1)); 
     % validate the case A1+B1==0 and A1+C1==0 
 % Ochiai measure % 
 case 'ochiai', 
   cDist=A1./sqrt((A1+B1).*(A1+C1)); 
   % validate (A1+B1)==0 
 
otherwise, error(['Unknown measure measure: ' 

catdist]);  
end 
  % convert similarity in dissimilarity 
  cDist=1-cDist; 
return; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [sS, ok, msgs] = som_set(sS, varargin) 
 
%SOM_SET Create and check SOM Toolbox 

structs, give values to their fields. 
% 
% [sS, ok, msgs] = som_set(sS, [field, contents, ...]) 
% 
%   sM              = som_set(sM,'name','SOM#1.1'); 
%   [dummy,ok,msgs] = som_set(sData);    
%   sT              = som_set('som_topol','msize',[10 

10],'lattice','hexa'); 
%   [sTrain,ok]     = 

som_set(sTrain,'algorithm','lininit'); 
%   [sN,ok,msgs]    = som_set('som_norm'); 
% 
% Input and output arguments ([]'s are optional): 
%  sS     the target struct 
%     (struct) a SOM Toolbox structure (not 

visualization struct) 
%   (string) structure identifier (see below) 
%    the updated/created structure is returned 
%  [field,     (string) field to be given value to (see 

below) 
%   contents]  (varies) the contents for the field 
% 
%  ok          (vector)  status for each field-contents 

pair (1=ok) 
%  msgs        (cellstr) status string for each field-

contents pair (''=ok) 
% 
%  There can be arbitrarily many field-contents 

pairs. If there 
%  are _no_ field-content pairs, and the first 

argument is a struct, 
%  the fields of the struct are checked for validity. 
%  
%  Valid struct and corresponding field identifiers:  
%  'som_map'   : 'codebook', 'labels', 'mask', 'neigh', 

'name',  
%    'topol', 'msize, 'lattice', 'shape', 
%   'trainhist', 'comp_names', 'comp_norm',  
%  'som_data'  : 'data', 'labels', 'name', 

'comp_names', 'comp_norm',  
%   'label_names' 
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%  'som_topol' : 'msize', 'lattice', 'shape' 
%  'som_norm'  : 'method', 'params', 'status' 
%  'som_train' : 'algorithm', 'data_name', 'mask', 

'neigh',  
%    'radius_ini', 'radius_fin', 'alpha_ini', 'alpha_type',  
%    'trainlen', 'time' 
%  'som_grid'  : 'lattice', 'shape', 'msize', 'coord', 
%    'line', 'linecolor', 'linewidth',  
%    'marker', 'markersize', 'markercolor', 'surf',  
%     'label', 'labelcolor', 'labelsize' 
%    checking given values has not been 

implemented yet! 
%                 
% For more help, try 'type som_set' or check out 

online documentation. 
% See also SOM_INFO, SOM_MAP_STRUCT, 

SOM_DATA_STRUCT, SOM_VS1TO2. 
 
%%%%%%%%% DETAILED DESCRIPTION  
% 
% som_set 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% Create and set values for fields of SOM Toolbox 

structs (except 
% visualization struct). Can also be used to check 

the validity of structs. 
% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  sMap   = som_set('som_map'); 
%  sData  = som_set(sData); 
%  sNorm  = som_set(...,'field',contents,...); 
%  [sTopol,ok]      = som_set(sTopol,...); 
%  [sTrain,ok,msgs] = som_set('som_train',...); 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
% 
% The function is used to create and set values for 

fields of SOM 
% Toolbox structs, except visualization structs. The 

given values are 
% first checked for validity, and if they are not valid, 

an error 
% message is returned. The function can also be 

used to check the 
% validity of all the fields of the struct by supplying a 

struct as 
% the first and only argument. 
%  
% NOTE: Using SOM_SET to create structures 

does _not_ guarantee that the 
% structs are valid (try e.g. sM = 

som_set('som_map'); som_set(sM)). The 
% initial values that the function gives to the fields of 

the structs are 
% typically invalid. It is recommended that when 

creating map or data  

% structs, the corresponding functions 
SOM_MAP_STRUCT and 
SOM_DATA_STRUCT  

% are used instead of SOM_SET. However, when 
giving values for the fields,  

% SOM_SET tries to guarantee that the values are 
valid. 

% 
% If a string is given as the first argument, the 

corresponding  
% structure is first created and the field-content 

pairs are then 
% applied to it.  
% 
% There can be arbitrarily many field-contents pairs. 

The pairs 
% are processed sequentially one pair at a time. For 

each pair, 
% the validity of the contents is checked and the 

corresponding  
% items in the returned 'ok'-vector and 'msgs'-

cellstring are set. 
% - if the contents is ok, the status is set to 1 and 

message to '' 
% - if the contents is suspicious, status is set to 1, 

but a 
%   message is produced 
% - if the contents is invalid, status is set to 0 and 

an error 
%   message is produced. The contents are _not_ 

given to the field. 
% If there is only one output argument, the status 

and messages 
% for each pair are printed to standard output. 
% 
% The different field-contents pairs have no effect 

on each other. 
% If a field is given a value multiple times, the last 

valid one  
% stays in effect. 
%  
% In some cases, the order of the given fields is 

significant. 
% For example in the case of 'som_map', the 

validity of some fields,  
% like '.comp_names', depends on the input space 

dimension, which is 
% checked from the '.data' field (dim = 

size(sD.data,2) to be specific). 
% Therefore, the '.data' field (or '.codebook' field in 

case of map  
% struct) should always be given a value first. 

Below is a list of  
% this kind of dependancies: 
%  
% som_map:   'comp_names', 'comp_norm', 'msize', 

'topol.msize', 
%            'labels' and 'mask' depend on 'codebook' 
%            new value for 'codebook' should have 

equal size to the old 
%            one (unless the old one was empty) 
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% som_data:  'comp_names' and 'comp_norm' 
depend on 'data' 

%            new value for 'data' should have equal 
dimension (size(data,2)) 

%            as the old one (unless the old one was 
empty) 

%  
% KNOWN BUGS 
% 
% Checking the values given to som_grid struct has 

not been 
% implemented. Use SOM_GRID function to give 

the values. 
% 
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%  sS          The struct. 
%     (struct) A SOM Toolbox struct. 
%     (string) Identifier of a SOM Toolbox struct: 

'som_map',  
%              'som_data', 'som_topol', 'som_norm' or 

'som_train' 
%    
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS  
% 
%  field     (string) Field identifier string (see below). 
%  contents  (varies) Value for the field (see below). 
% 
%  Below is the list of valid field identifiers for the 

different  
%  SOM Toolbox structs.  
% 
%  'som_map' (map struct) 
%    'codebook'    : matrix, size [munits, dim]  
%    'labels'      : cell array of strings,  
%                    size [munits, 

maximum_number_of_labels] 
%    'topol'       : topology struct 

(prod(topol.msize)=munits) 
%    'mask'        : vector, size [dim, 1] 
%    'neigh'       : string ('gaussian' or 'cutgauss' or 

'bubble' or 'ep') 
%    'trainhist'   : struct array of train structs 
%    'name'        : string 
%    'comp_names'  : cellstr, size [dim, 1], e.g. 

{'c1','c2','c3'} 
%    'comp_norm'   : cell array, size [dim, 1], of cell 

arrays  
%                    of normalization structs 
%    Also the following can be used (although they 

are fields 
%    of the topology struct) 
%    'msize'       : vector (prod(msize)=munits) 
%    'lattice'     : string ('rect' or 'hexa') 
%    'shape'       : string ('sheet' or 'cyl' or 'toroid') 
% 
%  'som_data' (data struct) 
%    'data'        : matrix, size [dlen, dim] 
%    'name'        : string 

%    'labels'      : cell array of strings,  
%                    size [dlen, m] 
%    'comp_names'  : cellstr, size [dim, 1], e.g. 

{'c1','c2','c3'} 
%    'comp_norm'   : cell array, size [dim, 1], of cell 

arrays  
%                    of normalization structs 
%    'label_names' : cellstr, size [m, 1] 
% 
% 'som_topol' (topology struct) 
%    'msize'       : vector 
%    'lattice'     : string ('rect' or 'hexa') 
%    'shape'       : string ('sheet' or 'cyl' or 'toroid') 
% 
% 'som_norm' (normalization struct) 
%    'method'      : string 
%    'params'      : varies 
%    'status'      : string ('done' or 'undone' or 'uninit') 
% 
% 'som_train' (train struct) 
%    'algorithm'   : string ('seq' or 'batch' or 'lininit' or 

'randinit') 
%    'data_name'   : string 
%    'mask'        : vector, size [dim, 1] 
%    'neigh'       : string ('gaussian' or 'cutgauss' or 

'bubble' or 'ep') 
%    'radius_ini'  : scalar 
%    'radius_fin'  : scalar 
%    'alpha_ini'   : scalar 
%    'alpha_type'  : string ('linear' or 'inv' or 'power') 
%    'trainlen'    : scalar 
%    'time'        : string 
% 
% 'som_grid' (grid struct) : checking the values has 

not been implemented yet! 
%    'lattice'     : string ('rect' or 'hexa') or  
%                    (sparce) matrix, size munits x munits 
%    'shape'       : string ('sheet' or 'cyl' or 'toroid') 
%    'msize'       : vector, size 1x2 
%    'coord'       : matrix, size munits x 2 or munits x 

3 
%    'line'        : string (linespec, e.g. '-', or 'none') 
%    'linecolor'   : RGB triple or string (colorspec, e.g. 

'k') or  
%                    munits x munits x 3 (sparce) matrix or 

cell 
%                    array of RGB triples  
%    'linewidth'   : scalar or munits x munits (sparce) 

matrix 
%    'marker'      : string (markerspec, e.g. 'o', or 

'none') or  
%                    munits x 1 cell or char array of these 
%    'markersize'  : scalar or munits x 1 vector 
%    'markercolor' : RGB triple or string (colorspec, 

e.g. 'k') 
%    'surf'        : [], munits x 1 or munits x 3 matrix of 

RGB triples 
%    'label'       : [] or munits x 1 char array or  
%                    munits x l cell array of strings  
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%    'labelcolor'  : RGB triple or string (colorspec, 
e.g. 'g' or 'none') 

%    'labelsize'   : scalar 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
%  
%  sS    (struct)  the created / updated struct 
%  ok    (vector)  length = number of field-contents 

pairs, gives 
%  validity status for each pair (0=invalid, 1 

otherwise) 
%  msgs  (cellstr) length = number of field-contents 

pairs, gives 
%  error/warning message for each pair ('' if ok) 
% 
% EXAMPLES 
% 
% To create a struct: 
%  sM  = som_set('som_map'); 
%  sD  = som_set('som_data'); 
%  sTo = som_set('som_topol'); 
%  sTr = som_set('som_train'); 
%  sN  = som_set('som_norm'); 
%  sG  = som_set('som_grid'); 
% 
% To check the the contents of a struct:  
%  som_set(sS); 
%  [dummy,ok]      = som_set(sS); 
%  [dummy,ok,msgs] = som_set(sS); 
% 
% To give values to fields:  
%  sTo = som_set(sTo,'msize',[10 

10],'lattice','hexa','shape','toroid'); 
%  sM  = 

som_set('som_map','codebook',rand(100,4),'top
ol',sTo); 

%    
% SEE ALSO 
%  
%  som_info         Prints information the given struct. 
%  som_map_struct   Create map struct. 
%  som_data_struct  Create data struct. 
%  som_topol_struct Create topology struct. 
%  som_train_struct Create training struct. 
%  som_grid         Create and visualize grid struct. 
%  som_vs1to2       Conversion from version 1.0 

structs to 2.0. 
%  som_vs2to1       Conversion from version 2.0 

structs to 1.0. 
 
% Copyright (c) 1999-2000 by the SOM toolbox 

programming team. 
% http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/ 
 
% Version 2.0beta juuso 101199 130300 
% Version 3.0beta FCL   2003.12.13 
%        cat_distance: global variable, in data and 

training struct  

 
 
global  CAT_DISTANCE; 
% default distance 
if isempty(CAT_DISTANCE), measure='';  
else 
    measure=CAT_DISTANCE; 
end 
 
global  CAT_DIM 
cat_dim=0; 
 
if isempty(CAT_DIM), warning('CAT_DIM is not 

set.'); 
elseif isnumeric(CAT_DIM), 
ispositive = CAT_DIM>=0;  
isinteger  = CAT_DIM==ceil(CAT_DIM); 
    if ispositive & isinteger, 
        % disp('Is positive and Integer'); 
        cat_dim=CAT_DIM; 
        else 
        warning('CAT_DIM is not positive or integer.'); 
    end; 
else 
    warning('CAT_DIM is not numeric.'); 
end; 
 
if isempty(CAT_DISTANCE), 

warning('CAT_DISTANCE is not set - using 
euclid.'); 

else 
    cat_distance=CAT_DISTANCE; 
end; 
 
     
 
%% create struct if necessary 
if ischar(sS),  
  switch sS 
   case 'som_map', 
    sS=struct('type', 'som_map', ... 
              'codebook', [], ... 
              'topol', som_set('som_topol'), ... 
              'labels', cell(1), ... 
              'neigh', 'gaussian', ... 
              'mask', [], ... 
              'trainhist', cell(1), ... 
              'name', '',... 
              'comp_names', {''}, ... 
              'comp_norm', cell(1)); 
   case 'som_data',  
    sS=struct('type', 'som_data', ... 
              'data', [], ... 
              'labels', cell(1), ... 
              'name', '', ... 
              'comp_names', {''}, ... 
              'comp_norm', cell(1), ... 
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              'label_names', [],... 
              'cat_dim',cat_dim);  
   case 'som_topol', 
    sS=struct('type', 'som_topol', ... 
              'msize', 0, ... 
              'lattice', 'hexa', ... 
              'shape', 'sheet'); 
   case 'som_train', 
    sS=struct('type', 'som_train', ... 
              'algorithm', '', ... 
              'data_name', '', ... 
              'neigh', 'gaussian', ... 
              'mask', [], ... 
              'radius_ini', NaN, ... 
              'radius_fin', NaN, ... 
              'alpha_ini', NaN, ... 
              'alpha_type', 'inv', ... 
              'trainlen', NaN, ... 
              'dist', cat_distance, ... 
              'time', ''); 
   case 'som_norm', 
    sS=struct('type', 'som_norm', ... 
              'method', 'var', ... 
              'params', [], ... 
              'status', 'uninit'); 
   case 'som_grid',  
    sS=struct('type','som_grid',... 
       'lattice','hexa',... 
       'shape','sheet',... 
       'msize',[1 1],... 
       'coord',[],... 
       'line','-',... 
       'linecolor',[.9 .9 .9],... 
       'linewidth',0.5,... 
       'marker','o',... 
       'markersize',6,... 
       'markercolor','k',... 
       'surf',[],... 
       'label',[],... 
       'labelcolor','g',... 
       'labelsize',12);     
   otherwise 
    ok=0; msgs = {['Unrecognized struct type: ' sS]}; 

sS = []; 
    return; 
  end   
   
elseif isstruct(sS) & length(varargin)==0,  
   
  % check all fields 
  fields = fieldnames(sS); 
  if ~any(strcmp('type',fields)),  
    error('The struct has no ''type'' field.'); 
  end 
  k = 0; 
  for i=1:length(fields),  
    contents = getfield(sS,fields{i}); 

    if ~strcmp(fields{i},'type'),  
      varargin{k+1} = fields{i}; 
      varargin{k+2} = contents; 
      k = k + 2; 
    else  
      if ~any(strcmp(contents, ... 
        

{'som_map','som_data','som_topol','som_train','
som_norm'})),  

 error(['Unknown struct type: ' contents]); 
      end 
    end 
  end 
   
end 
 
%% set field values 
 
p = ceil(length(varargin)/2); 
ok = ones(p,1); 
msgs = cell(p,1); 
 
for i=1:p,  
  field = varargin{2*i-1};  
  content = varargin{2*i}; 
  msg = ''; 
  isok = 0; 
   
  si = size(content); 
  isscalar = (prod(si)==1); 
  isvector = (sum(si>1)==1); 
  isrowvector = (isvector & si(1)==1); 
  if isnumeric(content),  
    iscomplete = all(~isnan(content(:)));  
    ispositive = all(content(:)>0);  
    isinteger  = all(content(:)==ceil(content(:))); 
    isrgb = all(content(:)>=0 & content(:)<=1) & 

size(content,2)==3; 
  end 
   
  switch sS.type,  
   case 'som_map', 
    [munits dim] = size(sS.codebook); 
    switch field,  
     case 'codebook',  
      if ~isnumeric(content),  
 msg = '''codebook'' should be a numeric matrix';  
      elseif size(content) ~= size(sS.codebook) & 

~isempty(sS.codebook),  
 msg = 'New ''codebook'' must be equal in size 

to the old one.';  
      elseif ~iscomplete,  
 msg = 'Map codebook must not contain NaN''s.';  
      else 
 sS.codebook = content; isok=1; 
      end 
     case 'labels',  
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      if isempty(content),  
 sS.labels = cell(munits,1); isok = 1; 
      elseif size(content,1) ~= munits,  
 msg = 'Length of labels array must be equal to 

the number of map units.'; 
      elseif ~iscell(content) & ~ischar(content),  
 msg = '''labels'' must be a string array or a cell 

array/matrix.'; 
      else 
 isok = 1; 
 if ischar(content), content = cellstr(content);  
 elseif ~iscellstr(content),  
   l = prod(size(content)); 
   for j=1:l,  
     if ischar(content{j}),  
       if ~isempty(content{j}),  
  msg = 'Invalid ''labels'' array.'; 
  isok = 0;  
  break; 
       else 
  content{j} = '';  
       end 
     end 
   end 
 end 
 if isok, sS.labels = content; end 
      end 
     case 'topol',  
      if ~isstruct(content),  
 msg = '''topol'' should be a topology struct.';  
      elseif ~isfield(content,'msize') | ... 
     ~isfield(content,'lattice') | ... 
     ~isfield(content,'shape'),  
 msg = '''topol'' is not a valid topology struct.';  
      elseif prod(content.msize) ~= munits,  
 msg = '''topol''.msize does not match the 

number of map units.';  
      else 
 sS.topol = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'msize',  
      if ~isnumeric(content) | ~isvector | ~ispositive | 

~isinteger,  
 msg = '''msize'' should be a vector with positive 

integer elements.';  
      elseif prod(content) ~= munits,  
 msg = '''msize'' does not match the map size.';  
      else 
 sS.topol.msize = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'lattice',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''lattice'' should be a string';  
      elseif ~strcmp(content,'rect') & 

~strcmp(content,'hexa'), 
 msg = ['Unknown lattice type: ' content]; 
 sS.topol.lattice = content; isok = 1; 
      else 

 sS.topol.lattice = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'shape',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''shape'' should be a string'; 
      elseif ~strcmp(content,'sheet') & 

~strcmp(content,'cyl') & ... 
     ~strcmp(content,'toroid'), 
 msg = ['Unknown shape type:' content];  
 sS.topol.shape = content; isok = 1; 
      else 
 sS.topol.shape = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'neigh',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''neigh'' should be a string';  
      elseif ~strcmp(content,'gaussian') & 

~strcmp(content,'ep') & ... 
     ~strcmp(content,'cutgauss') & 

~strcmp(content,'bubble'), 
 msg = ['Unknown neighborhood function: ' 

content];  
 sS.neigh = content; isok = 1; 
      else 
 sS.neigh = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'mask',  
      if size(content,1) == 1, content = content'; end 
      if ~isnumeric(content) | size(content) ~= [dim 1],  
 msg = '''mask'' should be a column vector (size 

dim x 1).';  
      else 
 sS.mask = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'name',  
      if ~ischar(content),  
 msg = '''name'' should be a string.'; 
      else  
 sS.name = [measure,':',content]; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'comp_names',  
      if ~iscell(content) & ~ischar(content),  
 msg = '''comp_names'' should be a cell string or 

a string array.';  
      elseif length(content) ~= dim,  
 msg = 'Length of ''comp_names'' should be 

equal to dim.';  
      else 
 if ischar(content), content = cellstr(content); end 
 if size(content,1)==1, content = content'; end 
 sS.comp_names = content; 
 isok = 1; 
      end         
     case 'comp_norm',  
      if ~iscell(content) & length(content)>0,  
 msg = '''comp_norm'' should be a cell array.';  
      elseif length(content) ~= dim,  
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 msg = 'Length of ''comp_norm'' should be equal 
to dim.';  

      else 
 isok = 1; 
 for j=1:length(content),  
   if ~isempty(content{j}) & 

(~isfield(content{j}(1),'type') | ... 
         

~strcmp(content{j}(1).type,'som_norm')),  
     msg = 'Each cell in ''comp_norm'' should be 

either empty or type ''som_norm''.'; 
     isok = 0;  
     break;  
   end 
 end 
 if isok, sS.comp_norm = content; end 
      end         
     case 'trainhist',  
      if ~isstruct(content) & ~isempty(content),  
     msg = '''trainhist'' should be a struct array or 

empty.'; 
      else 
     isok = 1; 
 for j=1:length(content),  
   if ~isfield(content(j),'type') | 

~strcmp(content(j).type,'som_train'),  
     msg = 'Each cell in ''trainhist'' should be of 

type ''som_train''.'; 
     isok = 0;  
     break;  
   end 
 end 
 if isok, sS.trainhist = content; end       
      end         
     otherwise,  
      msg = ['Invalid field for map struct: ' field];  
    end 
     
   case 'som_data', 
    [dlen dim] = size(sS.data); 
    switch field,       
     case 'data',  
      [dummy dim2] = size(content); 
      if prod(si)==0,  
 msg = '''data'' is empty'; 
      elseif ~isnumeric(content),  
 msg = '''data'' should be numeric matrix.';  
      elseif dim ~= dim2 & ~isempty(sS.data),  
 msg = 'New ''data'' must have the same 

dimension as old one.';  
      else 
 sS.data = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'labels',  
      if isempty(content),  
 sS.labels = cell(dlen,1); isok = 1; 
      elseif size(content,1) ~= dlen,  

 msg = 'Length of ''labels'' must be equal to the 
number of data vectors.'; 

      elseif ~iscell(content) & ~ischar(content),  
 msg = '''labels'' must be a string array or a cell 

array/matrix.'; 
      else 
 isok = 1; 
 if ischar(content), content = cellstr(content);  
 elseif ~iscellstr(content),  
   l = prod(size(content)); 
   for j=1:l,  
     if ~ischar(content{j}),  
       if ~isempty(content{j}),  
  msg = 'Invalid ''labels'' array.'; 
  isok = 0; j 
  break; 
       else 
  content{j} = '';  
       end 
     end 
   end 
 end 
 if isok, sS.labels = content; end 
      end 
     case 'name',  
      if ~ischar(content),  
 msg = '''name'' should be a string.'; 
      else  
 sS.name = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'comp_names',  
      if ~iscell(content) & ~ischar(content),  
 msg = '''comp_names'' should be a cell string or 

a string array.';  
      elseif length(content) ~= dim,  
 msg = 'Length of ''comp_names'' should be 

equal to dim.';  
      else 
 if ischar(content), content = cellstr(content); end 
 if size(content,1)==1, content = content'; end 
 sS.comp_names = content; 
 isok = 1; 
      end         
     case 'comp_norm',  
      if ~iscell(content) & length(content)>0,  
 msg = '''comp_norm'' should be a cell array.';  
      elseif length(content) ~= dim,  
 msg = 'Length of ''comp_norm'' should be equal 

to dim.';  
      else 
 isok = 1; 
 for j=1:length(content),  
   if ~isempty(content{j}) & 

(~isfield(content{j}(1),'type') | ... 
         

~strcmp(content{j}(1).type,'som_norm')),  
     msg = 'Each cell in ''comp_norm'' should be 

either empty or type ''som_norm''.'; 
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     isok = 0;  
     break;  
   end 
 end 
 if isok, sS.comp_norm = content; end 
      end         
     case 'label_names',  
      if ~iscell(content) & ~ischar(content) & 

~isempty(content),  
     msg = ['''label_names'' should be a cell string, 

a string array or' ... 
        ' empty.'];  
      else 
 if ~isempty(content),  
   if ischar(content), content = cellstr(content); 

end 
   if size(content,1)==1, content = content'; end 
 end 
 sS.label_names = content; 
 isok = 1; 
      end 
  case 'cat_dim', 
      if ~isnumeric(content) | isvector | ~ispositive | 

~isinteger,  
          msg = '''cat_dim'' should be a positive 

integer.';  
      else 
          sS.cat_dim=content; isok=1; 
      end; 
     otherwise,  
      msg = ['Invalid field for data struct: ' field];  
    end 
     
   case 'som_topol',  
    switch field,       
     case 'msize',  
      if ~isnumeric(content) | ~isvector | ~ispositive | 

~isinteger,  
 msg = '''msize'' should be a vector with positive 

integer elements.';  
      else 
 sS.msize = content; isok=1; 
      end 
     case 'lattice',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''lattice'' should be a string';  
      elseif ~strcmp(content,'rect') & 

~strcmp(content,'hexa'), 
 msg = ['Unknown lattice type: ' content];  
 sS.lattice = content; isok = 1; 
      else 
 sS.lattice = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'shape',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''shape'' should be a string'; 
      elseif ~strcmp(content,'sheet') & 

~strcmp(content,'cyl') & ... 

     ~strcmp(content,'toroid'), 
 msg = ['Unknown shape type: ' content];  
 sS.shape = content; isok = 1; 
      else 
 sS.shape = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     otherwise,  
      msg = ['Invalid field for topology struct: ' field];  
    end 
     
   case 'som_train',  
    switch field,       
     case 'algorithm',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''algorithm'' should be a string.';  
      else 
 sS.algorithm = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'data_name',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''data_name'' should be a string';  
      else 
 sS.data_name = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'neigh',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
 msg = '''neigh'' should be a string';  
      elseif ~isempty(content) & 

~strcmp(content,'gaussian') & 
~strcmp(content,'ep') & ... 

     ~strcmp(content,'cutgauss') & 
~strcmp(content,'bubble'), 

 msg = ['Unknown neighborhood function: ' 
content];  

 sS.neigh = content; isok = 1; 
      else 
 sS.neigh = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'mask',  
      if size(content,1) == 1, content = content'; end 
      dim = size(content,1); %[munits dim] = 

size(sS.data);  
      if ~isnumeric(content) | size(content) ~= [dim 1],  
 msg = '''mask'' should be a column vector (size 

dim x 1).';  
      else 
 sS.mask = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'radius_ini',  
      if ~isnumeric(content) | ~isscalar,  
 msg = '''radius_ini'' should be a scalar.';  
      else 
 sS.radius_ini = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'radius_fin',  
      if ~isnumeric(content) | ~isscalar,  
     msg = '''radius_fin'' should be a scalar.';  
      else 
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     sS.radius_fin = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'alpha_ini',  
      if ~isnumeric(content) | ~isscalar, 
        msg = '''alpha_ini'' should be a scalar.';  
      else 
         sS.alpha_ini = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'alpha_type',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
     msg = '''alpha_type'' should be a string';  
      elseif ~strcmp(content,'linear') & 

~strcmp(content,'inv') & ... 
     ~strcmp(content,'power') & 

~strcmp(content,'constant') & 
~strcmp(content,''), 

     msg = ['Unknown alpha type: ' content];  
     sS.alpha_type = content; isok = 1; 
      else 
        sS.alpha_type = content; isok = 1; 
      end         
     case 'trainlen',  
      if ~isnumeric(content) | ~isscalar,  
         msg = '''trainlen'' should be a scalar.';  
      else 
     sS.trainlen = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'time',  
      if ~ischar(content), 
     msg = '''time'' should be a string';  
      else 
     sS.time = content; isok = 1; 
    end 
     case 'dist', 
      if ~ischar(content), 
     msg = '''dist'' should be a string';  
      else 
     sS.dist = content; 
        isok = 1; 
        distance_set=1; 
      end      
     otherwise,  
      msg = ['Invalid field for train struct: ' field];  
    end 
     
   case 'som_norm',  
    switch field,       
     case 'method',  
      if ~ischar(field),  
 msg = '''method'' should be a string.'; 
      else 
 sS.method = content; isok = 1; 
      end 
     case 'params',  
      sS.params = content; isok = 1; 
     case 'status',  
      if ~ischar(content), 

 msg = '''status'' should be a string';  
      elseif ~strcmp(content,'done') & 

~strcmp(content,'undone') & ... 
     ~strcmp(content,'uninit'), 
 msg = ['Unknown status type: ' content];  
 sS.status = content; isok = 1; 
      else 
 sS.status = content; isok = 1; 
      end         
     otherwise,  
      msg = ['Invalid field for normalization struct: ' 

field]; 
    end 
 
   case 'som_grid',  
    if any(strcmp(field,{'lattice', 'shape', 'msize', 

'coord',... 
    'line', 'linecolor', 'linewidth', ... 
    'marker', 'markersize', 

'markercolor', 'surf', ...  
    'label', 'labelcolor', 'labelsize'})),  
      warning('No checking done on field identifier or 

content.'); 
      sS = setfield(sS,field,content);        
      isok = 1; 
    else 
      msg = ['Invalid field for grid struct: ' field]; 
    end 
     
   otherwise,  
    error('Unrecognized structure.');  
end 
   
  msgs{i} = msg; 
  ok(i) = isok; 
   
end 
 
%% return 
 
if nargout < 2,  
  for i=1:p,      
    if ~isempty(msgs{i}),  
      if ~ok(i), fprintf(1,'[Error! ');  
      else fprintf(1,'[Notice '); 
      end 
      fprintf(1,'in setting %s] ',varargin{2*i-1}); 
      fprintf(1,'%s\n',msgs{i}); 
    end 
  end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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A.4 Matlab M-files for 
Geospatial Data 

The Matlab routines deployed for the 

geospatial data study in SOM are listed 

here. An outline of a working session is 

also shown. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Main commands and working session example 
% FCL 2003/2004 
 
% Compatibility issues in some platforms 
opengl neverselect 
 
% geospatial ratio  x/y 
% sD has X Y CODTEMP CODRADI CODPRET 
(max(sD.data(:,1))-min(sD.data(:,1))) 

/(max(sD.data(:,2))-min(sD.data(:,2))) 
 
% SOM quality 
[qe,te]=som_quality(sM1,sD) 
 
% write bmus, umat values, and codebook vectors 

coordinates 
bmus=som_bmus(sM1,sD) 
ind=(0:prod(size(bmus))-1)' % index of data 

samples 
m=[ind bmus] 
csvwrite('bmus.dat',m) 
 
%SOM_READ_DATA Read data from an ascii file 

in SOM_PAK format. 
% sD = som_read_data(filename, dim, [missing]) 
% sD = som_read_data(filename, [missing]) 
sD = som_read_data('IntTRPLHA_1_SOM.txt') 
 
% Data Normalization 
sD1=som_normalize(sD,'range') % range [0:1] 
% further normalization 
sD1=som_normalize(sD1,sNxy(1),[1]) 
sD1=som_normalize(sD1,sNxy(2),[2]) 
% ... others 
sD1=som_normalize(sD1,sNlito,[7:11]) 
 
 
% geo-initialization 
sM1=som_randinit_geo(sD,'msize',[24 7]); 
 
% Data Normalization 
sDn=som_normalize(sD,'range') 
 
% batch train 
% mask training components 
sM.mask(1:2)=7 
 
sM=som_batchtrain(sM,sD) 
 
sM1=som_batchtrain(sM1,sD,'weights',sDw1_100.d

ata, 'trainlen',19) % sample weighting 
 
% Geo-SOM seq. training 

sM1 = 
som_seqtrain_geo(sM1,sD,'geo_match',3,'geo_
update','all'); 

 
% visualize U-Mat and component planes 
som_show(sM2,'comp',[1:5],'umat',[3 4 5]) % U-mat 

for components 3 4 5; shows comp. 1:5 
som_show(sM2,'comp',[1:5],'umat','all') % U-mat for 

all components; shows comp. 1:5 
 
% label Umat with SOM unit number 
a=(1:prod(sM1.topol.msize))' 
labels = num2str(a) 
sM1.labels=labels 
som_show_add('label',sM1) 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% De-normalize 
% Output tables for maps of U-mat; input areas are 

classifyed with their BMU  
% Generate SOM grid on location plane 
figure(1) 
Uall = umat2colormap(sM1,'LineWidth', 

10,'MarkerSize', 5); 
 
[r c]=size(sM1.codebook); 
m=ones(1,c); 
m(1:2)=0; 
figure(2) 
UwoXY = umat2colormap(sM1,'LineWidth', 

10,'MarkerSize', 5,'mask',m); 
umatbus_all=diag(Uall); 
umatbus_woXY=diag(UwoXY); 
 
sMd=som_denormalize(sM1) 
 
ind=(1:prod(sM1.topol.msize))' % index of codebook 

vector 
 
% tables U-mat with all comp, U-mat without x y, 

and x y of SOM units 
codebook=[ind umatbus_all umatbus_woXY 

sMd.codebook(:,1) sMd.codebook(:,2)] 
% output table attributes: UNIT U_MATall 

U_MATwoXY X Y 
csvwrite('codebook.dat',codebook) 
 
% input data classification with corresponding BMU  
bmus=som_bmus(sM1,sD) 
ind=(0:prod(size(bmus))-1)' % index of data 

samples 
m=[ind bmus] 
% output table attributes: DATA/FID BMU 
csvwrite('csvbmus.dat',m) 
 
% compilation of previous scripts: 
umat_codebook_tables(sM1, sD) 
 
% in ArcGIS join data and the previous two tables 

(Input Data)FID->(Bmus)BMU-
>(Codebook)UNIT 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Clustering using K-means (selection with Davies-

Bouldin index) 
% Makes a k-means to the given data set with 

different values of 
% k. The k-means is run multiple times for each k, 

and the best of 
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% these is selected based on sum of squared 
errors. Finally, the 

% Davies-Bouldin index is calculated for each 
clustering.  

% 
[c, p, err, ind] = kmeans_clusters(sM); % find 

clusterings 
[dummy,i] = min(ind); % select the one with smallest 

index 
som_show(sM,'color',{p{i},sprintf('%d clusters',i)}); 

% visualize 
colormap(jet(i)), som_recolorbar % change 

colormap 
 
bmus=som_bmus(c{i},sD1) % classify data samples 

according to clustering 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [sMap,sTrain] = som_batchtrain(sMap, D, 

varargin) 
 
%SOM_BATCHTRAIN  Use batch algorithm to train 

the Self-Organizing Map. 
% 
% [sM,sT] = som_batchtrain(sM, D, [argID, value, 

...]) 
%  
%  sM     = som_batchtrain(sM,D); 
%  sM     = som_batchtrain(sM,sD,'radius',[10 3 2 1 

0.1],'tracking',3); 
%  [M,sT] = som_batchtrain(M,D,'ep','msize',[10 

3],'hexa'); 
% 
%  Input and output arguments ([]'s are optional):  
%   sM      (struct) map struct, the trained and 

updated map is returned 
%           (matrix) codebook matrix of a self-

organizing map 
%                    size munits x dim or  msize(1) x ... x 

msize(k) x dim 
%                    The trained map codebook is 

returned. 
%   D       (struct) training data; data struct 
%           (matrix) training data, size dlen x dim 
%   [argID, (string) See below. The values which are 

unambiguous can  
%    value] (varies) be given without the preceeding 

argID. 
% 
%   sT      (struct) learning parameters used during 

the training 
% 
% Here are the valid argument IDs and 

corresponding values. The values which 
% are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be given 

without the preceeding argID. 
%   'mask'       (vector) BMU search mask, size dim 

x 1 
%   'msize'      (vector) map size 
%   'radius'     (vector) neighborhood radiuses, 

length 1, 2 or trainlen 
%   'radius_ini' (scalar) initial training radius 

%   'radius_fin' (scalar) final training radius 
%   'tracking'   (scalar) tracking level, 0-3  
%   'trainlen'   (scalar) training length in epochs 
%   'train'     *(struct) train struct, parameters for 

training 
%   'sTrain','som_train'  = 'train' 
%   'neigh'     *(string) neighborhood function, 

'gaussian', 'cutgauss', 
%                         'ep' or 'bubble' 
%   'topol'     *(struct) topology struct 
%   'som_topol','sTopol'  = 'topol' 
%   'lattice'   *(string) map lattice, 'hexa' or 'rect' 
%   'shape'     *(string) map shape, 'sheet', 'cyl' or 

'toroid' 
%   'weights'    (vector) sample weights: each 

sample is weighted 
% 
%   FCL 
%   'fixed_column' (vector)  codebook columns that 

are fixed, i.e., not updated 
% 
% For more help, try 'type som_batchtrain' or check 

out online documentation. 
% See also  SOM_MAKE, SOM_SEQTRAIN, 

SOM_TRAIN_STRUCT. 
 
%%%%%%%%%% DETAILED DESCRIPTION  
% 
% som_batchtrain 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% Trains a Self-Organizing Map using the batch 

algorithm.  
% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,sD); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(...,'argID',value,...); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(...,value,...); 
%  [sM,sT] = som_batchtrain(M,D,...); 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
% 
% Trains the given SOM (sM or M above) with the 

given training data 
% (sD or D) using batch training algorithm.  If no 

optional arguments 
% (argID, value) are given, a default training is 

done. Using optional 
% arguments the training parameters can be 

specified. Returns the 
% trained and updated SOM and a train struct 

which contains 
% information on the training. 
% 
% REFERENCES 
% 
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% Kohonen, T., "Self-Organizing Map", 2nd ed., 
Springer-Verlag,  

%    Berlin, 1995, pp. 127-128. 
% Kohonen, T., "Things you haven't heard about 

the Self-Organizing 
%    Map", In proceedings of International 

Conference 
%    on Neural Networks (ICNN), San Francisco, 

1993, pp. 1147-1156. 
% 
% KNOWN BUGS 
% 
% Batchtrain does not work correctly for a map with 

a single unit.  
% This is because of the way 'min'-function works.  
% 
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%  sM          The map to be trained.  
%     (struct) map struct 
%     (matrix) codebook matrix (field .data of map 

struct) 
%              Size is either [munits dim], in which case 

the map grid  
%              dimensions (msize) should be specified 

with optional arguments, 
%              or [msize(1) ... msize(k) dim] in which 

case the map  
%              grid dimensions are taken from the size 

of the matrix.  
%              Lattice, by default, is 'rect' and shape 

'sheet'. 
%  D           Training data. 
%     (struct) data struct 
%     (matrix) data matrix, size [dlen dim] 
%   
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS  
% 
%  argID (string) Argument identifier string (see 

below). 
%  value (varies) Value for the argument (see 

below). 
% 
%  The optional arguments can be given as 

'argID',value -pairs. If an 
%  argument is given value multiple times, the last 

one is 
%  used. The valid IDs and corresponding values 

are listed below. The values  
%  which are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be 

given without the  
%  preceeding argID. 
% 
%  Below is the list of valid arguments:  
%   'mask'       (vector) BMU search mask, size dim 

x 1. Default is  
%                         the one in sM (field '.mask') or a 

vector of 
%                         ones if only a codebook matrix 

was given. 

%   'msize'      (vector) map grid dimensions. Default 
is the one 

%                         in sM (field sM.topol.msize) or  
%                         'si = size(sM); msize = si(1:end-

1);'  
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given.  
%   'radius'     (vector) neighborhood radius  
%                         length = 1: radius_ini = radius 
%                         length = 2: [radius_ini radius_fin] = 

radius 
%                         length > 2: the vector given 

neighborhood 
%                                     radius for each step 

separately 
%                                     trainlen = length(radius) 
%   'radius_ini' (scalar) initial training radius 
%   'radius_fin' (scalar) final training radius 
%   'tracking'   (scalar) tracking level: 0, 1 (default), 

2 or 3 
%                         0 - estimate time  
%                         1 - track time and quantization 

error  
%                         2 - plot quantization error 
%                         3 - plot quantization error and two 

first  
%                             components  
%   'trainlen'   (scalar) training length in epochs 
%   'train'     *(struct) train struct, parameters for 

training.  
%                         Default parameters, unless 

specified,  
%                         are acquired using 

SOM_TRAIN_STRUCT (this  
%                         also applies for 'trainlen', 

'radius_ini'  
%                         and 'radius_fin'). 
%   'sTrain', 'som_topol' (struct) = 'train' 
%   'neigh'     *(string) The used neighborhood 

function. Default is  
%                         the one in sM (field '.neigh') or 

'gaussian' 
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given. Other  
%                         possible values is 'cutgauss', 'ep' 

and 'bubble'. 
%   'topol'     *(struct) topology of the map. Default is 

the one 
%                         in sM (field '.topol'). 
%   'sTopol', 'som_topol' (struct) = 'topol' 
%   'lattice'   *(string) map lattice. Default is the one 

in sM 
%                         (field sM.topol.lattice) or 'rect'  
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given.  
%   'shape'     *(string) map shape. Default is the 

one in sM 
%                         (field sM.topol.shape) or 'sheet'  
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given.  
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%   'weights'    (vector) weight for each data vector: 
during training,  

%                         each data sample is weighted with 
the corresponding 

%                         value, for example giving weights 
= [1 1 2 1]  

%                         would have the same result as 
having third sample 

%                         appear 2 times in the data 
% 
%   FCL 
%   'fixed_column' (vector) these codebook columns 

are not updated; example: [1 3 8] 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
%  
%  sM          the trained map 
%     (struct) if a map struct was given as input 

argument, a  
%              map struct is also returned. The current 

training  
%              is added to the training history 

(sM.trainhist). 
%              The 'neigh' and 'mask' fields of the map 

struct 
%              are updated to match those of the 

training. 
%     (matrix) if a matrix was given as input 

argument, a matrix 
%              is also returned with the same size as the 

input  
%              argument. 
%  sT (struct) train struct; information of the 

accomplished training 
% 
% EXAMPLES 
% 
% Simplest case: 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D);   
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,sD);   
% 
% To change the tracking level, 'tracking' argument 

is specified: 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D,'tracking',3); 
% 
% The change training parameters, the optional 

arguments 'train','neigh', 
% 'mask','trainlen','radius','radius_ini' and 

'radius_fin' are used.  
%  sM = 

som_batchtrain(sM,D,'neigh','cutgauss','trainlen'
,10,'radius_fin',0); 

% 
% Another way to specify training parameters is to 

create a train struct: 
%  sTrain = som_train_struct(sM,'dlen',size(D,1)); 
%  sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'neigh','cutgauss'); 
%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D,sTrain); 
% 

% By default the neighborhood radius goes linearly 
from radius_ini to 

% radius_fin. If you want to change this, you can 
use the 'radius' argument 

% to specify the neighborhood radius for each step 
separately: 

%  sM = som_batchtrain(sM,D,'radius',[5 3 1 1 1 1 
0.5 0.5 0.5]); 

% 
% You don't necessarily have to use the map struct, 

but you can operate 
% directly with codebook matrices. However, in this 

case you have to 
% specify the topology of the map in the optional 

arguments. The 
% following commads are identical (M is originally a 

200 x dim sized matrix): 
%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,'msize',[20 

10],'lattice','hexa','shape','cyl'); 
%   or 
%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,'msize',[20 

10],'hexa','cyl'); 
%   or 
%  sT= som_set('som_topol','msize',[20 

10],'lattice','hexa','shape','cyl'); 
%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,sT); 
%   or 
%  M = reshape(M,[20 10 dim]); 
%  M = som_batchtrain(M,D,'hexa','cyl'); 
% 
% The som_batchtrain also returns a train struct 

with information on the  
% accomplished training. This struct is also added 

to the end of the  
% trainhist field of map struct, in case a map struct 

was given. 
%  [M,sTrain] = som_batchtrain(M,D,'msize',[20 

10]); 
%  [sM,sTrain] = som_batchtrain(sM,D); % 

sM.trainhist{end}==sTrain 
% 
% SEE ALSO 
%  
%  som_make         Initialize and train a SOM using 

default parameters. 
%  som_seqtrain     Train SOM with sequential 

algorithm. 
%  som_train_struct Determine default training 

parameters. 
 
% Copyright (c) 1997-2000 by the SOM toolbox 

programming team. 
% http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/ 
 
% Version 1.0beta juuso 071197 041297 
% Version 2.0beta juuso 101199 
% Version 3.0beta Fernando Lourenco (FCL) 

2004.08.18 - option for fixed attributes, i.e., 
columns that are not updated 
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%% Check arguments  
 
error(nargchk(2, Inf, nargin));  % check the number 

of input arguments 
 
% map  
struct_mode = isstruct(sMap); 
if struct_mode,  
  sTopol = sMap.topol; 
else   
  orig_size = size(sMap); 
  if ndims(sMap) > 2,  
    si = size(sMap); dim = si(end); msize = si(1:end-

1); 
    M = reshape(sMap,[prod(msize) dim]); 
  else 
    msize = [orig_size(1) 1];  
    dim = orig_size(2);     
  end 
  sMap   = som_map_struct(dim,'msize',msize); 
  sTopol = sMap.topol; 
end 
[munits dim] = size(sMap.codebook); 
 
% data 
if isstruct(D),  
  data_name = D.name;  
  D = D.data; 
else  
  data_name = inputname(2);  
end 
nonempty = find(sum(isnan(D),2) < dim); 
D = D(nonempty,:);                    % remove empty 

vectors from the data 
[dlen ddim] = size(D);                % check input 

dimension 
if dim ~= ddim,  
  error('Map and data input space dimensions 

disagree.');  
end 
 
% varargin 
sTrain = 

som_set('som_train','algorithm','batch','neigh', ... 
   

sMap.neigh,'mask',sMap.mask,'data_name',dat
a_name); 

radius     = []; 
tracking   = 1; 
weights    = 1; 
fixed_column =[]; 
 
i=1;  
while i<=length(varargin),  
  argok = 1;  
  if ischar(varargin{i}),  
    switch varargin{i},  
     % argument IDs 

     case 'msize', i=i+1; sTopol.msize = varargin{i};  
     case 'lattice', i=i+1; sTopol.lattice = varargin{i}; 
     case 'shape', i=i+1; sTopol.shape = varargin{i}; 
     case 'mask', i=i+1; sTrain.mask = varargin{i}; 
     case 'neigh', i=i+1; sTrain.neigh = varargin{i}; 
     case 'trainlen', i=i+1; sTrain.trainlen = varargin{i}; 
     case 'tracking', i=i+1; tracking = varargin{i}; 
     case 'weights', i=i+1; weights = varargin{i};  
     case 'radius_ini', i=i+1; sTrain.radius_ini = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'radius_fin', i=i+1; sTrain.radius_fin = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'fixed_column', i=i+1; fixed_column = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'radius',  
      i=i+1;  
      l = length(varargin{i});  
      if l==1,  
        sTrain.radius_ini = varargin{i};  
      else  
        sTrain.radius_ini = varargin{i}(1);  
        sTrain.radius_fin = varargin{i}(end); 
        if l>2, radius = varargin{i}; end 
      end  
     case {'sTrain','train','som_train'}, i=i+1; sTrain = 

varargin{i}; 
     case {'topol','sTopol','som_topol'},  
      i=i+1;  
      sTopol = varargin{i}; 
      if prod(sTopol.msize) ~= munits,  
        error('Given map grid size does not match the 

codebook size.'); 
      end 
      % unambiguous values 
     case {'hexa','rect'}, sTopol.lattice = varargin{i}; 
     case {'sheet','cyl','toroid'}, sTopol.shape = 

varargin{i};  
     case {'gaussian','cutgauss','ep','bubble'}, 

sTrain.neigh = varargin{i}; 
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  elseif isstruct(varargin{i}) & 

isfield(varargin{i},'type'),  
    switch varargin{i}(1).type,  
     case 'som_topol',  
      sTopol = varargin{i};  
      if prod(sTopol.msize) ~= munits,  
        error('Given map grid size does not match the 

codebook size.'); 
      end 
     case 'som_train', sTrain = varargin{i}; 
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  else 
    argok = 0;  
  end 
  if ~argok,  
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    disp(['(som_batchtrain) Ignoring invalid argument 
#' num2str(i+2)]);  

  end 
  i = i+1;  
end 
 
% take only weights of non-empty vectors 
if length(weights)>dlen, weights = 

weights(nonempty); end 
 
% trainlen 
if ~isempty(radius), sTrain.trainlen = length(radius); 

end 
 
% check topology 
if struct_mode,  
  if ~strcmp(sTopol.lattice,sMap.topol.lattice) | ... 
 ~strcmp(sTopol.shape,sMap.topol.shape) | ... 
 any(sTopol.msize ~= sMap.topol.msize),  
    warning('Changing the original map topology.'); 
  end 
end 
sMap.topol = sTopol;  
 
% complement the training struct 
sTrain = som_train_struct(sTrain,sMap,'dlen',dlen); 
if isempty(sTrain.mask), sTrain.mask = ones(dim,1); 

end 
 
%% initialize 
 
M        = sMap.codebook; 
mask     = sTrain.mask; 
trainlen = sTrain.trainlen; 
 
% neighborhood radius 
if trainlen==1,  
  radius = sTrain.radius_ini;  
elseif length(radius)<=2,   
  r0 = sTrain.radius_ini; r1 = sTrain.radius_fin; 
  radius = r1 + fliplr((0:(trainlen-1))/(trainlen-1)) * (r0 

- r1); 
else 
  % nil 
end 
                                    
% distance between map units in the output space 
%  Since in the case of gaussian and ep 

neighborhood functions, the  
%  equations utilize squares of the unit distances 

and in bubble case 
%  it doesn't matter which is used, the unitdistances 

and neighborhood 
%  radiuses are squared. 
Ud = som_unit_dists(sTopol); 
Ud = Ud.^2; 
radius = radius.^2; 

% zero neighborhood radius may cause div-by-zero 
error 

radius(find(radius==0)) = eps;  
 
% The training algorithm involves calculating 

weighted Euclidian distances  
% to all map units for each data vector. Basically 

this is done as 
%   for i=1:dlen,  
%     for j=1:munits,  
%       for k=1:dim 
%         Dist(j,i) = Dist(j,i) + mask(k) * (D(i,k) - 

M(j,k))^2; 
%       end 
%     end 
%   end 
% where mask is the weighting vector for distance 

calculation. However, taking  
% into account that distance between vectors m and 

v can be expressed as 
%   |m - v|^2 = sum_i ((m_i - v_i)^2) = sum_i (m_i^2 

+ v_i^2 - 2*m_i*v_i) 
% this can be made much faster by transforming it 

to a matrix operation: 
%   Dist = (M.^2)*mask*ones(1,d) + 

ones(m,1)*mask'*(D'.^2) - 2*M*diag(mask)*D' 
% Of the involved matrices, several are constant, as 

the mask and data do  
% not change during training. Therefore they are 

calculated beforehand. 
 
% For the case where there are unknown 

components in the data, each data 
% vector will have an individual mask vector so that 

for that unit, the  
% unknown components are not taken into account 

in distance calculation. 
% In addition all NaN's are changed to zeros so that 

they don't screw up  
% the matrix multiplications and behave correctly in 

updating step. 
Known = ~isnan(D); 
W1 = (mask*ones(1,dlen)) .* Known';  
D(find(~Known)) = 0;   
 
% constant matrices 
WD = 2*diag(mask)*D';    % constant matrix 
dconst = ((D.^2)*mask)'; % constant in distance 

calculation for each data sample  
                         % W2 = ones(munits,1)*mask'; D2 = 

(D'.^2);          
 
% initialize tracking 
start = clock; 
qe = zeros(trainlen,1);  
   
%% Action 
 
% With the 'blen' parameter you can control the 

memory consumption  
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% of the algorithm, which is in practive directly 
proportional 

% to munits*blen. If you're having problems with 
memory, try to  

% set the value of blen lower.  
blen = min(munits,dlen); 
 
% reserve some space 
bmus = zeros(1,dlen);  
ddists = zeros(1,dlen);  
 
for t = 1:trainlen,   
 
  % batchy train - this is done a block of data (inds) 

at a time 
  % rather than in a single sweep to save memory 

consumption.  
  % The 'Dist' and 'Hw' matrices have size 

munits*blen 
  % which - if you have a lot of data - would be 

HUGE if you  
  % calculated it all at once. A single-sweep version 

would  
  % look like this:  
  %  Dist = (M.^2)*W1 - M*WD; %+ W2*D2  
  %  [ddists, bmus] = min(Dist); 
  % (notice that the W2*D2 term can be ignored 

since it is constant) 
  % This "batchy" version is the same as single-

sweep if blen=dlen.  
  i0 = 0;      
  while i0+1<=dlen,  
    inds = [(i0+1):min(dlen,i0+blen)]; i0 = i0+blen;       
    Dist = (M.^2)*W1(:,inds) - M*WD(:,inds); 
    [ddists(inds), bmus(inds)] = min(Dist); 
  end   
   
  % tracking 
  if tracking > 0, 
    ddists = ddists+dconst; % add the constant term 
    ddists(ddists<0) = 0;   % rounding errors... 
    qe(t) = mean(sqrt(ddists)); 
    trackplot(M,D,tracking,start,t,qe); 
  end 
   
  % neighborhood  
  % notice that the elements Ud and radius have 

been squared! 
  % note: 'bubble' matches the original "Batch Map" 

algorithm 
  switch sTrain.neigh,  
   case 'bubble',   H = (Ud<=radius(t));  
   case 'gaussian', H = exp(-Ud/(2*radius(t)));  
   case 'cutgauss', H = exp(-Ud/(2*radius(t))) .* 

(Ud<=radius(t)); 
   case 'ep',       H = (1-Ud/radius(t)) .* 

(Ud<=radius(t)); 
  end   
   

  % update  
 
  % In principle the updating step goes like this: 

replace each map unit  
  % by the average of the data vectors that were in 

its neighborhood. 
  % The contribution, or activation, of data vectors in 

the mean can  
  % be varied with the neighborhood function. This 

activation is given  
  % by matrix H. So, for each map unit the new 

weight vector is 
  % 
  %      m = sum_i (h_i * d_i) / sum_i (h_i),  
  %  
  % where i denotes the index of data vector.  Since 

the values of 
  % neighborhood function h_i are the same for all 

data vectors belonging to 
  % the Voronoi set of the same map unit, the 

calculation is actually done 
  % by first calculating a partition matrix P with 

elements p_ij=1 if the 
  % BMU of data vector j is i. 
 
  P = sparse(bmus,[1:dlen],weights,munits,dlen); 
        
  % Then the sum of vectors in each Voronoi set are 

calculated (P*D) and the 
  % neighborhood is taken into account by 

calculating a weighted sum of the 
  % Voronoi sum (H*). The "activation" matrix A is 

the denominator of the  
  % equation above. 
   
  S = H*(P*D);  
  A = H*(P*Known); 
   
  % If you'd rather make this without using the 

Voronoi sets try the following:  
  %   Hi = H(:,bmus);  
  %   S = Hi * D;            % "sum_i (h_i * d_i)" 
  %   A = Hi * Known;        % "sum_i (h_i)" 
  % The bad news is that the matrix Hi has size 

[munits x dlen]...  
     
  % only update units for which the "activation" is 

nonzero 
  nonzero = find(A > 0);  
  M(nonzero) = S(nonzero) ./ A(nonzero); 
   
end; % for t = 1:trainlen 
 
%FCL option for fixed columns 
if ~isempty(fixed_column), 
    M(:, fixed_column)=sMap.codebook(:, 

fixed_column); 
end; 
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%% Build / clean up the return arguments 
 
% tracking 
if tracking > 0, fprintf(1,'\n'); end 
 
% update structures 
sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'time',datestr(now,0)); 
if struct_mode,  
  sMap = 

som_set(sMap,'codebook',M,'mask',sTrain.mas
k,'neigh',sTrain.neigh); 

  tl = length(sMap.trainhist); 
  sMap.trainhist(tl+1) = sTrain; 
else 
  sMap = reshape(M,orig_size); 
end 
 
return; 
 
%% subfunctions 
 
%%%%%%%% 
function [] = trackplot(M,D,tracking,start,n,qe) 
 
  l = length(qe); 
  elap_t = etime(clock,start);  
  tot_t = elap_t*l/n; 
  fprintf(1,'\rTraining: %3.0f/ %3.0f s',elap_t,tot_t)   
  switch tracking 
   case 1,  
   case 2,    
    plot(1:n,qe(1:n),(n+1):l,qe((n+1):l)) 
    title('Quantization error after each epoch'); 
    drawnow 
   otherwise, 
    subplot(2,1,1), plot(1:n,qe(1:n),(n+1):l,qe((n+1):l)) 
    title('Quantization error after each epoch'); 
    subplot(2,1,2), 

plot(M(:,1),M(:,2),'ro',D(:,1),D(:,2),'b+');  
    title('First two components of map units (o) and 

data vectors (+)'); 
    drawnow 
  end 
  % end of trackplot 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function sMap = som_randinit_geo(D, varargin) 
 
%SOM_RANDINIT_GEO Initialize a Self-Organizing 

Map geographically 
%   and fill other components with values from 

nearest data sample. 
% 
% sMap = som_randinit_geo(D, [[argID,] value, ...]) 
% 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D); 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,sMap); 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,'munits',100,'hexa'); 

%  
%  Input and output arguments ([]'s are optional):  
%    D                 The training data. 
%             (struct) data struct 
%             (matrix) data matrix, size dlen x dim 
%   [argID,   (string) Parameters affecting the map 

topology are given  
%    value]   (varies) as argument ID - argument 

value pairs, listed below. 
% 
%   sMap      (struct) map struct 
% 
% Here are the valid argument IDs and 

corresponding values. The values  
% which are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be 

given without the 
% preceeding argID. 
%  'munits'       (scalar) number of map units 
%  'msize'        (vector) map size 
%  'lattice'     *(string) map lattice: 'hexa' or 'rect' 
%  'shape'       *(string) map shape: 'sheet', 'cyl' or 

'toroid' 
%  'topol'       *(struct) topology struct 
%  'som_topol','sTopol'    = 'topol' 
%  'map'         *(struct) map struct 
%  'som_map','sMap'        = 'map' 
% 
% For more help, try 'type som_randinit_geo' or 

check out online documentation. 
% See also SOM_MAP_STRUCT, SOM_LININIT, 

SOM_MAKE. 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% DETAILED 

DESCRIPTION  
% 
% som_randinit_geo 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% Initializes a SOM with random values. 
% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D) 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,sMap); 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,'munits',100,'hexa'); 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
% 
% Initializes a SOM with random values. If 

necessary, a map struct 
% is created first. For each component (xi), the 

values are uniformly 
% distributed in the range of [min(xi) max(xi)].  
% 
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%  D                 The training data. 
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%           (struct) Data struct. If this is given, its 
'.comp_names' and  

%                    '.comp_norm' fields are copied to the 
map struct. 

%           (matrix) data matrix, size dlen x dim 
%   
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS  
% 
%  argID (string) Argument identifier string (see 

below). 
%  value (varies) Value for the argument (see 

below). 
% 
%  The optional arguments can be given as 

'argID',value -pairs. If an 
%  argument is given value multiple times, the last 

one is used.  
% 
%  Here are the valid argument IDs and 

corresponding values. The values  
%  which are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be 

given without the  
%  preceeding argID. 
%  'dlen'         (scalar) length of the training data 
%  'data'         (matrix) the training data 
%                *(struct) the training data 
%  'munits'       (scalar) number of map units 
%  'msize'        (vector) map size 
%  'lattice'     *(string) map lattice: 'hexa' or 'rect' 
%  'shape'       *(string) map shape: 'sheet', 'cyl' or 

'toroid' 
%  'topol'       *(struct) topology struct 
%  'som_topol','sTopol'    = 'topol' 
%  'map'         *(struct) map struct 
%  'som_map','sMap'        = 'map' 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
%  
%  sMap     (struct) The initialized map struct. 
% 
% EXAMPLES 
% 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D); 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,sMap); 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,sTopol); 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,'msize',[10 10]); 
%  sMap = som_randinit_geo(D,'munits',100,'hexa'); 
% 
% SEE ALSO 
%  
%  som_map_struct   Create a map struct. 
%  som_lininit      Initialize a map using linear 

initialization algorithm. 
%  som_make         Initialize and train self-

organizing map. 
 
% Copyright (c) 1997-2000 by the SOM toolbox 

programming team. 
% http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/ 

 
% Version 1.0beta ecco 100997 
% Version 2.0beta juuso 101199 
% Modified by V.Lobo, 04/04/06 (yy/mm/dd) for 

geographic initialization 
% D(:,1) is x coordinate 
% D(:,2) is y coordinate 
% Version 4.0beta Fernando Lourenço (FCL) - args. 

defining geographic rectangle for initialization 
 
%% check arguments 
 
% data 
if isstruct(D),  
  data_name = D.name;  
  comp_names = D.comp_names;  
  comp_norm = D.comp_norm;  
  D = D.data; 
  struct_mode = 1;  
else  
  data_name = inputname(1);  
  struct_mode = 0;  
end 
[dlen dim] = size(D); 
 
% varargin 
sMap = []; 
sTopol = som_topol_struct;  
sTopol.msize = 0;  
munits = NaN; 
 
%% modified FCL 
mi_x=[]; 
ma_x=[]; 
mi_y=[]; 
ma_y=[]; 
%% 
 
i=1;  
while i<=length(varargin),  
  argok = 1;  
  if ischar(varargin{i}),  
    switch varargin{i},  
     case 'munits',     i=i+1; munits = varargin{i}; 

sTopol.msize = 0; 
     case 'msize',      i=i+1; sTopol.msize = 

varargin{i}; 
                               munits = prod(sTopol.msize);  
     case 'lattice',    i=i+1; sTopol.lattice = varargin{i};  
     case 'shape',      i=i+1; sTopol.shape = 

varargin{i};  
     case {'som_topol','sTopol','topol'}, i=i+1; sTopol = 

varargin{i};  
     case {'som_map','sMap','map'}, i=i+1; sMap = 

varargin{i}; sTopol = sMap.topol; 
     case {'hexa','rect'},          sTopol.lattice = 

varargin{i};  
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     case {'sheet','cyl','toroid'}, sTopol.shape = 
varargin{i}; 

     %% Fernando Lourenco 
     case 'mi_x',      i=i+1; mi_x = varargin{i} 
     case 'ma_x',      i=i+1; ma_x = varargin{i} 
     case 'mi_y',      i=i+1; mi_y = varargin{i} 
     case 'ma_y',      i=i+1; ma_y = varargin{i}      
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  elseif isstruct(varargin{i}) & 

isfield(varargin{i},'type'),  
    switch varargin{i}.type,  
     case 'som_topol', 
      sTopol = varargin{i};  
     case 'som_map',  
      sMap = varargin{i}; 
      sTopol = sMap.topol; 
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  else 
    argok = 0;  
  end 
  if ~argok,  
    disp(['(som_topol_struct) Ignoring invalid 

argument #' num2str(i)]);  
  end 
  i = i+1;  
end 
 
if ~isempty(sMap),  
  [munits dim2] = size(sMap.codebook); 
  if dim2 ~= dim, error('Map and data must have the 

same dimension.'); end 
end 
 
%% create map 
 
% map struct 
if ~isempty(sMap),  
  sMap = som_set(sMap,'topol',sTopol); 
else   
  if ~prod(sTopol.msize),  
    if isnan(munits),  
      sTopol = som_topol_struct('data',D,sTopol); 
    else 
      sTopol = 

som_topol_struct('data',D,'munits',munits,sTopo
l); 

    end 
  end   
  sMap = som_map_struct(dim, sTopol);  
end 
 
if struct_mode,  
  sMap = 

som_set(sMap,'comp_names',comp_names,'co
mp_norm',comp_norm); 

end 

 
%% initialization 
 
% train struct 
sTrain = som_train_struct('algorithm','randinit'); 
sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'data_name',data_name); 
 
munits = prod(sMap.topol.msize); 
%%% 
%%% Modified by V.Lobo, 04/04/06 (yy/mm/dd) 
%%% 
sMap.codebook = zeros([munits dim]);  
                % set interval of GEO component to 

correct value 
                 
%% modified FCL 
 
if ( isempty(mi_x) | isempty(mi_y) | isempty(ma_x) | 

isempty(ma_y)), 
    % warning('Using min max of data set for geo 

init!') 
    ma_x = max(D(:,1)); mi_x = min(D(:,1)); 
    ma_y = max(D(:,2)); mi_y = min(D(:,2)); 
end; 
 
intervalx=(ma_x-mi_x)/(sMap.topol.msize(1)-1); 
x=mi_x:intervalx:ma_x; 
intervaly=(ma_y-mi_y)/(sMap.topol.msize(2)-1); 
y=mi_y:intervaly:ma_y; 
k=1; 
for j=1:sMap.topol.msize(2) 
    for i=1:sMap.topol.msize(1) 
        sMap.codebook(k,1:2)=[ x(i) y(j) ]; 
        k=k+1; 
    end; 
end; 
%% 
 
% the other attributes are setup from nearest 

neighbor 
Dist_total = dist( sMap.codebook(:,1:2),D(:,1:2)'); 
[lixo, bmp ] = min( Dist_total,[], 2 ); 
sMap.codebook(:,3:end)=D(bmp,3:end); 
   
 
 
% training struct 
sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'time',datestr(now,0)); 
sMap.trainhist = sTrain; 
 
return; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [sMap, sTrain] = som_seqtrain_geo(sMap, 

D, varargin) 
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%SOM_SEQTRAIN_GEO  Use sequential 
algorithm to train the GEOGRAPHICAL Self-
Organizing Map. 

% 
% [sM,sT] = som_seqtrain_geo(sM, D, [[argID,] 

value, ...]) 
%  
%  GEOGRAPHICAL SOM options: 
%  (ALL geographical variants assume geographical 

coordinates are cartesian and stores in 
%   in the first two components of the pattern vector) 
% 
%   'geo_match'    (scalar)    Defines the radius of 

the geographical BMU that should be 
%                              searched for the final BMU. A 

radius of ZERO implies that 
%                              only geo-coordinates are used, 

thus originating a Hypermap. 
%                              A radius of 1 or greater with 

originate a spatial-kangas map. 
%   'geo_update'   (string)    Defines which 

components should be updated: 
%                               'nongeo' - Updata only non-

geographic components (DEFAULT) 
%                               'all' - all components (including 

GEO) will be updated 
%                                
% 
% 
%  sM     = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D); 
%  sM     = 

som_seqtrain_geo(sM,sD,'alpha_type','power','t
racking',3); 

%  [M,sT] = 
som_seqtrain_geo(M,D,'ep','trainlen',10,'inv','he
xa'); 

% 
%  Input and output arguments ([]'s are optional):  
%   sM      (struct) map struct, the trained and 

updated map is returned 
%           (matrix) codebook matrix of a self-

organizing map 
%                    size munits x dim or  msize(1) x ... x 

msize(k) x dim 
%                    The trained map codebook is 

returned. 
%   D       (struct) training data; data struct 
%           (matrix) training data, size dlen x dim 
%   [argID, (string) See below. The values which are 

unambiguous can  
%    value] (varies) be given without the preceeding 

argID. 
% 
%   sT      (struct) learning parameters used during 

the training 
% 
% Here are the valid argument IDs and 

corresponding values. The values which 
% are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be given 

without the preceeding argID. 

%   'mask'        (vector) BMU search mask, size dim 
x 1 

%   'msize'       (vector) map size 
%   'radius'      (vector) neighborhood radiuses, 

length 1, 2 or trainlen 
%   'radius_ini'  (scalar) initial training radius 
%   'radius_fin'  (scalar) final training radius 
%   'alpha'       (vector) learning rates, length trainlen 
%   'alpha_ini'   (scalar) initial learning rate 
%   'tracking'    (scalar) tracking level, 0-3  
%   'trainlen'    (scalar) training length 
%   'trainlen_type' *(string) is the given trainlen 

'samples' or 'epochs' 
%   'train'      *(struct) train struct, parameters for 

training 
%   'sTrain','som_train '  = 'train' 
%   'alpha_type' *(string) learning rate function, 'inv', 

'linear' or 'power' 
%   'sample_order'*(string) order of samples: 

'random' or 'ordered' 
%   'neigh'      *(string) neighborhood function, 

'gaussian', 'cutgauss', 
%                          'ep' or 'bubble' 
%   'topol'      *(struct) topology struct 
%   'som_topol','sTopo l'  = 'topol' 
%   'lattice'    *(string) map lattice, 'hexa' or 'rect' 
%   'shape'      *(string) map shape, 'sheet', 'cyl' or 

'toroid' 
% 
% For more help, try 'type som_seqtrain_geo' or 

check out online documentation. 
% See also  SOM_MAKE, SOM_BATCHTRAIN, 

SOM_TRAIN_STRUCT. 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% DETAILED 

DESCRIPTION  
% 
% som_seqtrain_geo 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% Trains a Self-Organizing Map using the 

sequential algorithm.  
% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D); 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,sD); 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(...,'argID',value,...); 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(...,value,...); 
%  [sM,sT] = som_seqtrain_geo(M,D,...); 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
% 
% Trains the given SOM (sM or M above) with the 

given training data 
% (sD or D) using sequential SOM training 

algorithm. If no optional 
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% arguments (argID, value) are given, a default 
training is done, the 

% parameters are obtained from 
SOM_TRAIN_STRUCT function. Using 

% optional arguments the training parameters can 
be specified. Returns 

% the trained and updated SOM and a train struct 
which contains 

% information on the training. 
% 
% REFERENCES 
% 
% Kohonen, T., "Self-Organizing Map", 2nd ed., 

Springer-Verlag,  
%    Berlin, 1995, pp. 78-82. 
% Kohonen, T., "Clustering, Taxonomy, and 

Topological Maps of 
%    Patterns", International Conference on Pattern 

Recognition 
%    (ICPR), 1982, pp. 114-128. 
% Kohonen, T., "Self-Organized formation of 

topologically correct 
%    feature maps", Biological Cybernetics 43, 1982, 

pp. 59-69. 
% 
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%  sM          The map to be trained.  
%     (struct) map struct 
%     (matrix) codebook matrix (field .data of map 

struct) 
%              Size is either [munits dim], in which case 

the map grid  
%              dimensions (msize) should be specified 

with optional arguments, 
%              or [msize(1) ... msize(k) dim] in which 

case the map  
%              grid dimensions are taken from the size 

of the matrix.  
%              Lattice, by default, is 'rect' and shape 

'sheet'. 
%  D           Training data. 
%     (struct) data struct 
%     (matrix) data matrix, size [dlen dim] 
%   
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS  
% 
%  argID (string) Argument identifier string (see 

below). 
%  value (varies) Value for the argument (see 

below). 
% 
%  The optional arguments can be given as 

'argID',value -pairs. If an 
%  argument is given value multiple times, the last 

one is 
%  used. The valid IDs and corresponding values 

are listed below. The values  
%  which are unambiguous (marked with '*') can be 

given without the  

%  preceeding argID. 
% 
%   'mask'       (vector) BMU search mask, size dim 

x 1. Default is  
%                         the one in sM (field '.mask') or a 

vector of 
%                         ones if only a codebook matrix 

was given. 
%   'msize'      (vector) map grid dimensions. Default 

is the one 
%                         in sM (field sM.topol.msize) or  
%                         'si = size(sM); msize = si(1:end-

1);'  
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given.  
%   'radius'     (vector) neighborhood radius  
%                         length = 1: radius_ini = radius 
%                         length = 2: [radius_ini radius_fin] = 

radius 
%                         length > 2: the vector given 

neighborhood 
%                                     radius for each step 

separately 
%                                     trainlen = length(radius) 
%   'radius_ini' (scalar) initial training radius 
%   'radius_fin' (scalar) final training radius 
%   'alpha'      (vector) learning rate 
%                         length = 1: alpha_ini = alpha 
%                         length > 1: the vector gives 

learning rate 
%                                     for each step separately 
%                                     trainlen is set to 

length(alpha) 
%                                     alpha_type is set to 'user 

defined' 
%   'alpha_ini'  (scalar) initial learning rate 
%   'tracking'   (scalar) tracking level: 0, 1 (default), 

2 or 3 
%                         0 - estimate time  
%                         1 - track time and quantization 

error  
%                         2 - plot quantization error 
%                         3 - plot quantization error and two 

first  
%                             components  
%   'trainlen'   (scalar) training length (see also 

'tlen_type') 
%   'trainlen_type' *(string) is the trainlen argument 

given in 'epochs' 
%                         or in 'samples'. Default is 'epochs'. 
%   'sample_order'*(string) is the sample order 

'random' (which is the  
%                         the default) or 'ordered' in which 

case 
%                         samples are taken in the order in 

which they  
%                         appear in the data set 
%   'train'     *(struct) train struct, parameters for 

training.  
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%                         Default parameters, unless 
specified,  

%                         are acquired using 
SOM_TRAIN_STRUCT (this  

%                         also applies for 'trainlen', 
'alpha_type', 

%                         'alpha_ini', 'radius_ini' and 
'radius_fin'). 

%   'sTrain', 'som_train' (struct) = 'train' 
%   'neigh'     *(string) The used neighborhood 

function. Default is  
%                         the one in sM (field '.neigh') or 

'gaussian' 
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given. Other  
%                         possible values is 'cutgauss', 'ep' 

and 'bubble'. 
%   'topol'     *(struct) topology of the map. Default is 

the one 
%                         in sM (field '.topol'). 
%   'sTopol', 'som_topol' (struct) = 'topol' 
%   'alpha_type'*(string) learning rate function, 'inv', 

'linear' or 'power' 
%   'lattice'   *(string) map lattice. Default is the one 

in sM 
%                         (field sM.topol.lattice) or 'rect'  
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given.  
%   'shape'     *(string) map shape. Default is the 

one in sM 
%                         (field sM.topol.shape) or 'sheet'  
%                         if only a codebook matrix was 

given.  
% 
%%% Modified by V.Lobo, 04/04/06 (yy/mm/dd) 
% 
%   'geo_match'   (scalar) Defines the RADIUS of 

the GEOgraphic BMU that must be 
%                           searched to find the true BMU 
%   'geo_update'  (string) Defines if we should 

update 'all' components, or only  
%                           'nongeo' than the GEO. default is 

'nongeo' 
% 
%    
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
%  
%  sM          the trained map 
%     (struct) if a map struct was given as input 

argument, a  
%              map struct is also returned. The current 

training  
%              is added to the training history 

(sM.trainhist). 
%              The 'neigh' and 'mask' fields of the map 

struct 
%              are updated to match those of the 

training. 
%     (matrix) if a matrix was given as input 

argument, a matrix 

%              is also returned with the same size as the 
input  

%              argument. 
%  sT (struct) train struct; information of the 

accomplished training 
%   
% EXAMPLES 
% 
% Simplest case: 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D);   
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,sD); 
% 
% To change the tracking level, 'tracking' argument 

is specified: 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D,'tracking',3); 
% 
% The change training parameters, the optional 

arguments 'train',  
% 'neigh','mask','trainlen','radius','radius_ini', 

'radius_fin',  
% 'alpha', 'alpha_type' and 'alpha_ini' are used.  
%  sM = 

som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D,'neigh','cutgauss','trainl
en',10,'radius_fin',0); 

% 
% Another way to specify training parameters is to 

create a train struct: 
%  sTrain = 

som_train_struct(sM,'dlen',size(D,1),'algorithm','
seq'); 

%  sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'neigh','cutgauss'); 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D,sTrain); 
% 
% By default the neighborhood radius goes linearly 

from radius_ini to 
% radius_fin. If you want to change this, you can 

use the 'radius' argument 
% to specify the neighborhood radius for each step 

separately: 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D,'radius',[5 3 1 1 1 

1 0.5 0.5 0.5]); 
% 
% By default the learning rate (alpha) goes from the 

alpha_ini to 0 
% along the function defined by alpha_type. If you 

want to change this,  
% you can use the 'alpha' argument to specify the 

learning rate 
% for each step separately:  
%  alpha = 0.2*(1 - log([1:100])); 
%  sM = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D,'alpha',alpha); 
% 
% You don't necessarily have to use the map struct, 

but you can operate 
% directly with codebook matrices. However, in this 

case you have to 
% specify the topology of the map in the optional 

arguments. The 
% following commads are identical (M is originally a 

200 x dim sized matrix): 
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%  M = som_seqtrain_geo(M,D,'msize',[20 
10],'lattice','hexa','shape','cyl'); 

% 
%  M = som_seqtrain_geo(M,D,'msize',[20 

10],'hexa','cyl'); 
% 
%  sT= som_set('som_topol','msize',[20 

10],'lattice','hexa','shape','cyl'); 
%  M = som_seqtrain_geo(M,D,sT); 
% 
%  M = reshape(M,[20 10 dim]); 
%  M = som_seqtrain_geo(M,D,'hexa','cyl'); 
% 
% The som_seqtrain_geo also returns a train struct 

with information on the  
% accomplished training. This is the same one as is 

added to the end of the  
% trainhist field of map struct, in case a map struct 

is given. 
%  [M,sTrain] = som_seqtrain_geo(M,D,'msize',[20 

10]); 
% 
%  [sM,sTrain] = som_seqtrain_geo(sM,D); % 

sM.trainhist{end}==sTrain 
% 
%  Geographical SOM  
%  sM = 

som_seqtrain_geo(sM,sD,'geo_match',2,'geo_u
pdate','all'); 

% 
% 
% SEE ALSO 
%  
%  som_make         Initialize and train a SOM using 

default parameters. 
%  som_batchtrain   Train SOM with batch 

algorithm. 
%  som_train_struct Determine default training 

parameters. 
 
% Copyright (c) 1997-2000 by the SOM toolbox 

programming team. 
% http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/ 
 
% Version 1.0beta juuso 220997 
% Version 2.0beta juuso 101199 
%%% 
%%% Modified by V.Lobo, 04/04/06 (yy/mm/dd) 
 
%% Check arguments 
 
error(nargchk(2, Inf, nargin));  % check the number 

of input arguments 
 
% map  
struct_mode = isstruct(sMap); 
if struct_mode,  
  sTopol = sMap.topol; 
else   

  orig_size = size(sMap); 
  if ndims(sMap) > 2,  
    si = size(sMap); dim = si(end); msize = si(1:end-

1); 
    M = reshape(sMap,[prod(msize) dim]); 
  else 
    msize = [orig_size(1) 1];  
    dim = orig_size(2); 
  end 
  sMap   = som_map_struct(dim,'msize',msize); 
  sTopol = sMap.topol; 
end 
[munits dim] = size(sMap.codebook); 
 
% data 
if isstruct(D),  
  data_name = D.name;  
  D = D.data;  
else  
  data_name = inputname(2);  
end 
D = D(find(sum(isnan(D),2) < dim),:); % remove 

empty vectors from the data 
[dlen ddim] = size(D);                % check input 

dimension 
if dim ~= ddim, error('Map and data input space 

dimensions disagree.'); end 
 
% varargin 
sTrain = 

som_set('som_train','algorithm','seq','neigh', ... 
   

sMap.neigh,'mask',sMap.mask,'data_name',dat
a_name); 

radius     = []; 
alpha      = []; 
tracking   = 1; 
sample_order_type = 'random'; 
tlen_type  = 'epochs'; 
geo_match=0; 
 
i=1;  
while i<=length(varargin),  
  argok = 1;  
  if ischar(varargin{i}),  
    switch varargin{i},  
     % argument IDs 
     case 'msize', i=i+1; sTopol.msize = varargin{i};  
     case 'lattice', i=i+1; sTopol.lattice = varargin{i}; 
     case 'shape', i=i+1; sTopol.shape = varargin{i}; 
     case 'mask', i=i+1; sTrain.mask = varargin{i}; 
     case 'neigh', i=i+1; sTrain.neigh = varargin{i}; 
     case 'trainlen', i=i+1; sTrain.trainlen = varargin{i}; 
     case 'trainlen_type', i=i+1; tlen_type = 

varargin{i};  
     case 'tracking', i=i+1; tracking = varargin{i}; 
     case 'sample_order', i=i+1; sample_order_type = 

varargin{i}; 
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     case 'radius_ini', i=i+1; sTrain.radius_ini = 
varargin{i}; 

     case 'radius_fin', i=i+1; sTrain.radius_fin = 
varargin{i}; 

     case 'radius',  
      i=i+1;  
      l = length(varargin{i});  
      if l==1,  
        sTrain.radius_ini = varargin{i};  
      else  
        sTrain.radius_ini = varargin{i}(1);  
        sTrain.radius_fin = varargin{i}(end); 
        if l>2, radius = varargin{i}; tlen_type = 

'samples'; end 
      end  
     case 'alpha_type', i=i+1; sTrain.alpha_type = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'alpha_ini', i=i+1; sTrain.alpha_ini = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'alpha',      
      i=i+1;  
      sTrain.alpha_ini = varargin{i}(1); 
      if length(varargin{i})>1,  
        alpha = varargin{i}; tlen_type = 'samples';  
        sTrain.alpha_type = 'user defined';  
      end 
     case {'sTrain','train','som_train'}, i=i+1; sTrain = 

varargin{i}; 
     case {'topol','sTopol','som_topol'},  
      i=i+1;  
      sTopol = varargin{i}; 
      if prod(sTopol.msize) ~= munits,  
        error('Given map grid size does not match the 

codebook size.'); 
      end 
%--------------------------------------- 
% MODIFIED by V.Lobo, 04/04/06 
    case 'geo_match',                   % Defines the 

RADIUS of the GEOgraphic BMU that must be 
        i=i+1;                          % searched to find the 

true BMU 
        geo_match_radius=varargin{i}; 
     
    case 'geo_update',                  % Defines if we 

should update 'all' components, or only  
        i=i+1;                          % 'nongeo' than the 

GEO. default is 'nongeo' 
        geo_update=varargin{i}; 
         
% END modified 
%--------------------------------------- 
      % unambiguous values 
     case {'inv','linear','power'}, sTrain.alpha_type = 

varargin{i};  
     case {'hexa','rect'}, sTopol.lattice = varargin{i}; 
     case {'sheet','cyl','toroid'}, sTopol.shape = 

varargin{i};  
     case {'gaussian','cutgauss','ep','bubble'}, 

sTrain.neigh = varargin{i}; 

     case {'epochs','samples'}, tlen_type = varargin{i}; 
     case {'random', 'ordered'}, sample_order_type = 

varargin{i}; 
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  elseif isstruct(varargin{i}) & 

isfield(varargin{i},'type'),  
    switch varargin{i}(1).type,  
     case 'som_topol',  
      sTopol = varargin{i};  
      if prod(sTopol.msize) ~= munits,  
        error('Given map grid size does not match the 

codebook size.'); 
      end 
     case 'som_train', sTrain = varargin{i}; 
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  else 
    argok = 0;  
  end 
  if ~argok,  
    disp(['(som_seqtrain) Ignoring invalid argument #' 

num2str(i+2)]);  
  end 
  i = i+1;  
end 
 
% training length 
if ~isempty(radius) | ~isempty(alpha),  
  lr = length(radius); 
  la = length(alpha); 
  if lr>2 | la>1, 
    tlen_type = 'samples'; 
    if     lr> 2 & la<=1, sTrain.trainlen = lr; 
    elseif lr<=2 & la> 1, sTrain.trainlen = la; 
    elseif lr==la,        sTrain.trainlen = la; 
    else 
      error('Mismatch between radius and learning 

rate vector lengths.') 
    end 
  end 
end 
if strcmp(tlen_type,'samples'), sTrain.trainlen = 

sTrain.trainlen/dlen; end  
 
% check topology 
if struct_mode,  
  if ~strcmp(sTopol.lattice,sMap.topol.lattice) | ... 
 ~strcmp(sTopol.shape,sMap.topol.shape) | ... 
 any(sTopol.msize ~= sMap.topol.msize),  
    warning('Changing the original map topology.'); 
  end 
end 
sMap.topol = sTopol;  
 
% complement the training struct 
sTrain = som_train_struct(sTrain,sMap,'dlen',dlen); 
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if isempty(sTrain.mask), sTrain.mask = ones(dim,1); 
end 

 
%% initialize 
 
M        = sMap.codebook; 
mask     = sTrain.mask; 
trainlen = sTrain.trainlen*dlen; 
 
% neighborhood radius 
if length(radius)>2, 
  radius_type = 'user defined'; 
else 
  radius = [sTrain.radius_ini sTrain.radius_fin];     
  rini = radius(1);  
  rstep = (radius(end)-radius(1))/(trainlen-1); 
  radius_type = 'linear'; 
end     
 
% learning rate 
if length(alpha)>1,  
  sTrain.alpha_type ='user defined'; 
  if length(alpha) ~= trainlen,  
    error('Trainlen and length of neighborhood radius 

vector do not match.') 
  end 
  if any(isnan(alpha)),  
    error('NaN is an illegal learning rate.') 
  end 
else 
  if isempty(alpha), alpha = sTrain.alpha_ini; end 
  if strcmp(sTrain.alpha_type,'inv'),  
    % alpha(t) = a / (t+b), where a and b are chosen 

suitably 
    % below, they are chosen so that alpha_fin = 

alpha_ini/100 
    b = (trainlen - 1) / (100 - 1); 
    a = b * alpha; 
  end 
end 
                                    
% initialize random number generator 
rand('state',sum(100*clock)); 
 
% distance between map units in the output space 
%  Since in the case of gaussian and ep 

neighborhood functions, the  
%  equations utilize squares of the unit distances 

and in bubble case 
%  it doesn't matter which is used, the unitdistances 

and neighborhood 
%  radiuses are squared. 
Ud = som_unit_dists(sTopol).^2; 
 
%% Action 
 
update_step = 100;  
mu_x_1 = ones(munits,1); 

samples = ones(update_step,1); 
r = samples;  
alfa = samples; 
 
qe = 0; 
start = clock; 
if tracking >  0, % initialize tracking 
  track_table = zeros(update_step,1); 
  qe = zeros(floor(trainlen/update_step),1);   
end 
 
for t = 1:trainlen,  
 
  % Every update_step, new values for sample 

indeces, neighborhood 
  % radius and learning rate are calculated. This 

could be done 
  % every step, but this way it is more efficient. Or 

this could  
  % be done all at once outside the loop, but it 

would require much 
  % more memory. 
  ind = rem(t,update_step); if ind==0, ind = 

update_step; end 
  if ind==1,  
    steps = [t:min(trainlen,t+update_step-1)]; 
    % sample order     
    switch sample_order_type,  
     case 'ordered', samples = rem(steps,dlen)+1; 
     case 'random',  samples = 

ceil(dlen*rand(update_step,1)+eps); 
    end 
 
    % neighborhood radius 
    switch radius_type,  
     case 'linear',       r = rini+(steps-1)*rstep; 
     case 'user defined', r = radius(steps);  
    end     
    r=r.^2;        % squared radius (see notes about 

Ud above) 
    r(r==0) = eps; % zero radius might cause div-by-

zero error 
     
    % learning rate 
    switch sTrain.alpha_type, 
     case 'linear',       alfa = (1-steps/trainlen)*alpha; 
     case 'inv',          alfa = a ./ (b + steps-1); 
     case 'power',        alfa = alpha * 

(0.005/alpha).^((steps-1)/trainlen);  
     case 'user defined', alfa = alpha(steps); 
    end     
  end 
   
  % find BMU 
  x = D(samples(ind),:);                 % pick one 

sample vector 
  known = ~isnan(x);                     % its known 

components 
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%------------------------------------------------------------ 
% MODIFIED by V.Lobo in 03/11/29 to implement 

kangas-type map 
% V.2 by V.Lobo, 04/04/06 (yy/mm/dd) 
 
  geocoord=known-known;                  % build a 0-

logical vector with the same size as x  
  geocoord(1)=1;                         % "activate" the 

geographical coordinates 
  geocoord(2)=1; 
  geocoord=logical(geocoord); 
% Find the BMU considering ONLY the GEO 

coordinates 
  Dx = M(:,geocoord) - x(mu_x_1,geocoord);       % 

each map unit minus the vector 
  [qerr bmu_initial] = min((Dx.^2)*mask([1 2])); % 

minimum distance(^2) and the BMU_initial 
   
  if geo_match_radius==0, 
      bmu=bmu_initial; 
      Dx = M(:,known) - x(mu_x_1,known); 
  else 
      

non_searchable_units=find(Ud(:,bmu_initial)>ge
o_match_radius); 

% NOW, find the distances considering all 
components 

      Dx = M(:,known) - x(mu_x_1,known);     % each 
map unit minus the vector 

      tmp=(Dx.^2)*mask(known); 
      tmp(non_searchable_units)=inf;         % Exclude 

units that are not in the KANGAS Neighborhood 
% NOW find the true BMU 
      [qerr bmu] = min(tmp); % minimum distance(^2) 

and the BMU 
  end; 
% END modification for GEO-SOM 
%------------------------------------------------------------- 
  % tracking 
  if tracking>0,  
    track_table(ind) = sqrt(qerr); 
    if ind==update_step,  
      n = ceil(t/update_step);  
      qe(n) = mean(track_table); 
      trackplot(M,D,tracking,start,n,qe); 
    end 
  end 
   
  % neighborhood & learning rate 
  % notice that the elements Ud and radius have 

been squared! 
  % (see notes about Ud above) 
  switch sTrain.neigh,  
  case 'bubble',   h = (Ud(:,bmu)<=r(ind)); 
  case 'gaussian', h = exp(-Ud(:,bmu)/(2*r(ind)));  
  case 'cutgauss', h = exp(-Ud(:,bmu)/(2*r(ind))) .* 

(Ud(:,bmu)<=r(ind)); 
  case 'ep',       h = (1-Ud(:,bmu)/r(ind)) .* 

(Ud(:,bmu)<=r(ind)); 

  end   
  h = h*alfa(ind);   
   
  % update M 
  if not(issame(geo_update,'all')) 
      known(1:2)=0; 
  end; 
  M(:,known) = M(:,known) - 

h(:,ones(sum(known),1)).*Dx(:,known); 
 
end; % for t = 1:trainlen 
 
%% Build / clean up the return arguments 
 
if tracking, fprintf(1,'\n'); end 
 
% update structures 
sTrain = som_set(sTrain,'time',datestr(now,0)); 
if struct_mode,  
  sMap = 

som_set(sMap,'codebook',M,'mask',sTrain.mas
k,'neigh',sTrain.neigh); 

  tl = length(sMap.trainhist); 
  sMap.trainhist(tl+1) = sTrain; 
else 
  sMap = reshape(M,orig_size); 
end 
 
return; 
 
%% subfunctions 
 
%%%%%%%% 
function [] = trackplot(M,D,tracking,start,n,qe) 
 
  l = length(qe); 
  elap_t = etime(clock,start);  
  tot_t = elap_t*l/n; 
  fprintf(1,'\rTraining: %3.0f/ %3.0f s',elap_t,tot_t)   
  switch tracking 
   case 1,  
   case 2,        
    plot(1:n,qe(1:n),(n+1):l,qe((n+1):l)) 
    title('Quantization errors for latest samples')     
    drawnow 
   otherwise, 
    subplot(2,1,1), plot(1:n,qe(1:n),(n+1):l,qe((n+1):l)) 
    title('Quantization error for latest samples'); 
    subplot(2,1,2), 

plot(M(:,1),M(:,2),'ro',D(:,1),D(:,2),'b.');  
    title('First two components of map units (o) and 

data vectors (+)'); 
    drawnow 
  end   
  % end of trackplot 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function U = som_umat2dist(Umat) 
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% Function som_umat2dist 
 
% Dr is auxiliary to store unit number of SOM 
% Umat      is output Umat=som_umat(sM) 
 
%%%%%%%%% DETAILED DESCRIPTION  
% PURPOSE 
% Converts Umat output format of som_umat() into 

a cross distance matrix. 
% This can be used as argument in som_grid() to 

control symbol size and line weight 
% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  U = som_umat2dist(Umat) 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
% 
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%  Umat      (matrix) output of som_umat() 
% 
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%  U   (matrix) the unified distance cross matrix of 

the SOM  
% 
% EXAMPLES 
% 
%  U = som_umat2dist(Umat);   
 
% Version 1.0beta FCL 2004.07.29 
 
Dr=Umat; 
 
[M,N]=size(Dr); 
Mb=(M+1)/2; 
Nb=(N+1)/2; 
% unit numbers 
Unit1=[1 :(Mb*Nb)]; 
Unit1=reshape(Unit1,Mb,[]); 
Unit=zeros(M,N); 
Unit(1:2:end,1:2:end)=Unit1; 
 
DIST=zeros(Mb*Nb,Mb*Nb); 
 
% .-.-.- 
% .-.-.- 
% computes horizontal values 
 
for i=1:2:N-2, 
    for j=1:2:M, 
        DIST(Unit(j,i),Unit(j,i+2))=Dr(j,i+1); 
    end 

end 
% . . . . 
% | | | | 
% . . . . 
% computes vertical values 
for i=1:2:N, 
    for j=1:2:M-2, 
        DIST(Unit(j,i),Unit(j+2,i))=Dr(j+1,i); 
    end 
end 
% / / / / 
% . . . . 
% computes diagonal values 
for i=1:2:N-1, 
    for j=3:2:M, 
        DIST(Unit(j,i),Unit(j-2,i+2))=Dr(j-1,i+1); 
    end 
end 
% . . . . 
% \ \ \ \ 
% computes diagonal values 
for i=1:2:N-1, 
    for j=3:2:M-1, 
        DIST(Unit(j,i),Unit(j+2,i+2))=Dr(j+1,i+1); 
    end 
end 
 
% main diagonal or self-unit values 
D=Dr(1:2:end,1:2:end); 
D1=reshape(D,prod(size(D)),[]); 
D2=diag(D1'); 
 
% final 
U=DIST+D2; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function umat_codebook_tables(sM, sD, varargin) 
 
% Function umat_codebook_tables 
 
% sM      is a map structure 
 
%%%%%%%%% DETAILED DESCRIPTION  
% 
% umat_codebook_tables 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% uses U-mat and colormap to produce a coloring 

for nodes and connections of SOM grid; 
% default colormap is used; 
% som_grid function is called to procuce a figure of 

the lattice on geographic space 
% x and y coordinates are presumed at 1.st and 

2.nd positions, e.g. sMap.codebook(:,[1 2]) 
% two figures are produced showing Umat with and 

without x y components 
% two tabes are output 
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% 
% SYNTAX 
% 
%  umat_codebook_tables(sM, sD, varargin) 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
%  
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%   sM          (struct)    map structure 
%   sD          (struct)    data structure     
%   'LineWidth'   (scalar)    gridlines width; default=1 
%   'MarkerSize'  (scalar)    codebook nodes size; 

default=1 
%   'mask'      (vector) mask to be used in 

calculating 
%                        the interunit distances, size [dim  

1]. Default is  
%                        the one in sM (field sM.mask) or a 

vector of 
%                        ones if only a codebook matrix was 

given. 
% 
% OPTIONAL INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
% (none)  
% OUTPUTS 
%   Files: 
%  'codebook.dat' - codebook with fields UNIT 

U_MATall U_MATwoXY X Y 
%  'csvbmus.dat'  - table of data samples BMU with 

fields FID BMU 
%  
% EXAMPLES 
% 
%  umat_codebook_tables(sM, sD,'LineWidth', 

15,'MarkerSize', 50, 'mask', [0 0 1 1 1]);   
 
% Version 1.0beta FCL 2004.08.26 
 
error(nargchk(2, Inf, nargin));    % check no. of input 

args 
 
%default values 
mask=sM.mask;  
LineWidth = 5; 
MarkerSize = 5;  
 
% varargin 
i=1;  
while i<=length(varargin),  
  argok = 1;  
  if ischar(varargin{i}),  
    switch varargin{i},  
      % argument IDs 

     case 'LineWidth',       i=i+1; LineWidth = 
varargin{i}; 

     case 'MarkerSize',       i=i+1; MarkerSize = 
varargin{i};  

     case 'mask',       i=i+1; mask = varargin{i};  
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  else 
    argok = 0;  
  end 
  if ~argok,  
    disp(['(som_umat) Ignoring invalid argument #' 

num2str(i+1)]);  
  end 
  i = i+1;  
 
end; % while 
 
figure(1) 
Uall = 

umat2colormap(sM,'LineWidth',LineWidth,'Mark
erSize',MarkerSize); % all comp. 

 
[r c]=size(sM.codebook); 
m=ones(1,c); 
m(1:2)=0; 
figure(2) 
UwoXY = 

umat2colormap(sM,'LineWidth',LineWidth,'Mark
erSize',MarkerSize,'mask',m); % without x y 

umatbus_all=diag(Uall); 
umatbus_woXY=diag(UwoXY); 
 
sMd=som_denormalize(sM); 
 
ind=(1:prod(sM.topol.msize))'; % index of codebook 

vector 
 
% table with U-mat_all_comp, U-mat_without x y, x 

and y of codebook vectors 
codebook=[ind umatbus_all umatbus_woXY 

sMd.codebook(:,1) sMd.codebook(:,2)]; 
% UNIT U_MATall U_MATwoXY X Y 
csvwrite('codebook.dat',codebook) 
 
%find BMU of input data 
bmus=som_bmus(sM,sD); 
ind=(0:prod(size(bmus))-1)'; % index of data 

samples 
m=[ind bmus]; 
% DATA/FID BMU 
csvwrite('csvbmus.dat',m) 
% join in ArcGIS these 2 tabelas through fields 

(data)FID->(Bmus)BMU->(Codebook)UNIT 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function U2 = umat2colormap(sM, varargin) 
 
% Function umat2colormap 
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%  
 
% sM      is a map structure 
 
%%%%%%% DETAILED DESCRIPTION  
% 
% umat2colormap 
% 
% PURPOSE 
% 
% uses U-mat and colormap to produce a coloring 

for nodes and connections of SOM grid; 
% default colormap is used; 
% som_grid function is called to procuce a figure of 

the lattice on geographic space 
% x and y coordinates are presumed at 1.st and 

2.nd positions, e.g. sMap.codebook(:,[1 2]) 
% 
% SYNTAX 
%  U2 = U2 = 

umat2colormap(sM,LineWidth,MarkerSize) 
% 
% DESCRIPTION 
%  
% REQUIRED INPUT ARGUMENTS 
% 
%   sM          (struct)    map structure 
%   'LineWidth'   (scalar)    gridlines width; default=1 
%   'MarkerSize'  (scalar)    codebook nodes size; 

default=1 
%   'mask'      (vector) mask to be used in 

calculating 
%                        the interunit distances, size [dim  

1]. Default is  
%                        the one in sM (field sM.mask) or a 

vector of 
%                        ones if only a codebook matrix was 

given. 
% 
% OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
%  U2   (matrix) the unified distance cross matrix of 

the SOM  
%                
% EXAMPLES 
% 
%  U2 = umat2colormap(sM,'LineWidth', 

15,'MarkerSize', 50, 'mask', [0 0 1 1 1]);   
 
% Version 1.0beta FCL 2004.08.05 
% Version 2.0beta FCL 2004.08.19 - include mask 
 
error(nargchk(1, Inf, nargin));    % check no. of input 

args 
 
%default values 
mask=sM.mask;  
LineWidth = 1; 
MarkerSize = 1;  
 

% varargin 
i=1;  
while i<=length(varargin),  
  argok = 1;  
  if ischar(varargin{i}),  
    switch varargin{i},  
      % argument IDs 
     case 'LineWidth',       i=i+1; LineWidth = 

varargin{i}; 
     case 'MarkerSize',       i=i+1; MarkerSize = 

varargin{i};  
     case 'mask',       i=i+1; mask = varargin{i};  
     otherwise argok=0;  
    end 
  else 
    argok = 0;  
  end 
  if ~argok,  
    disp(['(som_umat) Ignoring invalid argument #' 

num2str(i+1)]);  
  end 
  i = i+1;  
 
end; % while 
 
U=som_umat(sM, 'mask', mask); 
U2=som_umat2dist(U); 
 
cmax=max(max(U2)); 
cmin=0; 
cm_length=length(colormap); 
cm=colormap; 
colormap_index = fix((U2-cmin)/(cmax-

cmin)*(cm_length-1))+1; 
msize=prod((sM.topol.msize)); 
for t=1:3, for i=1:msize,for j=1:msize, 

Uc(i,j,t)=cm(colormap_index(i,j),t);end;end;end 
% denormalize sM 
sMd=som_denormalize(sM); 
% plot the lattice using geographic coordinates 
% 2004.11.01 OK 
% som_grid(sMd,'coord', sMd.codebook(:,[1 

2]),'LineColor',Uc,'marker','.','LineWidth', 
LineWidth*U2,'MarkerSize', 
MarkerSize*diag(U2)); 

% introduce labels 2004.11.01 FCL 
msize 
a=1:msize 
label = num2str(a') 
som_grid(sMd,'coord', sMd.codebook(:,[1 

2]),'LineColor',Uc,'marker','.','LineWidth', 
LineWidth*U2,'MarkerSize', 
MarkerSize*diag(U2), 'Label', label, 'LabelSize', 
8, 'LabelColor','k'); 

 
h=colorbar; 
set(h,'YTickLabel',''); 
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